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Abstract

Software architecture plays a prominent role for designing increasingly complex
distributed systems. The way an architecture is described is an important as-
pect of constructing a software architecture. The current state-of-the-art prescribes
structuring an architectural description according to multiple models grouped into
views, each covering a related set of stakeholder concerns.

The problem that motivates the research of this dissertation is that archi-
tects typically struggle with keeping the models in an architectural description
consistent with each other. For each small change to a model, an architect must
review and possibly update all other models because they might be related. Main-
taining consistency with the typical high quantity of evolution in software is even
more time-consuming and cumbersome. This problem especially manifests itself for
models that mainly join information from other models (called integrated models).
Describing them is common for obtaining an overview, for understanding the in-
teractions, for bringing features together or for communicating with stakeholders.

This dissertation contributes relations and compositions between architectural
models, embedded in an ADL, formally founded and with tool support. Together,
these techniques form a composition mechanism to consistently maintain inte-
grated models. An architect no longer specifies and maintains the integrated mod-
els directly. Instead an architect specifies the relations, and which models need to
be integrated in a composition specification. Using the composition specification, a
tool can automatically derive the integrated model. The advantage is that changes
to a model are automatically propagated to all integrated models. The composi-
tion mechanism proposed in this dissertation is formally underpinned to ensure
that the semantics are preserved during composition. The research on relations
includes a framework to characterize and compare approaches that use relations
between architectural models.

As validation, we have investigated the consequences of using compositions
and relations empirically in several case studies: a traffic management system, an
industrial transportation system, and a digital publishing system. The empirical
study shows a reduction up to 29 % in the initial specification effort and up to 52 %
reduction in the number of manual changes required for several realistic change
scenarios.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Software architecture plays a prominent role for designing increasingly complex
distributed systems. The way an architecture is described is an important aspect
of constructing a software architecture, and state-of-the-art prescribes structuring
an architectural description (AD) according to multiple models grouped into views.

A challenging problem is to handle relations between and composition of the
models, to reduce the effort of keeping the description consistent in the context
of change. Relations and compositions of design models have been investigated
in the past and proven their value, but the advantages of embedding them in
architectural description languages (ADLs) remain rather unexploited.

In this context, this dissertation presents two main contributions. (A) There
is already a decade of research on relations, but the research is fragmented. The
first contribution is a framework to characterize and compare approaches that use
relations between architectural models.

(B) The second contribution is a composition mechanism to support integrated
models in an ADL. Important aspects of this composition mechanism are rigorous
relations embedded and compositions supported by the ADL; a formal under-
pinning including well-formedness rules and a proof that semantics are preserved
during composition; tool support that automates composition. As a validation, we
have investigated the consequences of using relations and composition empirically
in several case studies: a traffic management system, an industrial transportation
system, and a digital publishing system.

In this chapter we clarify the problem setting of this dissertation and describe
the contributions in more detail. Section 1.1 outlines the context of our work.
In section 1.2 we pinpoint the problem that is the basis for our research. The
contributions of this dissertation are put forward in section 1.3. Composition is
discussed in more detail in 1.4. Finally, we give an outline of the text in section 1.6.

1



2 Introduction

1.1 Context

As the size and complexity of software systems increases, there is a growing need
to describe the underlying structures of a system [SG96]. This is essential for
interfacing with stakeholders like developers, clients, users, managers, maintainers;
for mutual understanding and negotiation and for ensuring that the system fulfills
its function and exhibits required quality properties like security, performance, etc.

This is where architecture comes in. The architecture of a software system
defines its essential structures, which comprise software elements, the externally
visible properties of those elements and the relationships between them [BCK03],
and with the environment [ISO07]. Designing an architecture is a way to cope with
the complexity of software systems. Architecture serves as a vehicle of communica-
tion with stakeholders; it represents a common set of abstractions of a system that
is used by the stakeholders for mutual understanding and negotiation. Architec-
ture manifests the earliest set of design decisions. Architecture provides structures
to meet both required functionality and quality attributes. Architectures define a
reusable and transferable set of abstractions that could be used in other systems
with similar quality attributes [BCK03].

1.1.1 Multi Model Architectural Descriptions

An essential issue is how to describe software architectures to facilitate stakeholder
communication and tackling complexity.

A lot of research has been done on this topic, and the current consensus is
that an architectural description (AD) consist of multiple models, structured into
views. Each view documents a particular area of interest of the system using mul-
tiple models. The use of several models and views allows dividing the architecture
in comprehensible pieces and use these pieces for communicating with the stake-
holders.

In the literature there are several seminal works on views, including Perry
and Wolf [PW92], Finkelstein et al. [FKN+92] and Kruchten [Kru95]. Multiple
views form the basis for well-known approaches for architectural descriptions that
are often applied in practice, such as Reference Model of Open Distributed Pro-
cessing [ISO96, Put00], Documenting Software Architectures [CBB+03], Software
Systems Architecture [RW05]. There is even a standard for ADs called System
and Software Engineering – Architectural Description [ISO07]. Although there are
significant differences in the approaches, their main strength is that they provide
a flexible way to organize complex architectural descriptions into comprehensi-
ble pieces using multiple views and models, starting from stakeholders and their
concerns.

In the next paragraphs we briefly explain the main concepts of architectural
descriptions used in this dissertation, based on the ISO 42010 standard [ISO07],
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and illustrate each of the concepts from an architecture of a small video-on-demand
system.

A stakeholder is an individual, team, organization or classes thereof, having
concerns with respect to a system. Example stakeholders are the architects, project
managers, end users and maintainers. A concern is an area of interest in a system
pertaining to development, technology, business, organization or other influencing
factors important for stakeholders of the system. Example concerns for a small
video-on-demand system (VOD) are structure, performance, payment, security
and deployment.

With stakeholders and concerns in mind, an architectural description (AD) is
defined as a collection of architectural models grouped into views. An architectural
view is a representation of the architecture from the perspective of a related set
of stakeholder concerns. Example views for the VOD include a view for describing
the main service for watching videos, a view describing the architecture for system
administrators, and views for describing security, performance and deployment.

In the standard a view consists of one or more architectural models. An ar-
chitectural model contains a concrete description of architectural elements and
how they are linked together. The models within a single view can be of different
types. Example types of models include models for describing component and con-
nectors (C&C), communicating processes, infrastructures, deployment and work
assignment.

1.1.2 Architectural Description Languages

In general terms, an Architectural Description Language (ADL) defines the lan-
guage concepts and semantics in which an AD is expressed. In the architecture
community the term ADL has a more narrow connotation. Typically ADL is used
for a language that has a formal underpinning and is supported by development
or analysis tools.

There is a wide range of ADLs available, from domain specific to general pur-
pose languages. We provide a brief overview of ADLs from a historical perspective
to help understanding the nature of ADLs today.

Early ADLs typically provide a language to describe a single concern of an
architecture [Med06]: some (e.g. Rapide [Luc96]) focused on event-based modeling;
others (e.g. Wright [AG97]) were specifically tailored towards deadlock detection in
concurrent architectures; yet others (e.g. MetaH [McD01]) where mainly concerned
with process scheduling.

Later ADLs (e.g. ACME [GMW00] and xADL [DvdHT05]) provide broader
support, and tried to build a language that can be extended to support several
concerns. xADL is conceived as a language to constructing domain specific ADLs.

In the last decade, the focus of the architecture community has more been on
multiple models and views and less on the underlying languages. Still several ADLs
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have been proposed. Some of these ADLs are either specific for a particular prob-
lem domain of research community. Representative examples are AADL [SAE] for
embedded systems for avionics and automotive applications, π-ADL [Oqu04] for
formal modeling of dynamic software architectures and for the computer-aided for-
mal analysis and refinement of the models and DAOP-ADL [PFT03] for dynamic
aspectual components. Other languages are not branded as ADLs, but are still
sometimes considered as such (e.g. UML [OMGc], SysML [OMGb]). The opinions
in the community differ on whether, for example, UML is well suited to specify ar-
chitectures. UML offers many concepts, but lacks some to document architectures
(i.e. to represent connectors, layers, etc) [MRRR02].

Despite the multitude of ADLs available today, architects still often use an
informal language or notation to document an architecture, or use a loosely inter-
preted UML notation. Possible reasons put forward by [RSS+04] are that ADLs
only support a single model or view, few are supported by good tools, there are
restrictive assumptions that limit their use and ADLs are often too generic and by
this lack essential domain specific constructs important for architects. Still, any en-
gineering practice should clearly define the concepts used and rigorously describe
the underlying language. This is also where we strive for in this dissertation.

1.1.3 Relations and composition

When an AD consists of multiple models, an architect faces the problem of bringing
these models back together. In other words, an important aspect of using models
is how the individual models are related and how the information in the models
can be composed to get a better understanding of the architecture as a whole. We
subsequently discuss relations and composition.

Relations

The need to handle relations between models in an appropriate manner is well-
known. Early approaches from Finkelstein et al. [FKN+92], Perry et al. [PW92]
and Kruchten [Kru95] already pointed out that models are bound to overlap and
depend on each other, as they describe the same system. Well-known approaches
on describing software architectures like [CBB+03, RW05, ISO07] confirm this.
Not documenting the relations leads to problems in the description, including un-
documented inconsistencies and a lack of insight on how the system fits together.
Thinking about the relations forces the architect to understand, describe and rea-
son about how the different models relate to each other [ISO07, CBB+03].

A study of the architectural literature [BWH+08] also reveals that relations
can be used for a large range of purposes. Some authors focus on automatically
checking consistency [NEFE03, BBD+00, DQvS07, RP08], checking design con-
straints [GMW00], achieve consistent changes by tracing the architectural con-
cerns [THA07] or use relations for model transformation [AK03, CS07, DQPvS03,
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A B C

X Y X Z X1 X2

X3X

I

X1 X2

X3X

Y

Z A Component
Link

Model

Figure 1.1: Example showing several abstract models of an AD. The composition
of models A, B and C leads to the model I.

OMG07] and composition of information from different models. In the next para-
graphs we discuss composition in more details.

Model composition: integrating the information from models

Architects regularly face the challenge of composing (also referred as integra-
tion, merging, weaving or fusion) information from several models with each
other [Nej08]. This may be needed to obtaining an overview [NSC+07], for un-
derstanding the interactions [GV06], for bringing features together [JWEG07], for
communicating with stakeholders [CBB+03], for reconciling different versions of
the architecture [AAAN+08] or for performing various types of analysis like con-
sistency checking [Egy00].

This dissertation focusses specifically on integrated architectural models. We
use the term integrated model for an architectural model in an AD that joins
information from other architectural models in the same AD. The concept of an
integrated model is illustrated with the abstract example in fig. 1.1. The figure
shows four architectural models, each existing of several components. Models A
and B describe the relation of component X with Y and Z respectively, Model C
describes the internal structure of X. Model I is an integrated model that provides
an overview of all three models A, B and C.

From studying ADs and our experience with designing ADs, such integrated
models are commonly used. Architects document separate models to show the
extract of the architecture covering a particular concern, but they often also docu-
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ment an overview of several existing models (an integrated model) to communicate
to stakeholders and to show how parts of the architecture fit together. Integrated
models are an integral part of the AD.

1.2 Problem statement

Within the context of relations and composition of architectural models, we
investigated two problems.

Problem A: Lack of common criteria for comparing relations between
architectural models. The fragmentation of research and the lack of a com-
mon understanding on relations makes it difficult to compare relation approaches
with each other. A representative illustration of the fragmentation and a lack of
common understanding is the myriad of terms used in the context of relations. A
sample of terms from recent research in this area illustrates the point: [NEFE03]
uses constraints, rules, standard constraints, extensions constraints, integration
constraints and custom constraints; [GMW00] uses design constraints, invariants
and heuristics; [MBC05] uses rule and specializes rules in constraints and obli-
gations; [DSF07] additionally uses policy constraints; [BBD+00] uses viewpoint
correspondences; [CBB+03] uses relations and mapping ; [DQvS07] uses refine-
ment and overlap relations, relationships and consistency rules that apply to the
relations; [AK03] uses relations and transformations for the same concept; [RP08]
uses boolean rule, general design rule, constraints logic, dependency links, links,
design rule and transformation rule; [CS07] uses links, relations, rules, correspon-
dences and correspondence rules; [THA07] uses traceability links, dependency links,
dependency relations, relations, trace relation; etc.

The lack of a common criteria hampers the selection or development of
appropriate relations for a specific purpose and leads to add-hoc use of relations.

Problem B: Lack of support for integrated models. There is a lack of sup-
port for specifying and maintaining integrated models in ADs. ADLs lack concepts
to explicitly capture integrated models and a composition mechanism to support
this. Existing composition mechanisms often lack support for composition of ar-
chitectural models commonly used in ADs (like C&C and deployment models).

The lack of support has several consequences. For each small change to a model,
an architect must review all other models to see if they need to be updated as
well. Because integrated models repeat information, it is difficult to keep them
consistent. Architects must perform manual updates to the repetition in integrated
models, which is a cumbersome, error-prone and time consuming activity. And
finally, architects may be discouraged to use separate models for separate concerns,
because making and maintaining an overview of different models in an integrated
model is so problematic.
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We encountered these problems while designing and studying non-trivial ADs.
As part of this dissertation, we performed an empirical study on three non-trivial
ADs containing two types of integrated models: integrated C&C models and
deployment models. This study confirmed the importance of the integrated
models in the case studies, and the consequences of lacking support.

Note that these two problems are not independent. Problem A is a general
problem in context of relations between architectural models (namely the lack of
a common framework for comparison), problem B focusses on one specific prob-
lem in architectural descriptions that motivates the use of relations (namely for
maintaining integrated architectural models).

1.3 Summary of contributions

The contributions of this dissertation are twofold. The first contribution is a
framework to characterize and compare relations between architectural models.
The second contribution focusses on one specific use case of relations, namely in
the context of a composition mechanism to support integrated models an ADL.
We explain the contributions in more details.

Contribution A: A framework to characterize and compare relations
between architectural models [BWH+08]. This dissertation contributes a
conceptual framework with clear criteria that structures approaches for explicit
relations between models, and thus provides a common ground for relations.
The framework is based on a thorough study of the literature and on our
experience and is engrafted on the ISO 42010 conceptual model. The goal is
to take a step to disentangle and bring clarification to the work on relations
between architectural models. The framework sheds light on the usage, scope, and
underlying mechanism. Application of the framework is illustrated with several
representative approaches from the literature. This contribution corresponds with
problem A in section 1.2.

Contribution B: Support for first-class composition and relations for
C&C, infrastructure and deployment models in architectural descrip-
tions [BH08, BGH07, BH06, BWH06, BH05]. This dissertation contributes
a composition approach to support integrated models that is explicitly embedded
into architectural descriptions. This includes:

• Relations are first-class in the AD and supported by an ADL. We formally
specify three relations to document common overlap between C&C models:
unification, submodel, and subelement.

• Compositions are first-class in the AD and supported by an ADL. A com-
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position takes several models and relations as input, yielding an integrated
model. Both the composition specification and the integrated model are ex-
plicitly embedded in the AD. The resulting AD then consists of a set models,
a set of relations and a set of compositions defining the integrated models.

• There is a formal underpinning for both the ADL and the composition mech-
anism. The formalization of the ADL includes C&C models, infrastructure
models, deployment models, relations and their respective well-formedness
rules. The formalization of composition includes a formal description of a
composition specification, the composition function, rules that describe the
semantics of composition. These semantic rules are used to prove that the
outcome of a composition is a consistent and complete representation of
the input models and their relations (model and relation semantics are pre-
served).

• Traceability is explicit. The composition mechanism defines both the inte-
grated model and the trace relations. These trace relations are an also em-
bedded in the AD. We have formally verified that all elements in the outcome
of a composition are traceable.

As a validation, we extend an existing ADL (xADL [DvdHT05]) and its devel-
opment environment (ArchStudio [Arc]) with the concepts of relation and com-
position. The development environment supports automated composition. We
applied the relations and composition in several case studies and investigated
the consequences of using the relations. The case studies are a simple video on
demand system, a traffic control system [HWHB08], a digital publishing sys-
tem [MJVL+07][VLGM+06][LdbK+] and an excerpt of an industrial transporta-
tion system for logistic services [WHSW08][BWSH06].

These contributions are related. Contribution A has a general scope covering
several kinds of relations between architectural models, contribution B zooms
into one of the possible use cases for relations (namely composition to support
integrated models). This corresponds with problem B in section 1.2.

Other contributions. This dissertation focusses on one coherent thread of
my PhD research. I summarize the related research tracks briefly. (1) Applying
the Architectural Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM) to an industrial automatic
guided vehicle system (AGV), published as [BWSH06, BHL+05]. One of the out-
comes of this study was that keeping an architectural description with multi-
ple models consistent in the context of change is a hard problem. This played
an important role in shaping the problem statement of this dissertation. (2) A
field-based and protocol-based approach for adaptive task assignment, published
as [WBH08][WBH06][WBHD07]. This dissertation started as a project in the con-
text of multi-agent systems. Together with colleagues of DistriNet, we studied
advanced coordination mechanism and software architectures for MAS. The MAS
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case studies served as a source of inspiration, although both the problem and
solution are not MAS specific anymore (illustrated by case studies in the text).

1.4 A composition mechanism for integrated
models

Because the discussion of contribution B is spread over multiple chapters, we
briefly provide an overview of the key aspects and relate these aspects to existing
research.

The composition mechanism specifically focusses on supporting two common
types of integrated models on the architectural level: integrated C&C models and
deployment models. The key aspects that constitute our approach are: (1) first-
class and rigorous relations in ADLs; (2) first-class composition in ADLs; (3) formal
underpinning proving correctness of composition; and (4) automatization in a tool.
We discuss each aspect in more details.

First-class and rigorous relations supported by an ADL. We endorse the
trend to describe relations first, and use these relations in a composi-
tion [SNEC06]. Composition can use the relations between the models as
a basis for integration. This helps to keep composition manageable.

Obviously, relations also serve other purposes than composition. An architect
can potentially reuse existing relations in the context of composition, and
the relations specified in compositions can potentially be reused in other
contexts like consistency checking.

Regrettably, current ADLs often lack support for specifying relations be-
tween architectural models. There are a lot of approaches for relations be-
tween models, but there is little support for typical architectural models like
C&C and deployment and these relations did not always found their way in
ADLs.

Even if relations can be specified, relations must be rigorously speci-
fied to allow (automated) integration of models by a composition algo-
rithm. For example, the mapping table in “Documenting Software Architec-
tures” [CBB+03] is used to map components and connectors from different
architectural models. Each mapping is annotated with a textual description.
Although such mapping explicitly captures the relations between elements,
a composition algorithm can not interpret the textual descriptions and the
mapping lacks details about the relations between interfaces.

First-class composition supported by an ADL. The motivation to make
composition a part of the AD supported by an ADL is that it better captures
specifying and maintaining integrated models. Because a composition is part
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of the AD, an architect can immediately determine which models and ele-
ments must be updated for each change. And tools can use this information
to automatically propagate changes through the description. This will make
it easier to keep the integrated models consistent.

There is an existing body of work on composition of models. In the
context of model driven development (MDD) our composition approach
could be seen as a transformation between architectural models. Also,
in the last few years there has been a rise in approaches in the con-
text of model based software development to support composition of
UML diagrams like class-diagram, state-charts and interaction diagrams
like [RCE08][NSC+07][FBV06, KPP06]. For model composition, there are
generic approach for differencing and merging [MGH05], a reference pro-
cess [JFB08], a generic approach [FBFG08], a canonical scheme [BSF+06]
and an algebraic view on the semantics [HKR+07]. Yet, composition re-
mains largely unexploited for ADs. Our approach could be seen as a domain
specific instance of these approaches for ADs supported by an ADL.

There are also a few focussing on composition of architectural models
like [Egy00][GV06][AAAN+08]. Yet, these approaches are not embedded in
ADLs. ADLs lack concepts to explicitly capture integrated models and a
composition mechanism to support this. What typically is also lacking is
support for relating and composing C&C and deployment models. We go
further by strongly embedding relations and compositions in an ADL, and
by providing support for common architectural models like C&C, infrastruc-
ture and deployment models.

Formal underpinning: well-formedness and semantic preservation. We
formalized the ADL including relations and compositions specifications, and
formally specified the composition of architectural models.

Formalizing the ADL prevents ambiguities and inconsistencies, which are too
often part of an informal and ad-hoc AD. This is exactly why ADLs have
been introduced in the first place, and this is why a formal underpinning
is an important part of the definition of an ADL [All97]. With respect to
the language, there is a formal description in set-theory of C&C models,
deployment models, relations and composition specifications and we defined
the well-formedness rules. The formal specification paves the way to a more
rigorous AD, a formal specification of composition and automation of com-
position in a tool.

Formalizing composition is a logical extension of formalizing the ADL. The
importance of specifying and proving the formal correctness of composi-
tion is confirmed by the recent amount of attention for formalizing compo-
sition [HKR+07, OH08, NSC+07, Nej08, GV06]. Such formal underpinning
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currently does nog exist for composition of C&C models and deployment
models.

The formal description of composition includes a traceability and a descrip-
tion of the semantics of composition. Traceability greatly helps specifying
composition semantics and building tool support, but architects can also
use these trace relations to go back and forth between the integrated model
and the input models. Existing work on composition pays little attention
to traceability. One of the scarce approaches to briefly mention traceability
in the context of composition are Del Fabro et al. [FBV06] in the context
of Atlas Model Weaver plugin for Eclipse, where traces are automatically
generated by the transformation engine.

Automation of composition. Composition is supported by a tool to automated
composition, as is common practice for model composition. Automation is
indispensably to make composition work in practice. Manually integrating
several models with each other is a cumbersome process. Even worse, each
change to input models triggers a change to the integrated model, manually
keep these models up-to-date is even more cumbersome. Automating model
composition significantly increases the design comfort, allowing the architect
to quickly obtain an integrated model and instantly update the composed
model on changes.

1.5 On views and models: a clarification on the
use of terminology

A reader of this dissertation might notice that the emphasis through the chapters
is sometimes on views and other times on models. This is the consequence of a
shift in terminology during the dissertation. We briefly clarify why both terms can
be used in this context and how they are used in this dissertation.

View terminology. At the start of this dissertation we made no distinction
between models and views. This was partially caused by our lack of understanding,
but also because historically this distinction is not always made in the architectural
literature. A large body of work in the literature uses only ‘view’ as concept, this
view plays both the role of view and model from the perspective of ISO 42010. Two
representative examples are Kruchten et al. [Kru95] proposing views to address a
specific set of concerns, each view being a concrete set of architectural elements;
and Bass et al. [BCK03] where a view is defined in chapter 9 as ‘a representation
of a coherent set of architectural elements, as written by and read by system
stakeholders’. In this context our approach could be considered as an approach
to relate and compose architectural views. This terminology is used in our earlier
papers and in chapter 2 and 3.
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Model terminology. As we became acquainted with the ISO 42010 and be-
cause there is a growing acceptance on the terminology in this standard, the ter-
minology in this dissertation shifted. To cope with the complexity and amount of
views it is more common to use two separate concepts. In ISO 42010 a model is a
coherent set of architectural elements, a view is a set of architectural models. In
this context our approach is better seen as defining relations and composition be-
tween architectural models. Relations and compositions can arise between models
within a view as well as between views, but essentially the models that are related.
This terminology is used in our more recent papers and in the remainder of the
chapters of this dissertation.

Because some chapters in this dissertation are published papers, these chapters
still use the view terminology. This is the case for chapter 2 and 3 and it is explicitly
mentioned in the preamble of the chapter. The motivation to keep this terminology
is that replacing views by models can not be done in general and requires rewriting
parts of the papers, as the term views is used in both contexts. The remaining
chapters (introduction chapter and chapters 4 untill 6) consistently use relations
and composition of architectural models.

1.6 Outline

The chapters of this dissertation are based on three papers and a report. We include
the publications with minimal, editorial, changes mentioned in the preamble of
these chapters. This dissertation is structured as follows:

Chapter 2, Characterizing Relations between Architectural Views
presents a framework to characterize relations between views. This chapter fits in
contribution A and is published as a paper in the proceedings of the European Con-
ference on Software Architecture, Lecture Notes in Computer Science [BWH+08].

Chapter 3, View composition in multi-agent architectures, motivates
and proposes three types of relations that allow specifying and composing C&C
views. As a validation, we extend a general-purpose architectural description lan-
guage, xADL. We assess the usability and consequences of relations between C&C
views in the context of the multi-agent architecture for the AGVTS. This chapter
fits in contribution B and is published as a paper in the International Journal of
Agent-Oriented Software Engineering as [BH08].

Chapter 4, Composition of Architectural Models: Empirical Analysis
and Language Support, generalizes the concepts of relations and composition of
the previous chapter. This chapter adds an empirical study on several non-trivial
architectural descriptions, extends support both C&C and deployment models,
makes a stronger separation between relations and composition, provides a first
look into the formal foundation and discusses a proof-of concept implementation
to automate composition in xADL. Finally, the chapter evaluates composition
by comparing the original and revised ADs of the architectures of the empiri-
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cal study. This chapter fits in contribution B and is submitted to a journal for
publication [BWH09a].

Chapter 5, Traceable and information-preserving composition of ar-
chitectural models, contains the formal foundation of the language, composition
and the semantics of composition. The chapter also elaborates on several semantic
preserving properties of the composition function, including traceability, consis-
tency, and completeness. This chapter fits in contribution B and is available as
technical report [BWH09b].

Chapter 6, Conclusions, rounds up by summarizing our approach and how
it addresses the problems. We elaborate on the main contributions, lists the im-
portant lessons learned and identify possible tracks for future research.
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Chapter 2

Characterizing Relations
between Architectural Views

Preamble

This chapter contains the paper: Nelis Boucké, Danny Weyns, Rich Hilliard,
Tom Holvoet and Alexander Helleboogh. Characterizing relations between archi-
tectural views. Proceedings European Conference on Software Architecture, LNCS
5292:6681, 2008 [BWH+08].

In this chapter we propose clear criteria to characterize and compare rela-
tions between architectural views1, together these criteria make up a (conceptual)
framework to characterize relations. This framework is engrafted on the concep-
tual model for ADs in the ISO 42010 standard. The framework sheds light on the
usage, scope and mechanisms for relations, and is illustrated using several rep-
resentative approaches from the literature. Architects can use the framework to
compare approaches for relations. This can help the selection or development of
appropriate relations for a specific purpose and prevent ad-hoc use of relations.
The chapter is concluded with a reflection on whether the revision of ISO 42010
aligns with our findings. This chapter covers contribution A.

The chapter refers to the concept of ‘view correspondence’ and ‘viewpoint
correspondence rule’ part the working draft of the ISO 42010 standard at the
time of writing the paper. Based on the feedback of the community, including
the experiences while writing this paper, the terminology for relations has been
improved in newer working drafts of the ISO 42010 standard. The concepts are
changed to ‘model correspondence’ and ‘model correspondence rule’ respectively
to better align with the intended semantics.

1This chapter uses the view terminology explained in section 1.5. No distinction is made
between architectural views and models.

15
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Characterizing Relations
between Architectural Views

Abstract

It is commonly agreed that an architectural description (AD) consists of multiple
views. Each view describes the architecture from the perspective of particular
stakeholder concerns. Although views are constructed separately, they are related
as they describe the same system.

A thorough study of the literature reveals that research on relations between
views is fragmented and that a comprehensive study is hampered by an absence
of common terminology. This has become apparent in the discussion on inter-view
relational concepts in the revision of IEEE 1471 as ISO/IEC 42010 (Systems and
Software Engineering — Architectural Description).

This chapter puts forward a framework that employs a consistent terminology
to characterize relations between views. The framework sheds light on the usage,
scope and mechanisms for relations, and is illustrated using several representative
approaches from the literature. We conclude with a reflection on whether the
revision of ISO 42010 aligns with our findings.

2.1 Introduction

The architecture of a software system defines its essential structures, which com-
prise software elements, the externally visible properties of those elements, the
relationships between them [BCK03] and with their environment [IEE00]. It is
commonly agreed that an architectural description (AD) consists of multiple views.
Views are used to achieve separation of concerns where each view describes the ar-
chitecture from the perspective of related stakeholder concerns [IEE00]. Although
views can be constructed separately, they must be related in that they describe
the same system.

Relying on implicit relations, e.g. relating elements having the same name and

17
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type, might be sufficient for simple architectures but is insufficient for more com-
plex systems. An important part of the architect’s job is to understand, describe
and reason about how the different views relate to each other [CBB+03, RW05].
In this chapter, we explicitly focus on the relations between architectural views;
not on relations between elements within views.

Relations are essential for establishing consistency and for maintaining that
consistency over time. Software architects need relations to manage the multitude
of views. Developers need relations for an integrated picture of the architecture
that is a prerequisite for detailed design and implementation. Other stakeholders
need to see how their concerns are realized and how these realizations relate to
concerns of other stakeholders. Finally, relations provide the basis for automation
in architectural tools of consistency checking, and integration or synchronization
of multiple architectural views during design.

Problem Statement.

In the architecture community, there is a common understanding of what an ar-
chitectural view is. There are several seminal works on views, including Perry
and Wolf [PW92] and Kruchten’s 4+1 view model [Kru95]. More recently, multi-
ple views form the basis for approaches such as Documenting Software Architec-
tures [CBB+03] and Software Systems Architecture [RW05]. Also, the concepts of
architectural description and view have been standardized by ANSI, IEEE, ISO
and IEC.2

Such common understanding however is lacking for relations between views.
This lack of consensus became apparent in the recent discussions on the incorpo-
ration of relations between views in the ongoing revision of ISO 42010. A thorough
study of the literature reveals that research on relations between views is frag-
mented and hampered by an absence of common terminology. Authors typically
compare to approaches with similar purpose (e.g. automatic consistency checks).
However, they tend to neglect other relations with similar technical characteristics
but devised for another purpose (e.g. enforcing design decisions).

The fragmentation in research also becomes apparent through the myriad of
terms in use for related or overlapping concepts. A sample of terms from recent
research in this area illustrates the point: [NEFE03] uses constraints, rules, stan-
dard constraints, extensions constraints, integration constraints and custom con-
straints; [GMW00] uses design constraints, invariants and heuristics; [MBC05]
uses rule and specializes rules in constraints and obligations; [DSF07] addition-
ally uses policy constraints; [BBD+00] uses viewpoint correspondences; [CBB+03]

2The abbreviation ISO 42010 is used for the published version of ISO/IEC 42010:2007, System
and Software Engineering — Architectural Description [ISO07]. ISO 42010 is identical in content
to ANSI/IEEE Std 1471-2000, Recommended Practice for Architectural Description of Software-
Intensive Systems [IEE00], and is currently undergoing revision. The abbreviation 42010 WD2
is used for the current working draft of this revision [ISO].
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uses relations and mapping ; [DQvS07] uses refinement and overlap relations, rela-
tionships and consistency rules that apply to the relations; [AK03] uses relations
and transformations for the same thing; [RP08] uses boolean rule, general design
rule, constraints logic, dependency links, links, design rule and transformation
rule; [CS07] uses links, relations, rules, correspondences and correspondence rules;
[THA07] uses traceability links, dependency links, dependency relations, relations,
trace relation; etc. This makes it difficult to characterize and compare approaches
for describing relations between views.

Contributions.

The revision of ISO 42010 provides an opportunity to offer better guidance to
architects for capturing relations between views within an architectural descrip-
tion. This chapter contributes a proposed framework that structures approaches
for explicit relations between views providing a common ground for relations. The
framework is based on a thorough study of the literature and on our experience.
The goal is to take a step to disentangle and bring clarification to the work on rela-
tions between views. The framework sheds light on the usage, scope and underlying
mechanism. Application of the framework is illustrated with several representative
approaches from the literature. Based on this, we reflect on whether view relations
in the ISO 42010 working draft aligns with the findings in the literature.

Overview of this part.

To avoid confusion on terminology issues, section 2.2 introduces the basic archi-
tectural terminology used in this chapter. Section 2.3 proposes the framework to
characterize relations between views, and illustrates its use with representative
approaches from the literature. Section 2.4 reflects on the proposal for view cor-
respondences in 42010 WD2 with respect to the proposed framework. Finally, we
conclude in section 2.5.

2.2 Basic Architectural Concepts

This section introduces the basic architectural concepts and terminology that we
will use in the remainder of the chapter. There are several known definitions of
architecture and architectural views in the literature, the SEI [BCK03, CBB+03],
Siemens [HNS00], ISO 42010 or RM-ODP [ISO96]. We adopt the conceptual model
of ISO 42010, to serve as a consistent set of basic terminology. This does not mean
that our scope is limited to the standard; we studied a broad range of approaches
in the literature.3 ISO 42010 has two parts. The first part is a conceptual model

3In 2007, IEEE 1471 was adopted by ISO as ISO 42010. At present, IEEE and ISO are jointly
revising the standard.
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Figure 2.1: A portion of the ISO 42010 conceptual model.

for architectural descriptions. The conceptual model introduces and interrelates
such concepts as architectural description, concern, viewpoint, view and model.
The second part puts forward required content for any ISO 42010-conformant
architectural description, independent of the specific architectural languages in
use. Here, we only use the conceptual model.

Figure 2.1 shows a portion of the ISO 42010 conceptual model relevant for this
chapter. An architectural description (AD) is “a collection of products to document
a specific architecture”. An AD is organized into one or more architectural views,
where a view is defined as “a representation of a whole system from the perspective
of a related set of concerns”. Each view is constructed according to an architectural
viewpoint, defined as “the conventions for constructing and using a view; a pattern
or template from which to develop individual views by establishing the purposes
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and audience for a view and the techniques for its creation and analysis”.
One of ISO 42010’s contributions was to explicitly distinguish between view and

viewpoint, in this sense: A viewpoint is a way of looking at an architecture; the view
is the result of looking at a specific system’s architecture in this way.4 First-class
viewpoints first appear in Ross’ Structured Analysis [Ros77] and are elaborated
upon by Finklestein et al. [FKN+92]. In ISO 42010, viewpoints are intended to
provide a representational approach for addressing specific architectural concerns:
“those interests which pertain to the system’s development, its operation or any
other aspects that are critical or otherwise important to one or more stakeholders”.
A system stakeholder is any “individual, team, or organization (or classes thereof)
with interests in, or concerns relative to, a system”.5 Each architectural view is
composed of one or more architectural models. Each model contains a concrete
description of architectural elements and relations, and obeys the conventions of
the governing viewpoint with respect to the viewpoint language(s) and model
type(s) employed therein. When a view is composed of multiple models, relations
can arise between models within a view as well as between views.

The authors of ISO 42010 recognized the issue of view consistency, but did not
specify a mechanism for enforcing that consistency except to require the record-
ing any known inconsistencies. We return to the current proposal for introducing
relations into the ISO 42010 working draft below section 2.4.

2.3 A Framework for Characterizing Relations
Between Views

Starting from a thorough study of literature and our experiences, we have iden-
tified several criteria to characterize relations between views. Each of the criteria
emphasizes a particular aspect of view relations. Together, the criteria make up
a framework that allows structuring and comparing approaches for relations be-
tween views. Figure 2.2 shows an overview of the criteria. The criteria are grouped
along three dimensions: Usage, Scope, and Mechanism.

In this section, we describe the criteria and discuss representative examples
from the literature. It is not our ambition to be exhaustive in all possible criteria

4Not every architectural approach makes an explicit distinction between view and viewpoint.
The term viewpoint appears in ISO RM-ODP [ISO96], in a very similar fashion; although view-
point specification is employed where IEEE 1471 uses view. In RM-ODP a viewpoint specification
is defined as “the application of a viewpoint to a specific system”. The book Documenting Soft-
ware Architectures (DSA) [CBB+03] introduces viewtypes as “a viewtype defines the element
types and relation types used to describe the architecture of a software system from a par-
ticular perspective.” DSA further proposes there are three viewtypes: the module viewtype, the
component-and-connector viewtype, and the allocation viewtype. In the present framework, these
could be considered a three-way classification of viewpoints, in terms of their representational
mechanisms (element and relation types).

5The standard uses concern in the sense of E. Dijkstra’s separation of concerns.
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Figure 2.2: Overview of the criteria for the framework in three orthogonal dimen-
sions.

or references, but rather to offer an initial impetus towards defining a framework
for characterizing relations between views. At the end of this section, we discuss
possible extensions of the framework.

2.3.1 Usage

We have identified four main use cases for relations between views: (1) consistency
checking; (2) composition; (3) tracing; and (4) model transformation. There is no
one-to-one mapping between particular types of relations and their use; relations
can be used for different purposes. Some of the use cases are not goals in them-
selves but can serve a further purpose. For example, tracing is typically used for
backtracking of decisions and to allow easier changes to the architecture.

Consistency Checking.

Consistency checking is about determining whether the information in several
views does not conflict. We discuss three example uses of relations between views
for consistency checking: general-purpose consistency checking, design constraint
checking, and consistency checking of service compositions.

Nentwich et al. [NEFE03] put forward a general-purpose approach for auto-
matic consistency checking of heterogenous and distributed software engineering
documents. The approach uses constraints underpinned by a first-order logic spec-
ification. The associated xlinkit tool generates “inconsistency relations” between
elements. A software architect can use the inconsistency relations to identify the
elements that cause inconsistencies between several views,6 and possibly alter par-
ticular elements to resolve inconsistencies. xlinkit is not limited to finding in-
consistencies between architectural views. The approach has also been used for
the identification of inconsistencies in distributed product catalogs [NCEF02], re-
quirement specifications [NKF93], UML diagrams [NCEF02], web service compo-
sitions [DSF07].

6The authors do not distinguish between viewpoints and views. A view as defined in section 2.2
is called the viewpoint specification in their approach.
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Garlan et al. [GMW00] use the Armani language to express design constraints
in Acme and the associated AcmeStudio tool. Acme is a general-purpose, compo-
nent and connector (C&C)-based ADL with particular support for architectural
styles. Design constraints can be defined for architectural styles that impose re-
strictions on how an architectural design is permitted to evolve over time, and
these constraints span all models and views. For example, for a layered architec-
tural style, the constraints associated with a model defining the layers will describe
that a higher layer is allowed to use a lower layer but not the other way around.
Other models referring to these layers must respect these constraints.

Dijkman and Dumas [DD04] propose an approach for consistency checking in
service composition between four interrelated views.6 namely interface behavior,
provider behavior, choreography, and orchestration. The views are formalized using
Petri nets. By specifying relations between the views, the approach enables static
verification of a web service composition.

Other examples of consistency checking are described by Boiten et al. [BBD+00]
and Dijkman et al. [DQvS07] in the context of RM-ODP [ISO96], Fradet et
al. [FMP99] use graphs and constraint expressions on these graphs, and Radjen-
ovic and Paige [RP08] developed an ADL and consistency checking in the context
of dependable systems. Radjenovic and Paige emphasize that to reach a strong
sense of consistency between views, the number and complexity of the constraints
increases significantly.

Other approaches deal with this issue of consistency in ADs without first-class
relations. The ArchStudio tool for xADL [DvdHT05] supports plug-ins to analyze
an AD. The plug-ins can be used for automatic consistency checking over views.
In this case, relations are programmed in the component. In Software Systems
Architecture [RW05], Rozanski and Woods provide an extensive checklist of pos-
sible relations between different types of views. The list allows software architects
to check whether an AD is consistent; however, the relations between views are
described only informally.

Composition.

Composition of views (sometimes also referred to “merging” or “integration” of
views) allows the integration of information from several views. Composed views
are useful to get a unified perspective, to understand the interactions between
elements from different views, and to perform various types of analysis.

In his doctoral thesis, Egyed [Egy00] presents a framework for integrating mul-
tiple heterogenous views. This framework exists of a set of integration activities,
including the identification and cross-referencing of related model elements that
describe overlapping and thus redundant pieces of information (called mapping).
These relations are then used during the differentiation and transformation activ-
ities for integrating views with each other. The integrated views serve as a basis
for several types of analysis, such as checking consistency.
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Boucké et al. [BH08] introduce three types of relations (unification, refinement
and composition) between structural views and demonstrate how these relations
allow composition of structural views. Following the ‘Having divided to conquer,
we must reunite to rule’ philosophy [Jac90], the authors state that views can be
used to describe concerns, but that relations and the associated composition are
essential to bring the views together. Tool-supported composition allows one to
easily generate overlays to understand and reason about the integration of several
architectural views. The authors have integrated the relations in xADL and the
ArchStudio tool suite [Boub].

Most composition approaches do not distinguish relations from compositions
but program the relations directly in a composition algorithm or in composition
operators. Abi-Antoun et al. [AAAN+08] describe an algorithm and associated
tool for differentiating and merging C&C views. The authors argue that architects
often face the problem of reconciling different versions of architectural models,
e.g. by using specific information from two versions to produce a new version that
includes changes from both earlier versions. Sabetzadeh et al. [SNEC06] envision
the use of explicit relations for merging views. Giese and Vilbig [GV06] present an
approach to compose the behavior of several C&C models. The authors mention
that views are related, but relations are not first class—instead programmed within
the composition algorithm.

Tracing.

Tekinerdoğan et al. [THA07] document explicit trace relations between architec-
tural concerns, the architectural elements that address the concerns, and between
architectural elements in general. In case the architectural elements related to a
particular concern are spread across different architectural views, the proposed
trace relations span multiple architectural views. With respect to evolution of the
software, one can follow the trace links to update and synchronize architectural
views, keeping the software architecture consistent.

Model Transformation.

A model transformation takes as input a model conforming to a given meta-
model and produces as output another model conforming to a given metamodel.
Model transformation is central to the domain of model driven architecture
(MDA) [OMGa]. We discuss two approaches using relations in the context of MDA:
an approach using a refinement relation and another approach using relations for
automatic transformation.7

7Alternatively model transformations could also be considered as a mechanism, where rela-
tions are implemented by transformations between models. We placed it under usage, as model
transformations typically also embodies a process, and it is in this model transformation process
that relations are used.
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Architectural stratification proposed by Atkinson and Kühne [AK03] combines
the strength of separation of concerns and aspect-orientation with component-
based frameworks and model-driven architecture. The goal of architectural strat-
ification is to relate different architectural strata8 so that they best represent a
system’s crosscutting concerns. Each stratum represents a software architecture
on a certain level of abstraction. The authors use stepwise refinement to relate
the strata. In each step, a refinement transformation is applied that refines con-
nectors introducing a particular concern. Relations are thus defined as refinement
transformations.

Cordero and Salavert [CS07] use relations on the metamodel level with the goal
of automated transformation of architectural models. Example relations are: ‘each
module is related to a component’ and ‘each uses relation between modules to a
connector’. The combination between the module view and the relations on the
metamodel level allows one to automatically generate a component and connector
view. The approach proposed by Dijkman et al. [DQPvS03] is similar, but focuses
on the RM-ODP views.

Recently, a standard for model transformation has been defined by the Ob-
ject Management Group, the Meta Object Facility Query/View/Transformation
Specification (QVT) [OMG07]. QVT advocates explicit specification of relations
before performing transformations. QVT provides a conceptual model and basic
architecture for model-driven transformation tools. Because the standard is very
recent, efforts are still on the way to conform approaches and tools to the QVT
model.

2.3.2 Scope

Scope refers to the extent or range of view relations. From the literature study, we
identified four criteria for the scope of a relation: (1) intra vs. inter model type;
(2) level of detail; (3) metamodel vs. model; and (4) horizontal vs. vertical.

Intra vs. Inter Model Type.

Intra model type relations are relations between the same type of models. An
example is a relation between two C&C models. Inter model type relations are
relations that involve models of different types. For example, relations between a
C&C model and a statechart model.

Several approaches we discussed in previous sections define relations be-
tween C&C models only. Examples are Garlan et al. [GMW00], Atkinson and
Kühne [AK03], and Boucké et al. [BH08]. Dashofy et al. [DvdHT05] support inter
model relations, in particular relations between types, structural elements, and
component instances. xlinkit constraints [NEFE03] can be defined on any XML
document, and as such also supports inter model relations.

8An architectural stratum is a kind of architectural model as defined in section 2.2.
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Level of Detail.

Relations can be described between complete views, between models, and between
architectural elements inside views.

Clements et al. [CBB+03] use sibling and child relations to relate architectural
models.9 Sibling models document different parts of the same system. These mod-
els form a mosaic of the whole view, as if each partial view were a photograph taken
by a camera that panned and tilted across the entire view. Child models document
the same part of the system but in greater details. This is a coarse-grained kind of
refinement. Sibling and parent/child relations are specified at the level of complete
models; they do not allow specifying details about which particular architectural
elements are related.

Architectural unification proposed by Melton and Garlan [MG97] supports
fine grained specification of relations, up to the level of component interfaces and
properties that are associated with the components.

Horizontal vs. Vertical Relations.

The term horizontal is used for relations between views at the same level of ab-
straction. Vertical relations are either relations between views at different levels of
abstraction (such as refinements) or relations with other representations (such as
requirements, detailed design or even implementation). The terms intra phase and
inter phase are also used in this context, for horizontal and vertical, respectively.

The approach to architectural stratification [AK03] is a good example of the
use of vertical relations. The strata correspond to models at different levels of
abstraction and are step-by-step refined via transformation. Both Nentwich et
al. [NEFE03] and Radjenovic and Paige [RP08] propose approaches with explicit
support for both horizontal and vertical relations. The latter propose transforma-
tion rules to capture relations between subsequent development stages. Muskens
et al. [MBC05] is a language-neutral approach that addresses intra and inter phase
view relations.

Most other approaches do not define an explicit process to use relations in
a vertical way. For example, Armani constraint relations are typically used to
specify invariants over several models at one level. However, it is possible to define
a process on top of Acme and Armani that uses constraints to support things like
refinement.

Metamodel vs. Model.

A metamodel is an explicit model of the constructs and rules to build specific mod-
els within a domain of interest. In the terminology of section 2.2, the metamodel

9The authors use the term ‘view packets’; in the terminology of section 2.2, these can be
considred architectural models.
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refers to the part of the viewpoint language that defines an individual model type.
View relations may be stated with reference to a metamodel or between metamod-
els.

A well-known example of metamodel relations are the constraints in the su-
perstructure of the UML 2.0 definition [OMG04]. The superstructure defines the
language elements of UML 2.0 models and the constraints on how those language
elements can be used within diagrams as well as across multiple related models.

Cordero and Salavert [CS07] require that each module is related with one
component, and that each usage association is related with one connector. This
enables automatic transformations between the models (section 2.3.1).

xlinkit constraints include expressions that reference specific points in an XML
document [NEFE03]. Expressions can refer to elements at the model level as well
as the metamodel level.

2.3.3 Mechanism

Support for relations between views requires constructs in the AD to represent
those relations. We have identified three classes of mechanisms from the literature
to describe relations between views, namely: (1) direct references; (2) tuples; and
(3) expression languages.

Direct References.

Elements from one view can refer directly to elements of another view. In this case,
the description of the relations between architectural elements of different views
is mingled with the view descriptions.

Dashofy et al. [DvdHT05] use direct references between the architectural views
of xADL. xADL allows several views, including a view specifying component types
(types view), views showing the structure of the system by connecting component
types (structural view) and views showing component instances (instance view).
Components in a structural view can refer to their types. Component instances
can refer to the structural components they adhere to and instances can refer to
an internal structure (refinement) described in a structural view.

AADL [SAE] uses packages to structure architectural documentation. Pack-
ages group architectural elements (component types and instances) into logical
blocks, so that there is a clear connection between the concepts of package and
architectural view. The relations between the packages are directly described in
the packages; i.e. a component instance can directly refer a component type in
another package.
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Tuples.

In mathematics, a relation over sets is defined as a subset of the Cartesian product
of the sets. Elements in the relational set are called tuples. Relations modelled as
tuples are typically complex in the context of ADs. Architectural views typically
contain several architectural models, each model defining several types of elements
with possibly complex internal details. This may require one to annotate the tuple
with more details of how the elements are related.

Documenting Software Architecture [CBB+03] introduces a ‘mapping table’
to describe the relations between views, as a part of the information “beyond”
the views. Mapping tables define a set of tuples of elements from different views
(one-to-many, many-to-many, many-to-one). Each table entry is annotated with a
textual description to indicate whether the correspondence is partial and to provide
additional details of the relation (such as corresponding interfaces). Tables can be
used for any relation based on tuples.

Boiten et al. [BBD+00] also define relations between elements in a table, and
annotate each entry with the type and the level of detail of the relation. The
authors define relations between two RM-ODP Engineering views, and between
the Engineering view and Computation view. Relations have a formal underpinning
in ObjectZ. The details of the relations sometimes contain expressions as defined
in the next section.

Expression Language.

In general, an expression in mathematics is a combination of names and values,
operators, grouping symbols (such as brackets), and possibly variables (free and
bound) arranged in a meaningful way. Expressions containing variables may use
quantifiers (such as ∀ and ∃). An expression language defines which expressions
are well-formed, and therefore can be used and meaningfully interpreted. In the
context of ADs, the expressions impose constraints or rules over (sets of) archi-
tectural elements. The complexity of the expression language may vary widely,
depending on factors such as the formal system (e.g. first-order logic) on which it
is based, the underlying viewpoint languages being related, etc.

The previously mentioned xlinkit tool [NEFE03] for automatic consistency
checking between architectural views uses constraints. The tool processes XML
documents, using a formal underpinning based on an extension of first-order logic.
It is possible to describe things such as:

∀c ∈ ‘components’ (∃m ∈ ‘module’ (c.modulename == module.name))

The expressions ‘components’ and ‘module’ are XPath [W3Ca] expressions that
select the sets of elements involved in the relation as a tree path in the XML
document.

Muskens et al. [MBC05] introduce a general approach for detecting inconsis-
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tencies between different views based on relational partition algebra. Its expres-
sion language includes named relations and operations such as inclusion, compo-
sition, intersection, union, inverse and transitive closure on those relations, but
is quantifier-free. The approach introduces the interesting notions of prevailing vs
subordinate views, that can be used in horizontal or vertical view relations. The
distinction is used, for example, to report violations in the subordinate view, tak-
ing the content of the prevailing view as fixed. An example is a constraint between
a message sequence diagram and a class diagram that requires that the dependen-
cies between classes implied by the message sequence diagram are present in the
class diagram. Checking this constraint is not trivial, since inheritance must be
taken into account:

((CALLER; CALLEE−1) ↑ TY PE) ⊆ (DEPENDENCY ↓ INHERITANCE∗)

This rule states that all calls between caller and callee objects, lifted (↑) to the
types (leading to dependencies between the types of these objects), must be a
subset of the dependency set of the class diagram, lowered (↓) to inheritance
(taking subclasses into account). The upwards arrow and downwards arrow are
algebraic functions for respectively lifting or lowering the level of abstraction.

2.3.4 Discussion

Starting from a thorough study of the literature and our experience, we have pro-
posed a framework for analyzing approaches to relations between views in three
dimensions: usage, scope and mechanism. The illustrations from the literature pro-
vide a first indication of its usefulness, but the practical value of the framework for
software architects remains to be proven. Although we believe that the framework
adequately captures the existing work on relations between views, we do not claim
that the framework is complete. One may discover additional use cases, and/or
refine or extend the current dimensions.

An interesting criterion to add could be the way relations are formalized, and
what underlying mechanism is used to support those relations. The nature of the
formalization has implications on what analyses can be performed and what out-
comes or results can be generated from those analyses (e.g. proofs of consistency,
counterexamples, etc.). The underlying mechanism supporting relations can vary
widely. Some approaches use first-order logic and a theorem prover to search for
inconsistencies. Some establish consistency of two representations by formalizing
them in ObjectZ and finding a common refinement.
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2.4 Reflection on Relations Between Views in
ISO 42010

The revision of ISO 42010 provides an opportunity to capture common concepts
and terminology in the area of views and relations between views. We first explain
the proposal for relations in the current working draft of ISO 42010 (42010 WD2).
Next, we compare the 42010 WD2 proposal with our findings about the literature,
embodied in the framework outlined in the previous section.

2.4.1 Relations Between Views in 42010 WD2

The working draft proposes a new concept: view correspondence (VC). A VC
records a relation between two architectural views to capture: a consistency rela-
tion, a traceability relation, a constraint or obligation of one view upon another.
Mathematically, a VC is a binary relation. The intent is that an AD might include
several VCs to express one or more relations among its views.

Example: Consider two views of a system, S, a hardware view, HW (S), and
a software component view, SC(S). If SC(S) includes software components,
e1, . . . e4, and HW (S) includes hardware platforms, p1, . . . p4, a view correspon-
dence between HW (S) and SC(S), specifying which components execute on which
platforms, might be:

ExecutesOn = {(c1, p1), (c1, p4), (c2, p2), (c2, p3), (c3, p3), (c4, p4)}

In the context of the framework, this is a tuple-based specification between differ-
ent types of models (inter model type). The level of detail is architectural elements:
each item in the relation is a complete component or platform. ExecutesOn de-
scribes a horizontal relation between two concrete models.

In addition to VCs, 42010 WD2 introduces viewpoint correspondence rules
(VCRs). A VCR expresses a required relation between two architectural view-
points and is realized by VCs on views resulting from the application of those
viewpoints within an AD.

Example: Every software component, ci, as defined by a software component
viewpoint applied to system S, SC(S), must execute on one or more platforms,
pj , as defined by a hardware viewpoint applied to that same system S, HW (S).

ExecuteOnRule = ∀ci ∈ SC(S) : ∃pa ∈ HW (S) : (ci, pa) ∈ ExecutesOn

In the context of the framework, this is an expression with quantifiers in an ex-
pression language between different types of models (inter model type). The level
of detail is architectural view elements: each variable is a complete component or
platform. The rule describes a horizontal relation between two concrete models.
A VCR imposes the following requirements on VCs (in 42010 WD2):
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• For each VCR that applies to an AD, there shall be a VC identified.

• A VCR holds in an AD if its associated VC can be shown to satisfy the rule.

• A VCR is violated in an AD if its associated VC can be shown not to satisfy
the rule.

2.4.2 Comparison to Framework

Since 42010 WD2 is still a working draft, the effectiveness of the view correspon-
dence proposal remains to be proven. In this section we compare the proposal
with our findings in the literature, embodied in the framework of section 2.3. The
discussion is structured according to the criteria of the framework.

Usage 42010 WD2 contains an open list of possible uses, but stays neutral to
what purpose relations are used, which is consistent with the method-neutral
stance of the standard. However, a number of limitations which we have
identified in the context of scope may imply restrictions on the possible use
of relations. We describe these limitations next.

Scope: Model vs. Metamodel There is a similarity between model and meta-
model on the one hand and the concepts of VC and VCR on the other hand.

A VC is a relation between two views, often expressed as a relation at the
model level. The similarity between a VCR and a metamodel relation is less
obvious. Metamodels (or model types) are part of the viewpoint language and
as such not explicitly represented in ISO 42010. A VCR is defined between
viewpoints, expressed as a relation between viewpoint languages. From this
point of view, a VCR can be considered as a relation at the metamodel level.

Notice that VCR and VC are tightly coupled concepts. Such coupling is
typically less explicit between metamodel relations and model relations in
the literature.

Scope: Inter vs. Intra The use of inter vs. intra model type relations is less clear
in 42010 WD2. In ISO 42010 a view is a representation of the whole system
with respect to some concerns. Intra model type relations would be part
of the same (viewpoint) language, and would therefore typically be models
within the same view. Inter model type relations would be part of different
(viewpoint) languages, which may or may not be models in the same view.

This contrasts with our observation of the literature: intra model relations
are typically not limited to models that are in a single view. For example,
it is quite common to have multiple C&C models in different architectural
views.
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Scope: Level of detail VCs and VCRs are not restricted to a particular level
of detail, and as such cover the different levels of detail of relations that we
have seen in the literature.

Scope: Horizontal vs. Vertical 42010 WD2 does not state anything about hor-
izontal and vertical relations. The concepts of the standard can be applied
in a horizontal or vertical manner.

Mechanism A standard should be mechanism-neutral. 42010 WD2 does not
make explicit statements about the mechanism to be used for view corre-
spondences or viewpoint correspondence rules.

We give a side remark on the term “rule” in VCR, which may be confusing.
The idea is that each VCR imposes an obligation on views that must be
demonstrated by a VC. The term rule is often used for a specific mechanism
to specify relations, suggesting the use of a mathematical expression in the
sense of section 2.3.1. A VCR can just as well be represented as a direct
reference or a tuple between language elements.

We have two other small remarks on the terminology. Firstly, the term ‘cor-
respondence’ is used in the context of RM-ODP, but outside this scope the more
neutral term ‘relation’ seems to be used more often. Secondly, the term viewpoint
correspondence rule could lead to confusion, since the obligation is imposed on a
view. View correspondence rule seems closer to the intent of the proposal.

In summary, the 42010 WD2 proposal largely aligns with our observations of
the literature. Yet, there is some unclarity with respect to: (1) the advice that intra
model relations are typically within a single view; (2) the role of model types; and
(3) the terminology of view correspondences and viewpoint correspondence rules.
It is hoped these can be clarified upon in future revision drafts.

2.5 Conclusion

Views and view relations have been studied for a long time. However, existing
work on view relations is fragmented. The framework presented in this chapter
shows that there is a common ground for relations. There are strong arguments
for making relations first-class concepts in ADs, treating them on equal terms
as architectural views. As soon as an AD contains multiple views, these views are
related since they describe the same system. Making the relations explicit improves
the clarity of the architectural documentation. It forms the basis for consistency
checking, for automatic analysis and verification of quality attributes and system
wide properties, for tracing design decisions, etc.

An important observation is that existing ADLs, such as AADL, xADL, Acme,
π-ADL [Oqu04], Fractal ADL [BCL+06] and AO-ADL [PF07] offer support for
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multiple types of architectural elements, but do not offer first-class support for
architectural views in a way advocated by ISO 42010. ADLs lack facilities for
specifying and relating several architectural views that cope with a diversity of
architectural concerns. To the best of our knowledge, the AIM ADL for embedded
systems [RP08] is the only notable exception. Imperative to exploit such view-
based ADLs will be tool support. A tool can interactively suggest view relations
based on particular heuristics, such as similar names and similar architectural pat-
terns. Visual editors can simplify the specification of relations between views. On
the fly generation and visualization of overlay views, or highlighting the elements
involved in a relation, can improve the understanding and use of relations between
views.

As a closing remark, a first-class concept of relations is just the start. A lot of
work must be done to concerning practical problems like conflicts between views,
integration of views, comparisons between different approaches in modeling the
same views, and how to enforce consistency amongst views.
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Chapter 3

View composition in
multi-agent architectures

Preamble

This chapter contains the paper: N. Boucké and T. Holvoet. View composition in
multi-agent architectures. Special issue on Multiagent systems and software archi-
tecture, International Journal of Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (IJAOSE),
2(2):333, 2008. [BH08].

The main contribution of this chapter is first-class support for compositions of
architectural views1 in xADL, fitting into contribution B. Within the context set
by the previous chapter, composition is one of the possible use cases for relations.
Although some parts of the composition mechanism still changed in other chapters,
this chapter sets the basics of our composition mechanism. The differences with
the other chapters in this dissertation are:

• Although relations are already used for composition in this chapter, rela-
tions are not yet first-class and cannot be used or described separate from
compositions. In later chapters relations are separated from composition and
become a first-class concept of an AD. This allows to reuse relations in sev-
eral compositions and to use relations for other purposes like consistency
checking.

• The motivations to use composition has evolved over time and is more thor-
oughly discussed in the next chapter, namely composition to maintain inte-
grated models. This is not yet discussed in this paper.

1This chapter uses the view terminology explained in section 1.5. No distinction is made
between architectural views and models.
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• This chapter is centered around a MAS application. Experiences with doc-
umenting software architectures for MASs in DistriNet [BWSH06, WBH08]
were an important motivation for developing the composition mechanism,
although the end result is clearly not MAS specific anymore. This illustrated
by the use of non-MAS cases in later chapters.

• The relations ‘refinement’ and ‘mapping’ used in this chapter are renamed
to ‘submodel’ and ‘subelements’ in the other chapters. The term ‘structural
model’ is changed to ‘component and connector model’ or ‘C&C model’. We
made these changes because we felt that these names would better represent
the semantics.

We acknowledge the insightful comments of several colleagues, especially from
Danny Weyns and Alexander Helleboogh.



View composition in
multi-agent architectures

Abstract

Our experience in research and development on a multi-agent architecture for
an industrial Automatic Guided Vehicle Transportation System (AGVTS) reveals
a crucial problem w.r.t. the specification of software architectures. In particular,
there is a lack of support for relating and composing multiple views in architectural
descriptions. This lack hampers changeability, as it prevents separating a concern
while maintaining a good overview of the architecture as a whole.

In this chapter, we argue for explicit support in relating and composing archi-
tectural views. We propose three types of relations that allow specifying and com-
posing structural views. To validate and evaluate our work, we extend a general-
purpose architectural description language, xADL. We assess the usability and
consequences of structural view relations in the context of the multi-agent archi-
tecture for the AGVTS. We learn that view relations and composition improve
changeability of a multi-agent architecture by offering explicit support for (1)
separating concerns in separate views and (2) composing the overall architecture
from these separate views. The tradeoff for this improved changeability is the ad-
ditional cost of documenting relations between architectural views. Nevertheless,
documenting view relations give rise to architectural descriptions that are more
expressive and less ambiguous.

3.1 Introduction

The architecture of a software system defines the design structure or structures,
which comprise software elements, the externally visible properties of those el-
ements, and the relationships between them [BCK03]. Modeling a software ar-
chitecture is an essential step for the development of complex systems, includ-
ing multi-agent systems. During the last decades, several Architectural Descrip-
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tion Languages (ADLs) have been proposed for modeling architectures, such as
ACME [GMW00], xADL [DvdHT05], AADL [SAE]. An architectural description
typically consists of several views. A view defines a set of software elements and
the associated relationships between these software elements [CBB+03]. Views are
used for representing the system or a part of the system from the perspective of
a (related set of) concern(s) [IEE00]. The core issue in architectural design is to
define the views that are relevant for key stakeholders’ concerns.

The problem central to this chapter is that there is a lack of support in ADLs
to compose and relate views with each other. Once parts of the architecture are
separated using the views, there is a need to compose the views to obtain the
architecture as a whole, and this is where the current architectural practice falls
short. Composition starts with identifying the relations between views. We use the
term composition for an aggregation of several views and relations between views.
As a consequence, the architecture of a system is a composition of all views and
associated relations between the views.

Experience shows that such support is essential to build a multi-agent archi-
tecture for a realistic industrial application. Concretely, we encountered the need
for composition during an attempt to describe distribution in a separate view to
improve changeability and at the same time keep a good overview of the archi-
tecture as a whole, and this in the context of a multi-agent architecture for an
industrial Automatic Guided Vehicle Transportation System (AGVTS).

Current architectural practice [CBB+03, DvdHT05, GMW00, IEE00] provides
good support for describing several views, but the support for describing relations
between views is too limited. We believe that composing and relating the views
is as important as specifying the views. Consequently, we advocate that relations
and compositions should become first class, and become an explicit and integral
part of the architectural description language.

We put forward view composition and three concrete relations, i.e. refinement,
mapping and unification, and use these relations for composing several structural
views. As an illustration, we extend the language definition of a representative
architectural description language (ADL) with explicit support for composing
structural views. In this chapter, we limit ourselves to adding explicit compo-
sitions between one type of view only, namely the structural view of the exist-
ing xADL [DvdHT02]. xADL is a general purpose, extensible ADL for modeling
architecturally-relevant structures. xADL supports the specification of structural
views, but there is little to no support for the specification of relations between
views. The xADL language is used as an example, but similar composition rules
could be of use to other ADLs as well.

The contribution of this chapter is threefold. Firstly, we identify and illustrate
crucial shortcomings in current practice of architectural description in a multi-
agent architecture. These shortcomings relate to the description of compositions
and relations between views. Secondly, we put forward three concrete relations that
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can be used in compositions to bridge this gap. We extend the language definition
of xADL to illustrate the concepts. Thirdly, we apply and evaluate the extended
language in a realistic and concrete multi-agent case study to enable describing
distribution in a separate view and facilitate composing views to obtain a good
overview of the architecture as a whole.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 illustrates the need for com-
positions and relations in the context of a concrete case study. Section 3.3 intro-
duces view composition and relations, and illustrates the concepts by extending
the xADL language definition. In section 3.4 we apply the extended xADL lan-
guage to model an excerpt of the AGVTS and we evaluate view composition in
this context. Section 3.5 discusses the results and the lessons learned. Section 3.6
discusses related work. Finally, section 3.7 presents the conclusion.

3.2 Problem Illustration in a Multi Agent Archi-
tecture

In this section we illustrate the problem outlined in the introduction in the con-
text of a concrete industrial case study build with an multi-agent architecture.
Section 3.2.1 introduces the case study and its architecture. Section 3.2.2 dis-
cusses our experiences with this architecture and sketches the context in which we
encountered the need for compositions and relations between views. Section 3.2.3
concretely illustrates the lack of support for composition and relations between
views.

3.2.1 A Multi-agent Architecture for an Automatic Guided
Vehicle Transport System

An Automatic Guided Vehicle Transport System (AGVTS) is a fully automated
industrial system that uses multiple AGVs to transport loads in a warehouse or
production plant. An AGV is an unmanned transportation vehicle. The AGVTS
uses an external software system –called Ensor– that runs on the computer of each
AGV vehicle to steer the vehicle, based on high-level commands (like move, turn)
issued by the AGVTS. The main functional requirements for the AGVTS are: (1)
allocating transportation tasks to individual AGVs; (2) performing those tasks;
(3) preventing conflicts between AGVs, e.g. on crossroads; and (4) charging the
batteries of AGVs before they are drained. Transportation tasks are issued by a
Warehouse Management System (WMS).

The AGVTS is build with a multi-agent architecture, in a joint research project
between the research group Distrinet and Egemin [Ege], a producer of automated
logistic systems [WSHL05]. The architecture decentralizes control and answers to
new market demands, asking for flexible, open and robust systems that can handle
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dynamic operating conditions in an autonomous way. These qualities are ascribed
to multi-agent architectures [BWSH06].

Using a multi-agent architecture means structuring the system into several au-
tonomous agents connected to an environment. We follow the reference architec-
ture for situated multi-agent architectures [Wey06]. An agent component operates
autonomously, but coordinates with other agent components to achieve the system
goals. Each agent has three required interfaces: (1) a perception interface to per-
ceive the environment; (2) an action interface to influence the environment; (3) a
communication interface to communicate with other agents by sending and receiv-
ing messages through the environment. The environment is a software component,
shielding the agents from details of the real world and providing the interfaces for
perception, action and communication to the agents [WPM+05].

In the AGVTS we identified three types of agents. Firstly, an AGVAgent for
each AGV vehicle, responsible for managing the tasks. Secondly, a TransportAgent
for each transport in the system, responsible for searching an appropriate AGV
to perform the transport and to follow up the dispatching. Finally, one or more
TransportManagerAgents, in charge of communicating with a WMS and managing
(create, remove, etc.) the TransportAgents. The tasks of the environment include
the translation of high-level commands from the AGVAgent to Ensor (the software
package for low-level control of the AGV vehicle).

3.2.2 Experiences

In this section we discuss the experiences with a multi-agent architecture for the
AGVTS that motivates describing distribution in a separate view.

The initial architecture [BHL+05] decentralizes control by using several agents
and physically distributes this control by locating the agents on different computer
systems. We refer to this as decentralized deployment. After building a proof-of-
concept demo2, Egemin realized that using this architecture is a big step with far
reaching effects for the company. To limit risks, the partners agreed on a step-
wise distribution. Initially, all agents are located on a single computer system with
remote access to the AGV vehicles. We refer to this as centralized deployment.
Later on, the agents can be step-wise distributed. Such schema enables to deploy
and test multi-agent architectures without being bugged with typical problems of
a physically distributed system. We can conclude that distribution will need to
change several times.

A desirable property of the architecture is that the impact of changing dis-
tribution is as small as possible, but this is not the case. Analysis reveals that
the decisions with respect to distributions are scattered over the views, both over
multiple views of the same type (i.e. several structural views) and over multiple

2Some videos on the proof-of-concept application running on real AGV vehicles can be found
on [ED].
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Figure 3.1: Three structural views of the original architectural documentation,
extracted from [BHL+05]. Left: Decomposition in two subsystems. Middle: Internal
structure of the AGVControl system. Right: Internal structure of TransportBase.

views of different types (i.e. both structural, behavioral and deployment views).
Additionally, the decisions are tangled with decisions for other concerns. We briefly
illustrate scattering and tangling between distribution and control using two struc-
tural views shown in fig.3.1. Control covers the decisions to decompose the system
in agents and an environment, leading to a decentralized architecture in which
each agent controls its own behavior. A structural view shows the types of compo-
nents and connectors and emphasizes on how they should be linked together. The
AGVTS view defines two subsytems that are needed for distribution. The AGV-
Control view and the TransportBase view describe the internal control structure
of the respective subsystems. Thus both views are influenced by distribution and
control, effectively mixing up the two concerns. Similar scattering and tangling
appears in other views of the architectural description.

As a consequence, the architects judged that separating distribution from the
remainder of the application was necessary, leading to the development of a second
version of the architecture. It was during the development of this architecture we
encountered the problem that is the subject of this chapter, discussed next.

3.2.3 Problem: Lack of Support for Appropriate Relations
Between Views

During the development of a second version of the architecture that described
distribution in a separate view, we encountered the lack of support for composition
and relations between views. A long known engineering principle states that having
divided to conquer, we must reunite to rule [Jac90]. Once distribution, as a concern,
is separated using the views, there is a need to compose these views together
to obtain the architecture as a whole. We claim that this is where the current
architectural practice falls short.
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Figure 3.2: Left: Control view, showing the decomposition into agents and envi-
ronment. Right: Distribution view, showing the decomposition into subsystems for
deployment. Same graphical notation as fig. 3.1.

We briefly illustrate the need for relations using two concrete views in fig. 3.2.
The figure shows two structural views, the Control view and the Distribution view3.
The left part of the figure shows the Control view, outlining a decentralized control
architecture defining the types of agents and an environment. The right part shows
the Distribution view, defining two subsystems (AGVControl and TransportBase),
to be deployed on an AGV vehicle and a server respectively.

Imagine an architectural description containing these two views, without any
relations. Much remains unclear, implicit and ambiguous. We illustrate this with
several examples. Firstly, it is unclear how the subsystems of the Distribution view
are related to the agent and environment of the Control view. The two views both
contain the Ensor and WMS components, which could lead to an interpretation
that the components in the views are linked together through these components.
This is not what the architect wanted to communicate. Secondly, someone might
know or guess that the subsystems contain parts of the Control view, and that
the AGVAgent is located on the AGVControl system and that the other agents are
located on the TransportBase. But even with this information it remains unclear
what this means for the environment component or how to interpret the connector
between the TransportManagerAgent and the WMS.

At first sight, an obvious solution is to describe the components of both
control and distribution in a single view. But this is not an acceptable solution in
this case, since it prevents separation of distribution in the architecture.

Towards a solution. Relating these two views is not easy. To illustrate the
challenges, we constructed a view containing an intuitive mix of components of
both Control and Distribution in fig. 3.3. We identified three specific challenges

3These two views describe a similar architecture as the views in fig. 3.1, but the description
is structured to separate control and distribution.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of overlap between both views. The dashed circles point
out the overlaps between the elements. The semantic meaning of such overlap is
unclear. For the remainder we use the same graphical notation as fig. 3.1..

from which we know from experience that they are quite common in architectural
descriptions.

1. Express that elements that appear in different views are actually the same
element. Examples are the Ensor and the WMS components.

2. Express that a component of one view is a subcomponent of a component of
another view. For example the AGVAgent is a subcomponent of AGVControl
component.

3. Express that there is a partial overlap between components, and solve this
overlap. For example, the Environment component overlaps the two subsys-
tems AGVControl and TransportBase of the Distribution view. Figure 3.3
illustrates this.

Important for each of the challenges is that the relations are described
explicitly and unambiguously. For example, describing that the TransportMan-
agerAgent is a subcomponent of the TransportBase is not enough, since it leaves
open how the connector between the TransportManagerAgent and WMS relates
to the connector between the TransportBase and the WMS. In this case, a more
exact specification of the interplay between sub- and superelements is needed,
such as which port of a subelement maps on the port of an the super element.
Without such unambiguous and fully specified relations there may be unexpected
effects of changing one view to another view, leading to inconsistencies in the
architectural description.
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Architectural practice.
Currently, there are only few approaches in architectural practice that support

some kind of relations between views. As far as we know, none of these support
explicit and direct relations between views to cope with the three challenges out-
lined above. Moreover, the conceptual model of the IEEE Recommended Practice
for Architectural Description of Software-Intensive Systems [IEE00] establishes
terms and concepts pertaining to the content and use of architectural descrip-
tions, but lacks the concepts of relations between or compositions of views. The
document only briefly mentions that any inconsistencies between views should be
documented, but leaves completely open how this should be done.

ADLs like ACME [GMW00] and xADL [DvdHT05] allow describing multiple
views of the same type, but lack support to directly relate structural views with
each other.

Clements et al. [CBB+03] uses tables to define a mapping between elements
in different views defining a simple type of relation. Yet, this well known book on
architectural documentation only briefly discusses relations. Drawbacks of these
types of relations are that they remain informal (relying on a textual explanation)
which may lead to ambiguities, and the support for different types of relations
is limited. The first two challenges can be partially expressed in such tables, by
taking down which elements are the same and which elements are subelements of
other elements. But even then the description is ambiguous since much is left open
on the exact interplay between the elements. Expressing the third challenge in a
useful way is even harder.

Rozanski et al. [RW05] only mentions that different types of views might
be interrelated with each other. The conceptual model [RW05, pag. 33] allows
describing several views of the same type, but the work provides no support for
describing relations between views. The authors only offer an intuitive checklist
between each pair of types of views that an architect can follow to manage the
consistency of the architecture.

3.3 View Composition

This section adds view composition and relations as a first-class concept in an ar-
chitectural description, and by this provides support for explicit relations between
structural views.

Concretely, in section 3.3.1 we present three types of relations based on the
challenges identified in the previous section. Section 3.3.2 presents the xADL lan-
guage definition and extends this definition with support for composition and these
three relations. Section 3.4 applies the extended xADL language to redesign a part
of the AGVTS architecture. View composition is partially inspired by the work on
aspect orientation, discussed in section 3.6.
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3.3.1 Compositions of Structural Views

A composition is an aggregation of relations. To cope with the challenges identified
in section 3.2.3, we introduce three types of relations.

• Unification: Unifies elements (components or connectors) from different
structural views with each other, i.e. expresses that elements that appear
in the different views are actually the same element. The unified elements
must either have exactly the same interfaces, or the architect must define
the corresponding interfaces. Unification is used for the first challenge.

• Mapping: Maps individual elements or groups of elements (called subjects)
from one structural view on a single element of another structural view
(called target). The subjects then become subelements of the target ele-
ment. The points on which the elements are connected to each other are the
interfaces (we call this joinpoints). An architect must define corresponding
interfaces between the target and the subject. Mapping is used for the second
challenge.

• Refinement: Defines that a specific structural view (referred to as inner
structure) describes a substructure for an architectural component (referred
to as outer component) of another structural view. The joinpoints used in the
refinement relation are the interfaces, the architect must define corresponding
interfaces between the outer component and interfaces in the inner structure.
Refinement is used for the second challenge.

The third challenge is achieved by a combination of the relations. We come
back to this while illustrating the relations in section 3.4.

3.3.2 Adding View Composition to xADL

We will use the xADL language in our illustrations. Motivations to use the xADL
language are that it provides a core language with a simple set of general purpose
constructs to model an architecture. Additionally, it provides an easy way to extend
the language definition and the associated tool support for new concepts, allowing
fast prototyping of new ADL constructs.

xADL supports three types of views: (1) a view defining component types;
(2) structural views describing component and connector types and how they are
linked to each other; (3) instance views describing component and connector in-
stances and how they are linked to each other. Both the structural and instance
view are a kind of component and connector viewtype in the sense of [CBB+03].
But the structural view shows types of components and connectors emphasizing
on how they should be linked together (called structure by the xADL authors).
The instance view uses component and connector instances to show the dynamics
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Figure 3.4: Example xADL specification, showing the Agent and Environment
components, connected with the ActionCon connector. We used the same abbre-
viated notation as the xADL authors used in [DvdHT05] to improve readability
of the specification.

of the system (called instance). In this chapter, we focus on the second type of
view of xADL and call this, in line with the terminology suggested by the xADL
authors, a structural view on the system.

In section 3.3.2 we introduce the basic building blocks of xADL and show
how they are represented in the architecture. Section 3.3.2 discusses the language
definition of xADL. Finally, section 3.3.2 extends the language definition with
compositions and relations.

Basic Elements of xADL

An structural view in xADL is built around the following basic elements4.

• Components: Components are the loci of computation in the architecture.
Components have a unique identifier and a textual description, along with a
set of interfaces.

4Based on [DvdHT05]. The group element is left out because it is not used in this chapter.
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• Connectors: Connectors are the loci of communication in the architecture
design. Similar to components, connectors also have a unique identifier, a
textual description, and a set of interfaces.

• Interfaces: Interfaces are components’ and connectors’ portals to the out-
side world. A “interface” in xADL is called “port” for components and “roles”
for connectors as in other languages like ACME ADL. Interfaces have a
unique identifier, a textual description, and a direction. The direction indi-
cates whether the interface is provided, required, or both.

• Links: Links are connections between interfaces, defining the topology of
the architecture.

Figure 3.4 shows an example architectural description containing two com-
ponents (Agent and Environment5) one connector, ActionCon, and links to at-
tach the connector to the components. In principle, the identifier of an interface
can be any unique string. We follow the convention that the identifier uses the
name of the element dot interface name to make the description more readable,
like Agent.action. References are represented by the href property, containing a
unique identifier or an element after the sharp symbol.

xADL is supported by a tool set integrated in the Eclipse platform, called
ArchStudio6. ArchStudio contains both a visual editor, that allows to graphically
manipulate the architecture (notation similar to fig. 3.4(b)) and a special-purpose
specification editor, representing the architecture in the form of a tree.

Language definition of xADL

The xADL language is defined in the XML Schemas Definition Language
(XSD [W3Cb]). XSD is a language to describe the syntax and structure of an
XML-document. The xADL language definition consists of about ten different
XML schema files, we will only focus on the part of the language defining struc-
tural views.

Concretely, we will make use of two XSD files defined by the authors of xADL.
The instance.xsd file (‘archinstance’ namespace) is historically the first file of the
xADL description and contains the definition of several common elements. Next
to this, it contains the definition of run-time views. The type.xsd file, with as
namespace ‘structures’, adds both types and structural views (the archStructure
element and ArchStructure type) to xADL.

Figure 3.5 shows a visual representation of an extract of the XML schema
defining the type of elements in a structural view. The ArchStructure type defines
what type of elements an archStructure element can contain. The example in

5The environment in this picture is a software component providing operations to the agents
to view and manipulate the world.

6We used ArchStudio 4.0, available since November 2006 [Arc]
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Figure 3.5: Overview of the XML schema defining the structural view of xADL.

fig. 3.4 shows that such structure is a subelement of the xArch element, but this is
not shown in our overview. As an example of how the XSD file looks, we included
a small excerpt description of the archStructure element and ArchStructure type:

<xsd:element name="archStructure" type="ArchStructure"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>

<xsd:complexType name="ArchStructure">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="description" type="archinstance:Description"/>
<xsd:element name="component" type="Component" minOccurs="0"

maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
<xsd:element name="connector" type="Connector" minOccurs="0"

maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
<xsd:element name="link" type="Link" minOccurs="0"

maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute name="id" type="archinstance:Identifier"/>

</xsd:complexType>

The arrow between the sequence element of ArchStructure and Description
means that an element archStructure (of type ArchStructure) starts with an ele-
ment description (of type Description). We call description a subelement of arch-
Structure. If no multiplicity is given, the element occurs exactly ones. Otherwise
the arrow is annotated with minimal and maximal occurrence, in which star stands
for unbounded. The arrow can be annotated with the name of the element. If no
name is given, the element has the name of the type, but starting with a lowercase
letter (e.g. the element is called description if its type is Description).

In short, an ArchStructure type consists of a sequence of an element description
(type Description), zero or more component elements (type Component), zero or
more connector elements (type Connector) and zero or more link elements (type
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Figure 3.6: Overview of the XML schema definition of architectural composition,
our extension to the xADL language. The full definition file can be found in the
composition.xsd file on http://www.cs.kuleuven.be/∼nelis/xAdlExtension/. Same
graphical notation as fig. 3.5.

Link). Finally, it has an attribute containing a unique identifier. The description
element contains a textual description of the structure.

View composition into the xADL language

To make the composition a first-class element, we add a subelement to the xArch
element, called archComposition. The internal structure of this element is defined
by the ArchComposition type shown in fig. 3.6. The arrows leading to the De-
scription type are omitted from the figure to make it more readable, the types
ArchComposition, Refinement, Unification and Mapping all have exactly one de-
scription element.

Figure 3.7 shows an example of an architectural composition using the refine-
ment composition operator. The figure shows three structures (represented by a
UML package symbol: Struct1, Struct2 and Struct3) and a composition specifi-
cation. The composition specifies that Struct2 refines component A of Struct1,
resulting in Struct3. After the mapping, the elements of Struct2 are subelements
(subcomponents or subconnectors) of component A. The joinpoints between the
structures are the interfaces, specified in the interface mappings part of the re-
finement composition operator. For example, the A.up interface of component A
is mapped on interface Z.up of its subcomponent Z. Currently, the composition
between different structures is done by hand. Because the composition specifica-
tion is explicitly specified in XML, appropriate tool support could make applying
a composition really easy. This needs further investigation.

Figure 3.8 shows an example of a composition specification in which the map-
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Figure 3.7: Example composition using the refinement composition operator.
Struct2 refines component A of Struct1, resulting in Struct3. Same graphical no-
tation as fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.8: Example composition using the mapping and unification relation. Parts
of Struct5 are mapped on component A and B of Struct4, resulting in Struct6.
Same graphical notation as fig. 3.4.
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ping and unification relations are used to relate three structural views. The com-
position specifies that several elements of Struct5 are mapped on (are subelements
of) component A and component B of Struct4, resulting in Struct6. The joinpoints
between the structures are the interfaces, specified in the interface mapping part
of the refinement composition operator. For example, the B.up interface of com-
ponent B is mapped on interface X.up of its subcomponent X.

Notice that interfaces are the level of abstraction on which the views are bound
to each other. The relations rely on specifying correspondence between interfaces
(interface mapping). This restriction to one-to-one mapping might not work well
in some cases. For example, one structural view could contain two interfaces which
map on one interface in another structural view. In some situations there will be
no other choice but refactoring the interfaces of one of the structural views.

3.4 Applying View Composition In Practice

In this section the extended xADL language is applied to an excerpt of an architec-
tural description for the AGVTS. The new architectural description for the multi-
agent architecture is built up step-by-step in section 3.4.1. It separates an essential
concerns of a multi-agent architecture, namely distribution, from the remainder
of the system. We model both centralized and decentralized deployment, leading
to two different systems. Section 3.4.2 evaluates this architecture and analyses the
impact of changing distribution, comparing the new architectural description with
a previous version.

3.4.1 Example of Composing Structural Views in the
AGVTS

We start with a high-level overview of the process and subsequently describe each
step in detail.

Figure 3.9 provides an overview of the structural views of the new architectural
description. The left hand side shows a table with a short description of the aim
and the step in which the structural view is described. The right hand side provides
a high-level overview of the composition between these views.

We explain the process of building a multi-agent architecture for the AGVTS
using this overview.

• First, we defined two separate views to cope with respectively control and
distribution, going out from centralized deployment. These two views are
developed in isolation, called Control view in step 1 and Centralized view in
step 2C respectively (the C in 2C stands for Centralized).

• Next we want to define relations between the two views. Here we see that
the structures of the views do not fit easily, because there is a partial overlap
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Structural view Aim Step

Control Describes the agent types,
environment and associated
relations.

1

Centralized Subsystems needed for cen-
tralized deployment.

2C

EnsorConnectorInternal Describes a refinement of
the EnsorConnector.

3C

ControlExtendedAlt1 Composition of Control and
EnsorConnectorInternal.

3C

CentralizedAGVSystem Composition of ControlEx-
tendedAlt1 and Central-
ized.

4C

Decentralized Subsystems needed for de-
centralized deployment.

2D

EnvironmentInternal Describes a substructure of
the Environment compo-
nent.

3D

ControlExtendedAlt2 Composition of Control and
EnvironmentInternal.

3D

DecentralizedAGVSystem Composition of ControlEx-
tendedAlt2 and Decentral-
ized.

4D

Figure 3.9: High-level overview of the composition between the views.

between the EnsorConnector and the subsystems. This relates to the third
challenge of section 3.2.3. The solution is to break up one of the components
to make it fit. Therefore, we introduce an auxiliary view that breaks up
the EnsorConnector called the EnsorConnectorInternal view in step 3. We
compose this view with the Control view leading to ControlExtendedAlt1,
which is now better suited for relations with the Centralized view.

• Finally, Step 4C relates the result of 3C with the Centralized view, leading to
a centralized multi-agent architecture for the AGVTS (CentralizedAGVSys-
tem).

Steps 2D till 4D describe a similar process, but for the distributed deployment
schema, leading to a decentralized multi-agent architecture for the AGVTS. The
D after 2D till 4D stands for Decentralized. Next, we describe each of the steps in
detail.

Step 1 - Control

The Control view shown in fig. 3.10 has already been explained in detail in sec-
tion 3.2.3 and is the same as the left hand side of fig. 3.2. The view shows a
decomposition in agents and an environment.
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Figure 3.10: The Control view showing the agent types, the Environment compo-
nent and the relations with external components (WMS and Ensor). To simplify
the figure, we only show the names of connectors and interfaces used in the com-
position specifications.

Figure 3.11: The Centralized view, showing the subsystems used for centralized
deployment.

Step 2C - Centralized

The goal of the first distribution schema (centralized) is to allocate all agents
and the environment to a single server. To allow such allocation, we must provide
remote access to the Ensor component which is situated on the AGV vehicle.

We start with defining two subsystems, shown in fig. 3.11, Controller and
RemoteEnsor. They will be deployed on a single server and an AGV vehicle re-
spectively. Both have an interface for remote communication (connected to each
other). The Controller is connected to the WMS, RemoteEnsor to the Ensor sys-
tem.

Next, we want to define the relation between Centralized view and the
Control view. Yet, there is partial overlap between the EnsorConnector and
the Controller and the RemoteEnsor components. The connector between
Environment and Ensor does not have appropriate support for remote communi-
cation yet. This relates to the third challenge of section 3.2.3. To cope with this,
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Figure 3.12: Left: EnsorConnectorInternal view. Right: Composition specifica-
tion to compose the EnsorConnectorInternal (at the left) and the Control view
(fig. 3.10).

we refine the EnsorCon in the next step.

Step 3C - EnsorConnectorInternal

To refine the EnsorConnector, we first define an auxiliary view and then compose
this auxiliary view with the Control view.

Figure 3.12 shows an auxiliary view called EnsorConnectorInternal defining
the internal structure of the EnsorCon. This structural view contains two subcom-
ponents connected with a connector, EnsorProxy and RemoteEnsor respectively.
EnsorProxy will act as a proxy for Ensor from the perspective of the Environment
component.

Next, we compose this auxiliary view (EnsorConnectorInternal) with the Con-
trol view using the refinement relation. The specification of composition is shown
at the right hand side of fig. 3.12. The composition results in the ControlEx-
tendedAlt1 view that is used in the next step to compose with the Centralized
view7.

Step 4C - CentralizedAGVSystem

Finally, the Centralized view is composed with the ControlExtendedAlt1 view in
fig. 3.13. We use both mapping and unification for this. The EnsorProxy compo-

7Notice that there is no explicit connector between Environment and EnsorProxy, or between
RemoteEnsor and Ensor. At first glance this might seem strange, but the links between the
respective components pass the border of EnsorCon. This is a result of describing a refinement
of EnsorCon, meaning that the interfaces of the EnsorCon are delegated to internal components.
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Figure 3.13: Final composition in centralized agent system for AGVTS. Left: com-
position specification composing the Centralized view (fig. 3.11) and the Con-
trolExtendedAlt1 view (fig. 3.12). Right: the resulting view after this composition,
called CentralizedAGVSystem. Notice that the overlap between the elements is not
permitted anymore in newer version of the language in the next chapters.

nent, all agents and the Environment component are mapped on the Controller.
We unify the pairs of RemoteEnsor, Ensor and WMS components with each other.
This results in the CentralizedAGVSystem view (shown at the right hand side of
fig. 3.13).

Notice that we solved an instance of the third challenge. The combination of
relations and an auxiliary view allowed to compose the Centralized view with the
Control view. We included the EnsorConnector in fig. 3.13 as an illustration.
It still cuts across the borders of the Controller component, but through the
subcomponents and interfaces it is clear what this means.

This wraps up the description of the first alternative for distribution, leading to
a centralized system. The next step starts from the same Control view, but will
build up the system going out from a decentralized distribution schema (resulting
in another, decentralized system).
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Figure 3.14: Decentralized view. This is the same view as the right hand side of
fig.3.2, with resized elements to allow a compacter presentation.

Figure 3.15: (a) EnvironmentInternal structural view. (b) Specification to compose
EnvironmentInternal with Control.

Step 2D - Decentralized

The goal of the second distribution schema is to distribute the agents.
In such a schema, the AGVAgent is allocated on the AGV vehicle, the
TransportAgent and TransportManagerAgent on one or several servers.

Again, we start with defining two subsystems in fig. 3.14, AGVControl and
TranportBase, to deploy on the AGV vehicle and a server respectively. Both
have an interface for remote communication (connected to each other). The
TranportBase has a connection to the WMS, the AGVControl component to Ensor.

Next, we want to define the relation between the Decentralized view and the
Control view. There is a partial overlap between the Environment component and
the subsystems. Notice that this is the example used to explain the third challenge.
We will solve this overlap in the next step.

Step 3D - EnvironmentInternal

To refine the Environment component, we first define an auxiliary view and then
compose this auxiliary view with the Controller view.
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Figure 3.16: Composition specification to form the decentralized agent system.
The result is shown in fig. 3.17.

The left hand side of fig. 3.15 shows the auxiliary
view defining the internal structure of the environment.
The environment is split up in two local environments,
AGVLocalEnvironment and TransportLocalEnvironment. These two local
environments synchronize state, take care of communication, and together they
are a virtual representation of a single Environment component.

Defining the composition with this auxiliary view using the refinement relation
is less trivial than the previous example. The Environment is split in two com-
ponents, but three interfaces (perception, communication, action) are offered by
both components, requiring a more complex interface mapping. In the composition
specification we provide several alternative mappings and specify which connector
uses what alternative. The right hand side of fig. 3.15 shows the composition spec-
ification. The composition results in the ControlExtendedAlt2 view that is used
in the next step to compose with the Decentralized view.

Step 4D - DecentralizedAGVSystem

Finally, we can compose the system to form a decentralized version of the AGVTS.
Figure 3.16 contains the composition specification using the mapping and unifi-
cation relations. This results in the DecentralizedAGVSystem view in fig. 3.17.
Notice that this resulting architecture is very similar to the architecture of the
original architectural description in fig. 3.1. The main difference is the way in
which the architecture is described and the process followed to get there.

This wraps up the description of the second alternative for distribution, leading
to a decentralized system.
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Figure 3.17: Decentralized agent system for AGVTS, result after composition in
fig. 3.16. We left out the Environment component to simplify the figure.

3.4.2 Evaluation

We evaluate the use of view composition for the AGVTS architecture in two
ways. Firstly, we extend an existing Architectural Tradeoff Analysis Method
(ATAM [CKK02, KKC00]) to analyze the key architectural decisions in sec-
tion 3.4.2. Secondly, we analyze the impact of changing distribution in section 3.4.2.
In both evaluations two architectures are compared with each other: the original
architectural description and the architectural description that uses view compo-
sition as presented in section 3.4.1 (referred to as new architectural description).

Analysis of Architectural Decisions with respect to New Quality Sce-
nario

The ATAM is a well known architectural evaluation method based on quality
scenarios and stakeholder involvement [DN02], to evaluate whether an architecture
satisfies the required quality attributes. The ATAM itself is a two day workshop
that exists of several steps. There are steps covering the presentation of business
drivers and architecture, the analysis of architectural approaches, the generation
of a quality attribute tree and the analysis of architectural decisions with respect
to the quality scenarios.

We specifically chose to use the ATAM because a previous evaluation of the
AGVTS architecture [BWSH06, BHL+05] used the same method, evaluating the
decentralized architecture with respect to flexibility and openness. It was during
one of the post ATAM discussions that we experienced the need for step-wise
integration of distribution as explained in section 3.2.2. In this chapter we extend
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Scenario: It must be possible to change the distribution of control (e.g. for stepwise distribution of
the control software) with reasonable effort, i.e. without redefining the remainder of the system.

Original architectural description

Decisions Sensitivity Tradeoff Risk Nonrisk

D1 Physically distributed agents R1
D2 Decentralization and distribution R2
D3 Distribution first R3
D4 Subsystems NR1

D1 During one of the first discussions on the architecture, the project partners agreed to physically
distribute the agents. Consequently, the architectural team considered this as a constraint. This
architectural decision is obviously a risk with respect to the quality scenario (risk R1).

D2 The decisions to both decentralizes control by using several agents and physically distribute this
control by locating the agents on different computer systems where taken together. Decentralized
control and distribution are strongly coupled in several architectural views. A consequence is
that the coupling between both concerns is implicit in the description of the views, hampering
changeability of distribution. This is denoted as risk R2.

D3 The top-level decomposition is based on distribution of control, the remainder of the architecture
either implicitly or explicitly relies on this. As an example, fig. 3.1 in section 3.2.3 shows the
three views of the original architectural description. The AGVTS view shows the top-level
decomposition in two subsystems for distribution. The two other views, the AGVControl and
TransportBase view, explicitly rely on this decomposition as they describe the internal control
of the respective subsystems. Changing distribution implies that all dependent views need to as
well. In the example, both the AGVControl and the TransportBase view become obsolete and
the architects need to define new views from scratch. This decision is denoted as risk R3.

D4 We explicitly model the components that represent individually deployed subsystems and their
connection in structural views. This is denoted as N1, because it provides clarity on which
connections are local and which ones are remote and it simplifies the deployment view.

New architectural description

Decisions Sensitivity Tradeoff Risk Nonrisk

D5 Separating distribution S1 T1
D6 EnsorConnectorInternal S2 T2
D7 EnvironmentInternal S3 T3
D8 Explicit composition T4 NR2
D9 Subsystems (similar to D4) NR3

D5 The description of distribution is separated using views. The Centralized (fig. 3.11) and Decen-
tralized (fig. 3.14) views contain the description of distributed subsystems for respectively the
centralized and decentralized version. These views are completely independent of control, de-
scribed in the Control view (fig. 3.10). This is denoted sensitivity point S1 because it is essential
for achievement of the quality scenario. This decision is considered as tradeoff T1 because sep-
arating distribution may make it more difficult to get a good view on the system as a whole.
T1 is partly countered by D8.

D6 Some elements of the Control view (fig. 3.10) need to be refined to suit the centralized deployment
schema, represented by the subsystems defined in the Centralized view (fig. 3.11). The architects
decided to describe this refinement in a separate view called EnsorConnectorInternal (fig. 3.12,
describing the internal structure of the EnsorConnector) and not in the Control or in the
Centralized view. This is denoted as S2 because this makes changing the refinement easy, which
is essential for the changeability of distribution. This decision is considered as tradeoff T2
because this may make it more difficult to get a good view on the system as a whole. T2 is
partly countered by D8.

D7 Similar to D6, some elements of the Control view need to be refined to suit the decentralized
deployment. Again this is described in a separate view, called EnvironmentInternal (fig. 3.15)
and denoted as S3. This decision is considered as tradeoff T3 because this may make it more
difficult to get a good view on the system as a whole. T3 is partly countered by D8.

D8 The composition of the Control and the EnsorConnectorInternal view leads to the ControlExtAlt1
view. Later the ControlExtAlt1 view is composed with the Centralized view, leading the Cen-
tralizedAGVSystem view. For the new architectural description there is an explicit composition
specification between related views and each of the architectural compositions leads to a new
architectural view. This allows understanding the compositions by instantiating the resulting
view and building the architecture stepwise manner, by using the resulting view in other compo-
sitions. This is denoted as non-risk NR2. This architectural decision does also involve a tradeoff
between explicit specification and simplicity (T4). Building explicit specifications, like the one
in fig. 3.16 incurs an additional cost. However, it was considered essential in this case because
the stakeholders wanted an explicit specification of the relations between views.

Figure 3.18: Analysis of architectural decisions (D) with respect to a quality sce-
nario.
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the previous evaluation by: (1) formulating a new quality scenario to capture the
need for step-wise integration of distribution in the architecture; and (2) analyzing
the architectural decisions with respect to this new quality attribute.

Figure 3.18 shows the new quality scenario and the analysis of architectural
decisions. The new quality scenario states that it must be possible to change
the distribution of control (e.g. for stepwise distribution of the control software)
with reasonable effort, i.e. without redefining the remainder of system. We want to
stress that this new quality scenario forms an unanticipated change for the original
architectural description. So it is only logical that this architectural description is
not really suited for an unanticipated quality scenario. The motivation to perform
the ATAM for the original architectural description is to identify the architectural
decisions that form a risk with respect to the new quality scenario. The motivation
to perform the ATAM for the new architectural description is to asses whether
the new architectural decisions prevent such risks, relying on the expertise of the
assembled stakeholders. For this extension to the evaluation we involved several
stakeholders from the original evaluation team.

Each of the architectural decisions is (non-exclusively) categorized to be a
sensitivity point, a tradeoff point, a risk or a non-risk [CKK02]. A sensitivity
point is an architectural decision that is essential for the achievement of the quality
scenario. A tradeoff point is an architectural decision that is essential for several
quality scenarios and thus involves balancing between several qualities. A risk is an
architectural decision that (might) form(s) a problem for the achievement of the
quality scenario. A non-risk is the reverse of a risk, i.e. it is a good architectural
decision.

During the analysis of the architectural decisions of the original architectural
description, the stakeholders identified three risks (for D1 till D3) and one non-
risk. D2 is obviously influenced by D1, but it not a necessary consequence. That
is why we considered it a separate decision. D3 is a decision that is not explicitly
made, but implicitly resides in the architecture. Since there is a clear risk with
respect to the quality scenario, we included this decision in the analysis.

For the analysis of the new architectural description, the architectural deci-
sions D5 till D7 separate distribution from the remainder of the application. Such
separation is needed to prevent the risks of the original architectural description.
But each of these decisions involves the tradeoff that the separation may make it
more difficult to get a good view on the system as a whole. That is why D8 is
necessary, cause explicit relations and compositions allow getting a better view on
the system as a whole. As a consequence there is tradeoff, namely that explicit
specification asks for an additional effort of the architect. Yet, the stakeholders
agreed that such effort is needed to allow a consistent architectural description.

As a conclusion, we identified several risks in the original architectural descrip-
tion with respect to the new quality scenario. These risks are prevented in the
new architectural description. The tradeoff is the additional cost of document-
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ing relations between architectural views. But this is considered necessary by the
stakeholder to cope with the prescribed quality scenario.

Impact Analysis of the Distribution Concern

Complementary to the ATAM, in which the evaluation is a social process relying on
the experience of the assembled group of stakeholders, we experimentally measured
the impact of changing distribution.

The analysis measures how many views of the original architectural description
need to change when distribution changes and compares the results with the mea-
surements of the new architectural description. This analysis is necessary to check
our assumption that the new architectural description will need fewer changes
than the original architectural description. We perform this analysis at two levels:
detailed analysis of an extract of the architecture and a discussion on implications
for the complete architecture. First, we study the impact of changing distribution
for the extract of the architecture used in this chapter.

The extract from the original architectural description consists of three views,
shown in fig. 3.1. The first view shows the decomposition into subsystems for
distribution. The two following views show the internals of these subsystems. To
alter the architectural description from a decentralized deployment to a central-
ized deployment, we need to alter all three views. It is to be expected that the
AGVTS view needs to change since the subsystems change, but building the two
other views from scratch is a not desirable consequence. The AGVControl and
TransportBase view have to be defined from scratch since they describe the inter-
nals of the respective subsystems for the decentralized deployment, non-existing
in centralized deployment. Despite that, the control structure remains the same,
the views in which this structure is described can not be reused.

The same extract from the new distributed architecture consists of five views
and is presented in section 3.4.1. Three of them are constructed by the architect
(namely Control in fig. 3.10, Decentralized in fig. 3.14 and EnvironmentInternal
in fig. 3.15), the other two can be generated from these. From the three input
views, two depend on distribution (namely Decentralized and EnvironmentInter-
nal). Note that the EnvironmentInternal view is an auxiliary view influenced by
both distribution and control. To alter the architectural description to centralized
deployment, only two views and the associated relations need to be replaced (by
the Centralized in fig. 3.11 and EnsorConnectorInternal in fig. 3.12). Notice that
nothing changes to the description of the control structure, they are separately de-
scribed in the Control view. The previously generated views must be regenerated.

As expected, the architect must alter fewer views for the new architectural
description than the old architectural description, namely two instead of three.
Moreover, for the original architectural description the architect must reason and
reconstruct the control structure to capture it in new views, which is unnecessary
in the new architectural description. A drawback is that changing the relations
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between views in the new architectural description will require an additional effort.
Next, we discuss the impact of changing distribution beyond the excerpt pre-

sented in this chapter. The architectural description in [BHL+05] consists of more
then twenty views. Nine views are influenced by both control and distribution (in-
cluding the ones show in fig. 3.1), six views only by control and four views only by
distribution. So in total, thirteen views must be reviewed and possibly changed if
the distribution schema is changed. But the nine views influenced by both control
and distribution include the three of the excerpt of the architecture, from which
we have shown that we could reduce the influence from distribution from two to
one. This makes that there are six more views where distribution can be sepa-
rated. This is a indication that the techniques presented in this chapter may have
a bigger impact on the architecture. Further research is required on this point.

3.5 Lessons Learned and Discussion

The combination of separating distribution and view composition provided
an added value to the architectural description of a multi-agent architecture
for the AGVTS. It became possible to change distribution without changing
the remainder of the architectural description (i.e. with no influence on the
agent/environment decomposition). The results gathered in the real world case
study provide first insights on possible advantages of view composition in general,
pointing towards improved changeability and understanding of the architecture
as a whole.

Lessons learned

• Distribution is a complex concern in multi-agent architectures. The com-
bination of views and view composition allows to separate a concern in a
multi-agent approach on the architectural level.

• Integration of multi-agent approaches with established engineering practices
like software architecture and separation of concerns helped to asses the
added value of the approaches. It has a positive influence on the way in-
dustrial people look to multi-agent systems and we are convinced that it
stimulates industrial adoption.

• View composition and relations are a natural extension to architectural de-
scriptions. Adding the concepts to the xADL language was possible without
touching the existing elements of the language.

• The tradeoff for this improved changeability is the additional cost of doc-
umenting relations between architectural views. Nevertheless, documenting
view relations gives rise to architectural descriptions that are more expressive
and less ambiguous.
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• The approach in this chapter allows separating a concern in an architectural
description. How the separation of concerns in the architectural description
translates to the implementation is a subject of active research [BCA+06].

Types of relations. We proposed three types of relations. Each of the relations
serves a specific purpose as outlined at the end of section 3.3. This set of relations
was sufficient to cope with the challenges identified in the section 3.2.3. But
this does not imply that the set of relations is complete. Possible other relations
include relations to solve interferences between identifiers of software elements,
relations to solve non-corresponding interfaces, etc. An important remark is
that the total set of relations should be kept rather small so that it is easily
comprehensible for a software architect.

Other types of views. This chapter focuses on structural views and compo-
sition of structural views. Other types of views are also possible and relations
between these views need further investigation. We briefly discuss first insights
into the matter, distinguishing between relations between the same type of views
and relations between different types of views.

Firstly, we discuss relations between the same type of view. We expect that each
type of view may need its own set of relations. That is because each type of view has
its own set of basic elements and different semantics, like component and connector
types as building blocks of a structural view or processes and communication
channels as building blocks for a process view. Relations are described in terms of
the basic building blocks and are only meaningful within the specific semantics of
that particular view. This seems to confirm our expectations.

Secondly, we discuss relations between different types of views. We suspect
that each pair of types of views may need its own set of relations, for the same
reason as explained above. Several relations between different types of views are
already supported in ADLs. For example, in an xADL instance view an architect
can describe that this component is of a particular type described in a structural
view.

Notice that for an architectural description, not every type of view needs
direct relations with all other types of views. Some relations between views can
be indirect, i.e. through another type of view. Describing meaningful relations
in general in the context of heterogeneous representations is a challenging
problem [NKF03], because there exist a large quantity of types of views each with
its own notation and semantics. Relations amongst concerns and the mapping on
views could maybe play a role in addressing this.

Auxiliary views. To relate the Control and the Decentralized view, we used an
auxiliary view called EnvironmentInternal view in fig. 3.15. An obvious questions
is why this auxiliary view is needed and why this is not described in the relations
itself.
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Describing a direct relation between the Control and Decentralized view is
possible, but there will be a partial overlap between the Environment component
and the subsystems of Distribution (third challenge, illustrated in fig. 3.3). With
the partial overlap it remains unclear what part of the Environment resides on
which subsystem and this may lead to ambiguities. From this we conclude that
the Environment component must be broken up in order to unambiguously specify
which part is a subcomponent of which subsystem.

We use relations to describe a connection between existing elements. Therefore
breaking up the Environment component and defining subcomponents is not a
responsibility of a relation, but can better be described in a separate view, which
we call an auxiliary view.

Feasibility. Tool support is essential to make the approach feasible. We already
mentioned that specifying explicit compositions will have an additional cost, but
this is essential for architectural descriptions which are more expressive and less
ambiguous. However, applying a composition, i.e. generating a new view from a
composition specification, is currently done by hand and very cumbersome. Tool
support for view composition, integrated in a development suite of an ADL, is
essential to make the approach feasible for use in practice. Implementing a proof
of concept tool is one of our important paths for future work.

To find out how scalable the approach is needs further exploratory studies.
Currently, we only considered an excerpt from the architecture of the AGVTS.
Further studies are needed to see what the impact is in case of a large increase in
views. Again, tool support will be essential before the approach can be applied for
significantly larger architectural excerpts.

3.6 Related Work

This section is subdivided in related work on: (1) architecture and multi-agent
systems; (2) ADLs; (3) aspect orientation; and (4) other closely related approaches.

Architecture and Multi-agent systems. Several researchers use the classical
notion of software architecture (based on [BCK03, CBB+03, GS93]) and archi-
tectural design to develop multi-agent systems (MAS). Shehory [She98] considers
MAS from the perspective of architectural styles, to reason about the qualities that
are typically attributed to the MAS styles. PROSA [BWV+98] offers a reference
architecture for coordination in manufacturing control. The DistriNet research
group defined a reference architecture for situated MAS [WH06] and developed an
industrial AGV transportation system using MAS [WSHL05]. The software archi-
tecture of this system is modeled with different architectural views and structured
according to different view types (module, component, deployment).

This chapter differs from previous approaches in the sense that it promotes
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explicit separation of a concern –distribution– in architectural views and explicit
composition between the views.

ADLs. Support for multiple views is considered essential in the architectural com-
munity, but not all ADLs have equal support for multiple views. Some older ADLs
are invented before support for multiple views was considered important [MT00].
Other ADLs support one type and one instance view, but provide no support for
multiple views of the same type. Examples are Rapide [Luc96] and Wright [All97].
A more recent ADL called AADL [SAE] also only supports multiple views of dif-
ferent type, but not multiple views of the same type. It uses packages as a way to
separate concerns inside the views. The relations between the packages are directly
described in the packages itself, i.e. the description of a package can directly refer
to elements in another package.

The relations with ADLs that do support multiple views but lack support for
relations between views [CBB+03, RW05, DvdHT05, GMW00], are described in
section 3.2.3.

Aspect Orientation. In the field of aspect orientation there is a lot of research
on separation of concerns and compositions.

There are several aspect-oriented ADLs. Typically, aspect-oriented (AO) ADLs
concentrate on defining aspectual components and innovative aspectual composi-
tion operators to add or change behavior on component interfaces [BCG+06]. In
another words, they tend to mimic AO composition mechanisms similar to As-
pectJ [Ecl] but on the level of component and connector interfaces [KL06]. Some
representative examples of this category of ADLs are AspectualACME [GCB+06],
DAOP-ADL [PFT05], and PRISMA [PRJ+03]. The distinguishing factor of view
composition is the focus on view decomposition and composition in an ADL,
based on experience with a multi-agent architecture in an industrial-strength case
study. Composition of views has been neglected in most of the available literature
[BCG+06, CRFBS05] focusing on discussing the interplay of aspects and ADLs.
An additional difference between existing architectural relations (aspectual bind-
ing, but also regular connectors and links) and the relations presented here is that
the former describe relations between components or connectors while the latter
describe relations between several structural views.

Some aspect oriented techniques for requirements engineering (e.g. [CRRW07,
MRA05, Sil05]), detailed design (e.g. Theme/UML [CB05, CW01, Cla02]) and
programming (e.g. HyperJ [TOHS99]) provide similar ways of composing struc-
tures. The techniques stem from the principles of multi-dimensional separation of
concerns (MDSOC) and the first instantiation of this philosophy in Java as intro-
duced by Tarr et al. [TOHS99]. View composition could also be considered as an
instantiation of MDSOC on the architecture. A view corresponds to a hyperslice,
a composition to a hypermodule and our relations to the composition rules.
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Several approaches combine aspect orientation with multi-agent systems.
Kendall et al. [Ken99, Ken00] describe the use of aspect orientation while
designing and implementing role models for multi-agent systems (more re-
cently continued in [CLZ02]). Contrary to this chapter, the authors focus on
implementation. In [GKL04], Garcia et al. observe that several agent concerns
such as autonomy, learning, and mobility crosscut each other and the basic
functionality of an agent. The authors propose an aspect-oriented approach
extrapolating implementation mechanisms to the architecture. More recently,
Garcia et al. [GCC06] identified crosscutting concerns for agent systems described
in the ANote modeling language. Our work differs in its focus on relating
architectural views. Boucké et al. [BWH06] did some experiments to extrapolate
the approach to the architectural level. The main conclusion was that the basic
idea behind Theme/UML proved very interesting, but the language itself is less
suited for architectural design. We introduce a language that is based on the
same foundation (MDSOC, discussed before) but is embedded in an architectural
description language.

Other closely related approaches. Nuseibeh et al. [NKF03] developed a or-
ganizational framework in which different views and their relations can be made
explicit. The approach focuses on identifying inconsistencies between several het-
erogeneous representations (e.g. different types of views). The approach in this
chapter differs by its focus on composition and by reification of these composi-
tions in new views.

Atkinson and Kühne [AK03] propose architectural stratification to combine the
strengths of component-based frameworks and model-driven architectures. Strati-
fication is about gradual refinement of architectural structures based on architec-
tural concerns, introducing interaction refinement as a relations between different
architectural views. Our refinement relations is inspired by this work.

There exists a wide variety of relations in modeling languages. As an illustra-
tion, we end this related work with a brief comparison of the relations in UML.

There is a difference in the level of abstraction between relations in UML and
relations in view composition. Relations as inheritance, aggregation and associa-
tion are for example specified on the level of software elements, like classes. The
relations specified in view composition are specified between architectural views.
A view describes several software elements and how they are related to each other,
and therefore it resembles more closely UML packages and diagrams than the
UML software elements like classes, components, connectors, objects, states, etc.
We successively discuss packages and diagrams.

Packages also describe several software elements and how they are related to
each other. The differences between packages and views is that packages (inter-
nally) contain explicit references to other packages, while views do not. Views
are described in a declaratively complete way. They describe the system from the
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perspective of a particular concern and anything used to describe that concern is
defined in the view itself. Declarative completeness has as advantage that views
do not depend on each other, which promotes changeability [OT00]. But it may
lead to some duplication and possible inconsistencies between the views, making
relations even more important.

On the relations between UML diagrams, several works point out that the
relations should be defined explicitly, since the lack of accuracy in their definition
can cause evolution conflicts, inconsistency amongst different models and wrong
interpretation or discussions about implicit relations [HKRS05, PGB00]. This is
similar to our observations for architectural views.

3.7 Conclusion

From experience in research and development in multi-agent architectures we
learned that distribution of control for an industrial system is a huge step and
a common obstacle for the acceptance of multi-agent architectures. Step-wise dis-
tribution helped to accept such innovative architecture in an AGVTS, but requires
that distribution can be changed easily. The combination of views and view com-
position offers changeability of distribution by offering explicit support for (1)
separating distribution; and (2) composing the overall architecture from these
separate views.

We have put forward three concrete relations that can be used in compositions
to bridge this gap. We extended the language definition of xADL to illustrate the
concepts. We applied the extended language in a realistic and concrete case study
to enable describing distribution in a separate view and facilitate composing views
to obtain a good overview of the architecture as a whole.

The results gathered provide insights on possible advantages of view compo-
sition in general, pointing towards improved changeability and understanding of
the architecture as a whole. The tradeoff for this improved changeability is the
additional cost of documenting relations between architectural views. Neverthe-
less, documenting view relations gives rise to architectural descriptions that are
more expressive and less ambiguous. Another lesson learned is that this chapter
allows to separate a concern in an architectural description. How a separation of
concerns in the architectural description translates to the implementation is a
subject of active research.

There are several interesting tracks for future research. Firstly, there are inter-
esting concerns for multi-agent architectures, such as coordination. An interesting
challenge is to apply the technique to separate such concern on the architectural
level. Secondly, we currently formally defined the syntax and structure of the com-
position operators. Formalizing the semantics of composition is a logical next step.
Thirdly, because tool support is essential for the feasibility of the approach, we
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plan to implement a proof of concept. Finally, investigating the implication of the
composition for other types of views, to separate other concerns and study view
composition in other ADLs is also of interest.
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Chapter 4

Composition of
Architectural Models:
Empirical Analysis and
Language Support

Preamble

This chapter contains the submitted paper: N. Boucké, D. Weyns, and T. Holvoet.
Composition of architectural models: Empirical analysis and language support. Sub-
mitted to a Journal, 2009. [BH08].

The chapter extends the composition mechanism introduced in the previous
chapter (part of Contribution B). This chapter investigates how automated com-
position can help prevent problems associated with repetition in integrated mod-
els1 in three steps. Firstly, we performed an empirical study on the ADs of three
non-trivial software systems revealing a lack of support for integrated models.
Secondly, we propose an ADL-based composition approach to support integrated
models. The approach consists of the explicit specification of composition of mod-
els, and the supporting relations between these models, in an ADL. We introduce
these concepts formally, and provide a proof-of-concept instantiation of composi-
tion in xADL and its supporting tool. Finally, we empirically evaluate the approach
in the same three case studies.

The main contributions of this chapter compared with the previous chapters:
(1) motivation and validation of composition using an empirical study; (2) broad-

1This chapter and the remainder of this dissertation uses the model terminology explained in
section 1.5. There is an explicit distinction between views and models.
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ening support to infrastructure and deployment models; (3) a better separation
between relations and composition; (4) a tool that supports relations and compo-
sitions in xADL; and (5) extracts of the formal underpinning. Chapter 5 provides
more details about the formal underpinning.



Composition of
Architectural Models:
Empirical Analysis and
Language Support

Abstract

Managing the architectural description (AD) of a complex software system and
maintaining consistency among the different models is a demanding task. To un-
derstand the underlying problems, we analyzed several non-trivial software archi-
tectures. The empirical study shows that a substantial amount of information of
ADs is repeated, mainly by integrating information of different models in new
models. Closer examination reveals that the absence of rigorously specified depen-
dencies among models and the lack of support for automated composition of mod-
els are primary causes of the management and consistency problems of software
architecture. To tackle these problems, we introduce an approach in which compo-
sitions of models, together with relations among models, are explicitly supported
in the ADL. We introduce these concepts formally and discuss a proof-of-concept
instantiation of composition in xADL and its supporting tools. The approach is
evaluated by comparing the original and revised ADs of the architectures of an
empirical study. The study indicates a 29% reduction in the initial specification
and a 52% reduction in the number of manual changes required for several realistic
change scenarios.

4.1 Introduction

As the size and complexity of software increases, designing software systems
becomes increasingly complex as well. Software architecture plays a prominent
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role in keeping software-intensive systems manageable. An architecture of a soft-
ware system defines its essential structures, which comprise software elements,
the externally visible properties of those elements and the relationships between
them [BCK03], and with the environment in which it is deployed [ISO07].

The documentation of software architecture, i.e. the ‘architectural description’
(AD), consists of views and models [ISO07]. Every architectural view describes
the architecture from the perspective of a related set of stakeholder concerns, and
consists of architectural models. A model describes concrete architectural elements,
examples are component and connector (C&C) models, communicating processes,
deployment and work assignment models. The use of views and models allows to
divide the architecture in manageable and comprehensible pieces.

An AD typically contains a substantial amount of information that is repeated
in several models throughout the AD. In particular, there are models that mainly
join information from other models. We refer to these models as integrated mod-
els. Integrated models make up a large part of the repetition. Describing them
is common for obtaining an overview [NSC+07], for understanding the interac-
tions [GV06, Egy00], for bringing features together [JWEG07] or for communicat-
ing with stakeholders [CBB+03].

Preserving consistency in the presence of repetition in the models is a non-
trivial task. The fact that software is typically in constant evolution makes main-
taining a consistent AD even more complex. Since rigorous descriptions of the
dependencies between models are often lacking, consistent handling of changes
requires a lot of effort. This is especially true for the integrated models.

This chapter investigates in three steps how automated composition can help
prevent problems associated with repetition in integrated models.

First, we present an empirical study on the ADs of three non-trivial software
systems in section 4.2. This study yields quantitative statements on the problems
associated with repetition, in particular with respect to integrated models. The
empirical study identifies the potential for compositions and the goals for support-
ing compositions and the relations in ADs.

Secondly, we introduce an ADL-based composition approach filling in these
goals (section 4.3 and 4.4). The approach consists of the explicit specification of
composition of models, and the supporting relations between these models, in
an ADL. We introduce these concepts formally, and provide a proof-of-concept
instantiation of composition in xADL and its supporting tool. As a result, an
architect no longer specifies the integrated models directly. Instead the architect
specifies a composition, which leads to the same integrated model.

Thirdly, we evaluate the approach in section 4.5. The evaluation empirically
compares the original and revised ADs of the case studies.

The remaining two sections discuss related work and conclusions.
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4.2 Empirical Study and Goals

To investigate the problems associated with integrated models, we performed an
empirical study on several ADs. The goal of this section is to discuss the problems
with integrated models that we encountered during an empirical study (4.2.1) and
to identify the high-level goals for a composition approach (4.2.3). Later in the
paper we will come back to the study and empirically evaluate the composition
approach in section 4.5.

4.2.1 Empirical study

4.2.2 Hypotheses

We formulated three hypotheses. The first hypothesis is that an AD contains a
lot of repetition (e.g. elements repeated in multiple models) (H1). The second
hypothesis is that a large portion of this repetition is present in integrated models
(H2). The third hypothesis that for each change to an AD, a large portion of the
elements that need to be changed in the description are in integrated models, and
thus are repeated updates (H3). These hypotheses are defined with the following
assumption in mind: more (manual) repetition in an architectural description is a
bad thing, because it requires more effort to specify, changes in combination with
repetition are cumbersome and often the source of inconsistencies.

Empirical procedure

The input for the empirical study consists of three ADs for non-trivial systems.
The three ADs already existed and are specified independent of this study. The
first system is an automatic guided vehicle transportation system (AGVTS), a
fully automated system that uses unmanned vehicles to provide logistic services
in an industrial environment such as a warehouse or a factory [BWSH06, WH08].
The second system is a digital publishing system (DPS), a next-generation end-
to-end media platform using various wired and wireless communication chan-
nels for publishing, allowing personalized services based on user-profile and con-
text [MJVL+07][VLGM+06][LdbK+]. The last system considered is a transport
manager system (TMS), aiming at the flexible TMSs to cope with the ever-
changing road circumstances, like road works, traffic diversions, emergency clear-
ances etc.

These systems are representative for distributed systems that are the result of
a cooperation between our research group and several industrial partners. They
involve a real, mid-size complex distributed system, with an AD structured accord-
ing to multiple views and models. The respective sizes of the ADs are: 6 models
and 130 architectural elements (like component, interface and link) for AGVTS,
7 models and 341 elements for the TMS and 8 models and 683 elements for the
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Figure 4.1: Analysis of repetition: Repetition in ADs.

DPS. The details of the cases are not crucial for this chapter. Later in the chapter
we will discuss the TMS in more details to illustrate the concepts of this chapter.

From these original ADs we only considered the C&C, infrastructure and de-
ployment models (which make up the largest part of the AD). To ensure a fair
comparison, we only aligned the notation of the three original ADs with each other
(according to the basic ADL introduced further in section 4.3.2). This alignment
was fairly simple and preserved the original semantics and specification in the
models (e.g. from a custom UML like notation to our basic ADL).

To the best of our knowledge, there are no existing metrics to quantify rep-
etition and changes across architectural models. Related empirical studies like
Oliveira et al. [OGW08] and Chitchyan et al. [CGS+09] propose metrics on the
architectural level to quantify conflict rates, scaffolding, stability of compositions
and expressiveness of compositions, but they can not be used to confim or refute
our hypotheses. To avoid biassing the metrics, we preferred to keep them simple
and self-explaining based on counting of elements (further discussed in the section
on threads to validity). Finally, note that measuring is done by manual counting
of elements in the different models.

We successively discuss the hypotheses, make an observation on consistency
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and couple the results to the motivating problems of our research.

Hypothesis 1&2: Repetition and integrated models

Elements can be repeated in multiple models. Figure 4.1 shows repetition as a
fraction of the total amount of elements for the three case studies. To calculate
repetition, we distinguished between a first occurrence of an element in a model
(white region), and all other occurrences in other models which are considered rep-
etition (shaded region). Possible elements are components, connectors, interfaces,
link, interface mapping, node or communication channels, details on the types of
elements can be found in section 4.3.2. Surprisingly, more than half of the ADs
was repetition (between 51% and 56%). This confirms the first hypothesis and
indicates that architects spend a lot of effort in repeating architectural elements.

To see what might have caused repetition we further analysed the causes of
repetition. This analysis revealed that a large portion of repetition was caused by
models that integrate information from other models (integrated models), includ-
ing integrated C&C models and deployment models. For example, several of the
architectural descriptions contained an integrated C&C model. Such model shows
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Integrated).

nothing more than the integrated information from several other models (e.g. to
provide an overview) without adding additional information. Figure 4.3 shows an
example of an integrated C&C model in the TMS. The models above the arrow
(Overview, Data and Actuator) are integrated with each other in the model below
the arrow (Integrated). The details of the models themselves are not important at
this stage, but are discussed later.

Repetition can also be caused by refining components from one model in an-
other model (refinement) and by models describing overlapping features. Each of
these causes is considered as a class of repetition. Figure 4.2 provides an overview
of the fraction of repetition in each class with respect to the total repetition.

The results show that integrated C&C models and deployment models are
responsible for a large portion of the repetition. This confirmes the second hy-
pothesis, although it also shows that any solution to cope with integrated models
will not take away all repetition. Integrated models are the focus of the remainder
of this analysis and chapter.

In all three case studies the architects constructed the integrated models by
copy/pasting and manually integrating the information. This indicates that an
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S1 S2 S3 S4

total #changes 21 26 33 103
#changes in integrated 12 18 28 103

% integrated 57% 69% 76% 100%

Figure 4.4: Overview of the number of changes required for each scenario.

architect spends a lot of time repeating information in integrated models.

Hypothesis 3: Changes

Keeping the integrated models consistent in the context of evolution is a challenge.
We studied the effects of several change scenarios on integrated models of the TMS.
These scenarios were proposed by the original architects and are representative for
real changes during the life cycle of the TMS. The scenarios are: (S1) adding a
component that is responsible for interaction with external media; (S2) adding a
new type of actuators; (S3) adding a substructure for data management; and (S4)
adding a deployment alternative.

One existing metric to measure architectural change propagation (Molesini et
al. [MGCB08]) inspired our metrics for measuring changes. The metrics of Molesini
do not take multiple models into account but consider the architecture as a mono-
lithic whole, while we distinguish in which model the change is being made. For
each of the scenarios, we measured the total number of changes, and the changes
in integrated models. One change is the addition, removal or alternation of an
architectural element. An element is a component, connector, interface, link, in-
terface mapping, node or communication channel. The table in fig. 4.4 contains a
summary of the number of changes for each change scenario.

The results show that more than half of the changes take place in integrated
models. This confirmes the third hypothesis. These changes required manual inter-
vention as there is no mechanism to automatically synchronize integrated models
with the models that are integrated.

An observation from our study is that consistent updating is difficult because
there is no rigorous description of the relations between the models. If one model
is updated, an architect may need to review all other models to see if they need
to be updated as well.

A remark on inconsistencies

One observation during the empirical study is that we found several inconsistencies
in each of the ADs. For example, in the TMS we found that a deployment model
lacks an essential component and several deployment models lack several links.
Most of the inconsistencies we found are between an integrated model and the
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models being integrated, and nearly all integrated models contained one or more
inconsistencies.

Also note that the lack of rigorous specification of relations hampered the
identification of inconsistencies. We found the inconsistencies as a side effect of
collecting data for the empirical study.

Summary and associated problems

The use of integrated models is a common practice in ADs. The analysis shows that
the integrated models play an important role in the three case studies. The ADs in
our case studies contain a lot of repetition, a large portion of this repetition is found
in integrated models and a large portion of the elements that must be updated for
a change scenario are present in integrated models, and thus are repeated updates.
Finally, we observed that integrated models are a source of inconsistencies.

In summary, we identified the following problems:

P1 Too much effort is spent in specifying repeated elements.

P2 For each change, too much effort is spent in repeated updates to elements.

P3 Manual updates with repetition in multiple models without explicit informa-
tion on how models are related is error-prone and a breeding ground for
inconsistencies.

4.2.3 Goal

In our work, we aim at automated composition for integrated architectural models.
When using composition, an architect no longer specifies the integrated models
directly, but instead specifies a composition that leads to the same integrated
model. The composition, and the integrated model it defines, become an integral
part of the AD.

The high-level goals of our approach for supporting composition of architectural
models are:

Language support for compositions and relations Support in ADLs is
needed for specifying what models must be integrated (a composition spec-
ification), and rigorously specifying the relations between the models. Em-
bedding both concepts in ADLs makes them an integral part of any ADs.
This ensures unambiguous specifications and facilitates consistent updates.

Guarantees about semantic preservation Guarantees are needed about a
composition function preserving the semantics of the models and relations
being composed. This ensures ensures that the meaning of the AD does not
change because of composition.
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View Purpose Models Fig
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Monitoring Detectors and data fu-
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Detectors (C&C)

Data Validation and storage Data (C&C) 4.8
Traffic Interpretation Traffic (C&C)
Actuator Signalization Actuator (C&C) 4.8
Deployment Deployment on infras-
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MultiAS (De-
ploy) SingleAS
(Deploy)

4.7

Figure 4.5: Overview of views and models in the TMS
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Figure 4.6: The Overview architectural model, key as in fig. 4.3.

Automated composition Tool support is indispensable for making composition
useful in practice. Automated composition allows an architect to easily ob-
tain a composed model, to get an overview of several models, to see how
models are integrated or to reveal possible conflicts between models.

4.3 Background

In section 4.4 we present a composition approach that fulfills the goals. We base
our presentation on (1) an illustration taken from the TMS case study; and (2)
a basic formal ADL. In this section we discuss the case study in more depth and
present the basic ADL.

4.3.1 Case study: A Traffic Management System

The TMS is part of an industrial project involving eight companies, two universi-
ties (including the KULeuven) and the Flemish government. The system aims at
flexible TMSs to cope with changing road circumstances, like road works, traffic
diversions and emergency clearances.

The table in fig. 4.5 briefly explains the purpose of the views and models of the
TMS. The Overview model (fig. 4.6) contains an end-to-end view on the system.
The system monitors traffic using devices like cameras and inductive loops to count
the number of cars with the DetectorManagement component. Monitoring infor-
mation is verified and collected in a repository in the DataManagement component.
The monitoring information is used to control traffic in the TrafficManagement
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component through actuators like traffic lights and signalization boards in the
ActuatorManagement component.

The Detectors, Data, Traffic and Actuator models describe a substruc-
ture of the DetectorManagement, DataManagement, TrafficManagement and
ActuatorManagement components respectively. The two deployment models in
the Deployment view describe two possible deployment alternatives.

4.3.2 A Basic ADL

We introduce composition formally and in an ADL neutral way in the next section.
To achieve this we first define a basic ADL. This ADL supports C&C models and
two types of models to support allocating the components to an infrastructure:
infrastructure models and deployment models.

Set theory is used for specifying the ADL. It is well known, easy to read and
understand, and it provides enough rigor for making the definition unambiguous.
In this section we only define the sets. Well-formedness rules are used to exclude
invalid and redundant tuples from set-based specification and are included in chap-
ter 5. To prove properties of composition, we also made an extended specification
in Haskell [Boua].

Views and models

The basic ADL uses views and models as proposed by ISO 42010. The AD has a
name and a set of views. Each of the views has a name and a set of models. In
this basic ADL, the set of models consists of C&C models, infrastructure models
and deployment models. More formally:

AD = ID × P V IEW AD
V IEW = ID × P MODEL Architectural views

MODEL = CCMODEL ∪ INFRA ∪DEPLOY Architectural models
ID Set of names

The next sections define the types of models in more details.

C&C models

An example of a component and connector (C&C) model was shown in fig. 4.6.
C&C models describe runtime software elements like components, connectors and
their interfaces, and links that describe the pathways of interactions. Components
can have substructures, in which case interface mappings are used to map an outer
interface (on the enclosing component or connector) onto an inner interface (on
the internal element). Interfaces have a direction to indicate the information flow.
The direction can be in, out or inout. The sets defining a C&C model are:
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DIR = {in, out, inout} Directions
INT ⊂ ID ×DIR Interfaces

CC ⊂ ID × P INT × SUB C&Cs
COMP ⊂ CC Components

CON ⊂ CC Connectors
LINK ⊂ INT × INT Links

IM ⊂ INT × INT Interfacemappings
SUB ⊂ P COMP × P CON × P LINK × P IM Substructures

none = 〈∅, ∅, ∅, ∅〉 ∈ SUB No substructure
CCMODEL ⊂ ID × P COMP × P CON × P LINK C&C models

Example well-formedness rule for a C&C model are: “all elements have a unique
name”, “links in a C&C model must be between interfaces of components or con-
nectors in the same model”, “connectors can only be used in between components,
i.e. a link to an interface of a connector always comes from a component”. Sec-
tion 5.1.2 contains the complete set of well-formedness rules.

We briefly discuss conventions and abbreviate notations. All elements are re-
ferred to by their type with the instance name as subscript. E.g. a component C is
referred as compC . Since the name is already shown in the subscript, the name is
not shown in the tuple. We use an abbreviate notation to refer to the internals of
an element. For example, to refer to the interfaces of a component compC we use
the notation compC.ints. All abbreviate notations are included in appendix 5.1.1.

Using this definition of C&C models, we can now formally specify the Overview
model of our case study (visually shown in fig. 4.6):

The extract focusses on two components (DetectorManagement and
DataManagement) with their interfaces and one link that connects the two compo-
nents. We assume that all elements have a fully qualified name. For example, the
two ‘rawdata’ interfaces can be distinguished by using the name of the component
to which they belong as preposition.
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ccmodelOverview = 〈comps, ∅, links〉
comps = {compDetectorManagement, compDataManagement, . . . }
compDetectorManagement = 〈{irequest, irawdata}, none〉
irequest = 〈inout〉
iDetectorManagement.rawdata = 〈out〉
compDataManagement = 〈{irawdata, iquery}, none〉
iDataManagement.rawdata = 〈in〉
iquery = 〈inout〉
. . .
links = {l1, ...}
l1 = 〈iDetectorManagement.rawdata, iDataManagement.rawdata〉
. . .

Infrastructure and deployment models

To allocate the components on a run-time infrastructure we introduce two addi-
tional models. Infrastructure models are intended to document the infrastructure
available to the software system before deciding on deployment. The deployment
model extends the infrastructure model to show a concrete configuration of com-
ponents on the infrastructure. The concepts used in both these models are based
on UML deployment models.

An infrastructure model defines nodes and their connections through commu-
nication channels. A node represents a computer system, and can be annotated
with several properties to describe its characteristics. Example nodes are embed-
ded devices, servers and personal computers. A communication channel represent
a connection between the nodes, and also has properties. Example communication
channels are a local area network (LAN), a wireless local area network (WLAN)
and a GPRS connection.

A deployment model combines an infrastructure model with a C&C model to
allow allocating components and connectors to nodes. A deployment model can be
considered as an integrated model2, it combines both elements of the infrastructure
and C&C models. Figure 4.7 shows an example deployment model for the TMS
called MultiAS.

The formal definition of infrastructure and deployment models is shown below.
We left out properties in this formal definition because they are not important for
the remainder of this chapter.

NODE Set of Nodes
COMPATH ⊂ ID × P NODE Com. channels

INFRA ⊂ ID × P NODE × P COMPATH Infrastructure models

DNODE ⊂ NODE × P COMP × P CON × P LINK Deployment nodes
DCOMPATH ⊂ ID × P NODE × P LINK Com. channels

DEPLOY ⊂ ID × P DNODE × P DCOMPATH Deployment models

2This roughly corresponds to the combined view of Clements et al. [CBB+03], which is a view
that is a combination of styles. In the terminology of this chapter, this comes down to combining
the types of several models.
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unifDM = 〈compOverview.DM , compData.DM , DM, ius〉
ius = {iu1, iu2}
iu1 = 〈iOverview.DM.Provider, iData.DM.Provider〉
iu2 = 〈iOverview.DM.Query , iData.DM.Query〉

submodelAM = 〈compActuatorManagement, ccmodelActuator, ims〉
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im1 = 〈iActuatorManagement.DatexActuator, iDatexToActuatorConverter.DatexActuator〉
im2 = 〈iActuatorManagement.ActuatorOperator, iTrafficLightController.Operator〉
im3 = 〈iActuatorManagement.ActuatorOperator, iProxy1.Operator〉
im4 = 〈iActuatorManagement.ActuatorOperator, iProxy2.Operator〉

Figure 4.8: Example of unification and submodel relations. Top: visual notation.
Bottom: formal notation.

An example of a well-formedness rule is “ a communication path in a infras-
tructure model or deployment model should be between nodes in the same model”.
The well-formedness rules that apply on infrastructure and deployment models are
described in appendix 5.1.2.

4.3.3 Relations

Relations specify how models are related [SNEC06, BWH+08] before they are
composed. In previous work, we presented several types of relations [BH08]. In
this chapter, we use the following types of relations:

• Unification: expresses that two elements (either components or connectors)
that appear in the two different C&C models are the same element. Interface
unifications express which interfaces are the same.

• Submodel: expresses that a C&C model describes the internal structure of
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a component or connector of another C&C model. Interface mappings are
used to map internal elements on the enclosing element.

• Allocation: expresses that a set of components and connectors is allocated
onto a specific node in an infrastructure model.

Relations can be either specified by a software architect or automatically de-
duced by tools using simple heuristics.

The following sets define the relation types:

IU ⊂ ID × INT × INT Interface unifications
UNIF ⊂ ID × CC × CC × ID × P IU Unification relations

SUBMODEL ⊂ ID × CC × CCMODEL× P IM Submodel relations
ALLOC ⊂ ID ×NODE × P CC Allocation relations

REL = UNIF ∪ SUBMODEL ∪ ALLOC The set of all relations

Examples of well-formedness rules are: “a component cannot be unified with a
connector”, “one can only unify components or connectors from different models”.
For more well-formedness rules, see appendix 5.2.1.
The following definition extends our basic ADL with support for relations between
models:

AD′ = ID × P V IEW × P REL

In this chapter, we make no distinction between relations between models in
a single view and relations between models in different views. This difference is
subject of future research.

Example unification and submodel

Using these definitions, we can explicitly specify the relations between the models
needed for composition. As an example, fig. 4.8 shows a unification relation be-
tween the Overview model and the Data model and a submodel relation between
the Overview model and the Actuator model.

We briefly explain the new models. The Data model contains the
DataManagement component that is decomposed in: DataValidation to validate
monitoring data and DataCollection to store data and allow queries. The Actu-
ator model contains the DatexToActuatorDataConverter component to translate
commands to low-level control signals for actuators. The other components rep-
resent actuators, namely the TrafficLightController and two variable message
signs (VMS) with a proxy to translate the commands to the appropriate format
understandable for a VMS.

The unification relation expresses that the DataManagement component of the
Overview model is the same as the DataManagement component of the Data model.
Interface unification specifies which interfaces are the same.
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The submodel relation expresses that the Actuator model describes the sub-
structure of the ActuatorManagement component. Interface mappings specify
which interfaces of ActuatorManagement map on interfaces in the Actuator model.

4.4 Composition of Architectural Models

The basic ADL provides the necessary building blocks for specifying composition.
Composition is introduced in four steps. Firstly, we discuss how composition is
specified and embedded in the ADL. Secondly, we provide two examples of how
composition is used in the TMS. Next, we discuss the formal specification of the
composition function and the semantics of composition. Finally, we instantiate
composition in xADL and its tool to show the feasibility of the approach.

4.4.1 Language support for composition

A composition is the integration of several architectural models based on the rela-
tions defined between these models. We distinguish between a composition speci-
fication and a composition function.

A composition specification has a name and contains the models and relations
to be composed. This is captured in the following formal definition:

COMPSPEC ⊂ ID × P MODEL× P REL Set of composition specs

specname = 〈inModel, inRels〉 Naming conventions

We use the terms ‘input models’ (inModel) and ‘input relations’ (inRels)
for models and relations in the composition specification. Well-formedness rules
ensure that the input relations are between the input models, and that there is
no interference between the relations. The complete set of well-formedness rules is
given in section 5.3.

The composition function is a function that takes a composition specification
as input and defines an integrated model together with a set of traces. This leads
to a function with the following signature:

composition : COMPSPEC →MODEL× P TRACE

In section 4.4.3, we revisit the formal specification of the composition function.
The term ‘integrated model’ is used to refer to the model defined by composition,
‘traces’ denotes the resulting set of traces.

Traces describe the relations between input and integrated models. Traces
are also a kind of relation between models, but they are always the result of
applying a composition, that is why they are treated separately. Formally, traces
are defined as follows:
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TRACES = (MODEL×MODEL) ∪ (COMP × COMP ) ∪ (CON × CON) ∪

(INT × INT ) ∪ (NODE ×DNODE) ∪ (COMPATH ×DCOMPATH)

trace = 〈out, in〉

With this definition of composition, we can extend the basic ADL with
support for compositions.

AD′′ = ID × P V IEW ′ × P REL

V IEW ′ = ID × P MODEL′

MODEL′ = CCMODEL ∪ INFRA ∪DEPLOY ∪ COMPSPEC

A composition specification is added to the set of models. An architect obtains
the integrated model by applying the ‘compose’ function on the specification.
This will most likely happen through an architectural design tool. This integrated
model is a regular model that can be used for visualization, analysis or in another
composition.

4.4.2 Using compositions

First, we illustrate how an architect can use composition for integrated models
before going into the formal details of the composition function in 4.4.3. Compo-
sition is illustrated using two examples: an example of composing C&C models,
and a deployment model.

C&C model composition

Figure 4.9 contains our running example. Remember that the architects wants to
compose the models above the arrow with each other, resulting in the integrated
model below the arrow.

Specifying a composition involves two steps. Firstly, the architect specifies the
relations between the models that need to be composed. Potentially some or all
of the relations are already present in the AD for other compositions or could be
specified for other reasons like consistency analysis. In that case, an architect can
reuse the existing relations. We already specified the unifData and submodelAM

relations between these models in fig. 4.8.
Secondly, the architect specifies the composition. This is shown below:

specIntegrated = 〈{ccmodelOverview, ccmodelData, ccmodelActuators},
{unifData, submodelAM}〉

The specification states that the Overview, Data and Actuator model are com-
posed using the unifData en submodelAM relations.
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Figure 4.9: Example composition, defined by the specIntegrated.

The integrated model itself is the result of applying the composition function.
This could be the responsibility of an architectural design tool that applies the
‘composition’ function on the specification as shown below:

(ccmodelIntegrated, traces) = compose(specIntegrated)

The result is the Integrated model below the arrow in fig. 4.9. The unifDM

relation leads to a unified component DataManagement with DataValidation and
DataCollection as elements of its substructure. The submodelAM relation de-
fines that the components of the actuator model are in the substructure of the
ActuatorManagement component. The remainder of the elements are unchanged
from the input models. The traces between the input models and the integrated
model called traces are shown as light-gray lines. The traces between the inter-
faces are left out to keep the figure understandable.
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Figure 4.10: Example composition, defined by specdeploy1. SimpleSingleAS stands
for simplified example of the single application server model (SingleAS model).

Deployment model

An alternative to describing a deployment model directly is to define deployment
model with a composition. The use of composition for deployment is similar to
C&C composition. Figure 4.10 contains an example of allocating the components of
the Actuator model to the InfraSingle infrastructure model. We briefly explain the
InfraSingle model. It contains an application server and several nodes to allocate
the actuator devices (LightController1, vms1 and vms2). This is a simplified
example of an infrastructure model for the TMS.

We briefly discuss the two steps. Firstly, the architect defines the re-
lations between the models. The example contains four allocation rela-
tions, allocating six components in total. For example, allocAS allocates the
compDatexToActuatorDataConverter and two proxies to nodeApplicationServer.

allocAS = 〈nodeApplicationServer, {compDatexToActuatorDataConversion,

compProxy1, compProxy2}〉
allocLC1 = 〈nodeLightController, {compTrafficLightController}〉
allocvms1 = 〈nodevms1, {compV MS1}〉
allocvms2 = 〈nodevms2, {compV MS2}〉

Secondly, the architect defines the composition specification as shown below.
The composition specification involves two models and four relations.
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inModel = {ccmodelActuator, infraInfraSingle}
inRels = {allocAS , allocLC1, allocvms1, allocvms2}
specdeploy1 = 〈inModel, inRels, SimpleSingleAS〉

The integrated model called SimpleSingleAS is obtained by applying the com-
position function on this specification. The result is shown below the arrow in
fig. 4.10. It is a simplified version of the SingleAS model of the TMS.

4.4.3 Specification of the composition function

In this section we show an extract of the definition of the composition function in
fig. 4.11. We only show the details on how C&C models with a unification relation
are composed, the other parts of the composition function are similar. The full
definition of the composition function is given in [Boua].

We describe the most important functions one by one, progressively focussing
on unification of C&C models.

We begin with the description of the composition function (fig. 4.11 a). There
are three possible cases. Firstly, the composition function is used to compose sev-
eral C&C models. This is handled in the cccompose function and results in a C&C
model. Secondly, the composition function is used to allocate C&Cs to an infras-
tructure. This is handled in the deployment function, resulting in a deployment
model. Thirdly, a composition can be a combination of both previous cases. This
is handled by the mixedCompose function using both other functions.

Next, we focus on the cccompose function to compose C&C models (fig. 4.11 b).
This function can be understood by the reasoning behind the three sets related,
nonRelated and links. The set related represents the components implied by
relations with the relatedElements function. The set nonRelated defines the
C&C elements for which there is no relation in the composition specification.
Finally, the set links represents the links in the integrated model defined by the
linker function.

Two small help functions are the allCC function and tt function. The allCC
function maps an element or a set to all C&C that are recursively contained in the
element or set. The tt function maps an element to an element with an updated
qualified name (because the elements will be part of a different model) and traces
between this element and the input models. The tt function is used when elements
in the input and output model only differ in their name. This is the case for the
nonRelated set.

We focus on the elements defined by relations. The relatedElements function
(fig. 4.11 c) is specified recursively in terms of the relatedElement (fig. 4.11 d),
which in turn is specified in terms of a help function for each type of relations, i.e.
the submodel and unifiedElement functions. The ++ operator specifies a new tuple
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a) composition : COMPSPEC →MODEL× PTRACE
composition(c) =8>>>>><>>>>>:

cccompose(c)
if(c.models ⊂ CCMODEL)

deployment(c)
if(c.rels ⊂ ALLOC)

mixedCompose(c)
otherwise

b) cccompose : COMPSPEC → CCMODEL× PTRACE
cccompose(〈name, models, rels〉) =
〈〈name, ccs/CONS, ccs/COMPS, links〉, t1 ∪ t2〉˛̨̨̨
˛̨̨ 〈related, t1〉 = relatedElements(name, rels)
〈nonRelated, t2〉 = tt(name, allCC(models)/allCC(rels))
ccs = related ∪ nonRelated
links = linker(allIms(ccs), allLinks(models))

c) relatedElements : ID × PREL→ PCC × PTRACE
relatedElements(base, rels) =8>>><>>>:

〈∅, ∅〉
if(rels = ∅)

relatedElement(base, r)++relatedElements(base, rels/r)
otherwise
|r ∈ rels

d) relatedElement : ID × REL→ PCC × PTACE
relatedElement(base, r) =8><>:

unifiedElement(base, rel)
if(rel ∈ UNIF )

subModel(base, rel)
otherwise

e) submodel : ID × SUBMODEL→ PCC × PTRACE
submodel(base, 〈name, elem, submodel, ims〉) =
〈〈newName, elem.ints, sub〉, traces〉˛̨̨̨
˛̨̨̨
˛̨̨
〈newName, tname〉 = tt(base, name)
〈sub.comps, tcomp〉 = tt(newName, submodel.comps)
〈sub.cons, tcon〉 = tt(newName, submodel.cons)
〈sub.links, tlink〉 = submodel.links
sub.ims = ims
traces = tname++tcomp++tcon++tlink

f) unifiedElement : ID × UNIF → PCC × PTRACE
unifiedElement(base, 〈name, elem1, elem2, ius〉) =
〈{〈newName, ints, sub〉}, traces〉˛̨̨̨
˛̨̨̨
˛̨̨̨
˛̨̨

〈newName, tname〉 = tt(base, name)〈unified, tunified〉 = unifiedInterfaces(newName, ius)
(nonUnified, tnon) = tt(newName, (elem1.ints ∪ elem2.ints/(allInts(ius))))

sub = tt(newName,

8><>:
elem1.sub

ifelem1.sub 6= none
elem2.sub

otherwise
traces = {〈name, elem1〉, 〈name, elem2〉} ∪ tunified ∪

tnon ∪ tsub

g) unifiedInterfaces : ID × PIU → PINT × PTRACE
unifiedInterfaces(base, ius) =8><>:

〈∅, ∅〉
if(ius = ∅)

unifiedInterface(base, iu)++unifiedInterfaces(base, ius/iu)
otherwise |iu ∈ ius

h) unifiedInterface : ID × IU → INT × PTRACE
unifiedInterface(〈name, int1, int2〉) =
〈newName, {〈newName, int1〉, 〈newName, int2〉}〉
|〈newName, tname〉 = tt(base, name)

Figure 4.11: Formal definition of the composition function.
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that is the pairwise union, i.e. the first element in the output tuple is the union of
the first elements in the input tuples, etc.

We describe the unifiedElement function (fig. 4.11 f) in more details. This
function consists of four main parts. The first part defines the unified interfaces
and their traces (the unifiedInterfaces function). The second part defines the
interfaces that are not unified (nonUnified). The third part defines the substructure
of the unified element (sub). This substructure is taken over from one of the
elements. Well-formedness rules on the composition specification make sure that
these substructures are compatible with each other (rule 5.11 in appendix 5.2.1).
The final part defines the traces.

The unifiedInterfaces function (fig. 4.11 g) is specified recursively in terms
of the unifiedInterface function (fig. 4.11 h) that defines the result of a single
interface unification. The unifiedInterface function defines a unified interface
and two traces to the interfaces in the input models.

4.4.4 Semantics of composition

The formal specification of model composition allows us to specify the semantics
of the composition function. The semantics are specified as rules on the input
and output of a composition, together these rules determine the outcome of a
composition. In this section, we discuss the most important rules that define the
semantics of composition. The full set of rules can be found in chapter 5.

Composition results are traceable

The results of a composition are traceable to the input models. An example rule
states that, for each component and connector in the integrated model, there exists
a corresponding component or connector in the input models, identifiable through
traces. This rule is shown below. Similar rules are defined for interfaces, nodes and
communication paths.

∀cout ∈ allCC outModel, ∃model ∈ inModels, ∃cin ∈ allCC model :

〈cout, cin〉 ∈ traces

Composition respects relations

A composition should correctly reflect the relations selected in the composition
specification. For example, when there is a unification relation between two com-
ponents we expect the integrated model to have a component that corresponds to
these two input components. The following rule formally defines the semantics of
a unification:
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∀unifi ∈ inRel ∩ UNIF, ∃!ccout ∈ (allCC outModel), ∃t1, t2 ∈ traces :“t1 = 〈ccout, unifi.elem1〉 ∧ t2 = 〈ccout, unifi.elem2〉 ∧
(@t3 ∈ trace : t3.out = ccout ∧ t3 6= t1 ∧ t3 6= t2)

”
∧0@∀iuj ∈ unifi.ius, ∃!iout ∈ ccout.ints, ∃t1, t2 ∈ traces :

t1 = 〈iout, iuj .ui1〉 ∧ t2 = 〈iout, iuj .ui2〉∧
(@t3 ∈ trace : t3.out = iout ∧ t3 6= t1 ∧ t3 6= t2)

1A∧
“∀iin ∈ (unifi.elem1.ints ∪ unifi.elem2.ints)/allInts unifi.ius,

∃ik ∈ ccout.ints : 〈ik, iin〉 ∈ traces

”
The ‘allInts’ function recursively returns all interfaces. The ‘int’ function re-

turns all interfaces, non-recursive. The first part of the rule (lines 2-3) captures the
semantics of a unified component or connector. More specifically, line 2 expresses
what is present (positive), line 3 expresses what can not be present (negative).
A similar pattern is followed in the lines that follow. The second part (lines 4-6)
captures the semantics of unified interfaces. The last part (lines 7-8) captures the
semantics for non-unified interfaces. Similar rules are defined for the submodel and
allocation relations.

Composition preserves the model semantics

A composition should not affect or change the meaning of the input models. The
definition of the composition function implies that the integrated model is well-
formed, because it is an element of the MODEL set.

Element distinction. Model composition preserves the distinction between
elements defined in the input models. For example, if an input model contains
components A and B, the integrated model cannot contain a single component
that represents both A and B. This would imply that the composition does not
correctly reflect the distinction between components A and B in the input model.
The same holds for interfaces, nodes and communication paths. This is captured
in the following formal statements:

∀cout ∈ allCC outModel, ∀model1, model2 ∈ inModels,

∃c1 ∈ allCC model1, ∃c2 ∈ allCC model2 :

(〈cout, c1〉 ∈ traces ∧ 〈cout, c2〉 ∈ traces ∧ c1 6= c2)⇒ model1 6= model2

Substructures. A composition preserves substructures. If an element is part
of a substructure in the input models, it should still be part of the substructure
in the integrated model. This is captured in the following rule:

∀cin ∈ inModels.ccs, ∀cinsub ∈ cin.sub.css, ∃cout ∈ outModel.ccs,

∃coutsub ∈ cout.sub.ccs : 〈coutsub, cinsub〉 ∈ traces)⇒ 〈cout, cin〉 ∈ traces∧
(@co2 ∈ outModel.ccs : 〈co2, cinsub〉 ∈ traces)

The ‘ccs’ function returns components and connectors, non-recursively. The
rule states that if an element is part of a substructure of an input element cin,
and there exists a corresponding element part of a substructure of output element
cout, there is a trace between cin and cout. This ensures that the element is part
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Figure 4.12: Snapshot of the tool.

of the same substructure in the integrated model. The last line states that if an
element is part of a substructure in the input models, there exists no corresponding
element that is not part of a substructure in the integrated model.

Link preservation Composition preserves links between the elements. If ele-
ments are linked in the input models, they are linked in the integrated model.

∀model ∈ inModels, ∀iin1, iin2 ∈ (allInts model),

∃!iout1, iout2 ∈ (allInts outModel) :

〈iout1, iin1〉 ∈ traces ∧ 〈iout2, iin2〉 ∈ traces ∧ connected iin1 iin2

⇓
connected iout1 iout2

The rule states that for each connection between interfaces in the input models,
there exists a connection between the corresponding interfaces in the integrated
model.

Composition is complete

The result of a composition is complete, i.e. all elements from the input models
can be traced to a unique element in the integrated model. An example rule for
components and connectors is shown below.

∀modelin ∈ inModels, ∀cin ∈ allCC modelin,

∃!cout ∈ allCC outModel : 〈cout, cin〉 ∈ traces
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4.4.5 xADL&Co: Instantiating composition in xADL

To make model composition practical, tool support is indispensable. Tool support
allows architects to quickly obtain a unified perspective on the architecture and
reveal conflicts between models. An unambiguous description of relations and com-
position is a prerequisite for developing proper tool support. The formalization of
the previous sections provided this unambiguous description.

As an illustration of the feasibility, we built a proof-of-concept tool instantiating
relations and composition in the xADL language [DvdHT05] and the associated
development environment ArchStudio.

The extension manifests itself in several aspects. Firstly, a language extension
introducing additional models, relations and composition. A small difference with
the formal definition is that the integrated model of a composition and traces are
cached in a composition specification. This is not strictly necessary, one could gen-
erate this integrated model and traces on demand. But caching the result prevents
unnecessary recalculations. Secondly, we added a plug-in to automate composition.
Finally, we extended the visual tool to show substructures, infrastructure and de-
ployment models. Currently, composition is triggered manually. It generates the
integrated model and the accompanying set of traces. Fig. 4.12 shows a snapshot
of the tool.

The formal specification provides a sound basis for extending a concrete ADL
with support for relations and composition. It helps to guide the designers and
developers in building a consistent and conceptually sound tool. Especially the
introduction of traces proved to be a very useful. During composition, the set of
traces contains an up-to-date mapping between the integrated model and input
models of all elements that are already processed by the composition function.
This allows to go back and forth between output and input and check whether
elements are already processed during composition.

The current tool illustrates the feasibility, but several key challenges remain
for making the tools usable in an industrial setting. The main challenges are:
(1) a visual and intuitive interface for specifying relations and composition; (2)
automatic triggering of compositions when an input model changes; (3) automatic
deduction of trivial relations using simple heuristics like names or structures as
done by Abi-Antoun et al. [AAAN+08]; and (4) automatic compatibility checks of
relations between models.

4.5 Empirical evaluation

The goal of the empirical evaluation is to identify consequences and tradeoffs of
using composition. The evaluation builds on the study in section 4.2.1. It compares
the original AD for the three case studies (AGVTS, TMS, DPS) with alternative
ADs for the same case studies including relations and compositions.
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4.5.1 Empirical procedure

Hypotheses

The focus of the evaluation is on differences in the ADs. The evaluation does not
include usability or an evaluation of the architectural tools itself. We add two addi-
tional hypotheses on the use of relations and compositions. The fourth hypothesis
is that the number of elements that must be specified by the software architect
(manual specification) is smaller for the AD with relations and composition than
the original AD (H4). The fifth hypothesis is that in case of changes, a software
architect has to change less elements in the architectural description (H5).

Constructing an alternative AD

As part of this empirical study, we constructed an alternative AD using relations
and compositions. We made sure that that the architectures of the original and
alternative AD were the same, only the description differs. The alternative AD
contains at least the models present in the original AD (unchanged!), there is
only information added like additional models, relations and compositions speci-
fications. As a final check, we involved the original architects to confirm that the
AD still described the same architecture. The following steps were followed during
construction of the alternative AD.

1. Two of the three ADs had no infrastructure models. We extracted the in-
frastructure model from the existing deployment models and added this to
the AD.

2. The AGVTS contained several models that are nearly an integrated model,
but also contained some new information. In these cases, we extracted the
new information in a separate model to allow the use of compositions.

3. None of the original ADs had relations that were precise enough for auto-
mated composition. We added unification, submodel and allocation relations
between the existing models without altering them.

4. In the last step, we replaced the combined C&C models and the deployment
models with composition specifications.

As an example, we summarize the results for the TMS case study in fig. 4.13.
The first step introduces two infrastructure models, extracted from the two
existing deployment models (MultiAS and SingleAS). The second step adds four
unifications and eighteen allocations. There is one unification relation for each
component in the Overview model, related to the respective components in the
Detector, Data, Traffic and Actuator model. There is an allocation relation for
each node in the infrastructure models, allocating in total thirty eight components.
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Overview
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Infrastructure1 Infrastructure2

Model

One or multiple 
relations 

Composition MultiAS
Composition SingleAS

Figure 4.13: Overview of relations and compositions in the TMS.

The last step replaces the two deployment models by two composition specifi-
cations. Since the relations are already specified, the composition specifications
are relatively simple. Both composition specifications are given below, they only
differ in the selection of the infrastructure model.

specmulti = 〈{ccmodelOverview, ccmodelDetectors, ccmodelData,

ccmodelT raffic, ccmodelActuators, infraInfrastructure1}, ∅, MultiAS〉

specsingle = 〈{ccmodelOverview, ccmodelDetectors, ccmodelData,

ccmodelT raffic, ccmodelActuators, infraInfrastructure2}, ∅, SingleAS〉

4.5.2 Results

This section discusses the results of investigating the two hypotheses. At the end
of this section we make a remark on inconsistencies and size.

Hypothese 4: Manual specification

During problem analysis we identified the potential for composition (section 4.2.2).
Here, we investigate to what extent automatic composition can counterbalance the
cost of specifying relations and compositions. As we only have the AD available
for inspection, we used the number of elements that must be specified by the
architect as an indicator of this cost. This is the sum of all architectural elements,
the relations, the composition specification, but excluding the integrated models,
as the elements in these models are automatically derived by a tool.

Result. Figure 4.15 summarizes the results. It shows that in three cases there
is a significant difference in the amount of elements that requires manual specifica-
tion. For the TMS and AGVTS case studies, this difference is the largest (29%), for
the DPS case study the difference is less (11%) but still significant. This confirms
the hypothesis (H4).
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Figure 4.14: Illustration of the increase in size of the alternative AD. Left: Stacked
histogram. Right: Absolute values and percentages.
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S1 S2 S3 S4

TMS +21 +26 +33 +103
RTMS +11 +13 +14 +54

%difference manual 52% 50% 42% 52%

Figure 4.16: Overview of changes required for the different scenarios.

The difference is the smallest for the DPS case study because about half of the
repetition is not caused by integrated models, but by separate features (the last
cause in section 4.2.2).

Hypothesis 5: Change scenarios

Next, we analyze to what extent relations and compositions help in handling
changes. We focus on the same change scenarios as in the problem analysis in
section 4.2.2 and measure the effort of changing the description in the same way.

Each of the scenarios is applied to both versions of the AD. For each of the
scenarios, we counted the number of elements that an architect manually needs to
add, remove or change to the AD. For the AD with relations and compositions we
also counted the total number of changes to relations and compositions.

Result. The results are shown in fig. 4.16. RTMS stands for the version of
the AD with relations and composition. The numbers with a plus represent the
number of changes needed for the particular scenario. The results show that the
number of changes is between 42% and 52% lower for the AD with relations and
compositions. This confirms the hypothesis (H5).

Note that the scenarios not only triggered changes to the models, but also to
the model elements. For example, in S1 and S2, allocation relations must be added.
In S3 a submodel relation must be added for the Data model. In S4 we had to add
an allocation relation for each node in the new deployment alternative.

A remark on inconsistencies and size

From the problem analysis we know that the largest part of inconsistencies is in
the integrated models. Replacing integrated models with automated composition
prevents inconsistencies in integrated models. This corresponds with problem P3.

Another remark is that that the total AD will be bigger in size. The total size
includes the elements in all models (this explicitly includes integrated models),
the elements in all relations and compositions, and all elements in the integrated
models of composition. Restructuring the AD for use with relations may add ad-
ditional model elements, and describing relations and composition will also add
to the size. The AD may be more complete and less ambiguous, but the complete
document will be larger.
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To quantify this, we compared the size of two versions of the AD using the
total number of elements in the description as an indicator. Figure 4.14 summa-
rizes the size of the ADs. The left hand side shows the size in a stacked histogram.
The shaded region shows the information added. We also broke it down in ele-
ments attributed to models and elements attributed to relations and composition
elements. The right hand side of the same figure summarizes the absolute values
and percentages. This reveals a significant increase in size of the alternative AD
between 20% and 94%.

The significantly higher increase in size for the AGVTS has several causes.
Firstly, the description contains only a few strongly related models. Secondly, there
is more restructuring needed to allow the use of relations and compositions. For
example, there are several models that are nearly integrated models but contain
one or more new elements. These models are split into an integrated model and
a model with new information as a result of step two of the construction of the
alternative AD. The other two case studies required less restructuring and both
have an increase of approximately 20%.

4.5.3 Summary of analysis

The main results of this analysis, and their connections with the problems outlined
in section 4.2.2, are:

• The architect must specify less elements for the alternative AD and for the
change scenarios (corresponds to P1 and P2) because integrated models are
automatically updated.

• The inconsistencies examined in the problem analysis are prevented in the
alternative AD (corresponds to P3) because integrated models are automat-
ically kept consistent with the models being integrated.

• The alternative AD is larger in size

The fact that both relations and compositions are rigorously captured in the
AD made it easier to keep the AD consistent. This corresponds with P3.

Implications. A implication is that an architect must specify significantly
less elements, and ends up with an AD that is more complete including relations
and traces to integrated models. The results also imply that an architect must
change significantly less elements for change scenarios. This indicates that the
cost of specifying relations and compositions is compensated by the benefits of
automated composition.

One remark is that a potential reader who wants to study the complete AD
must study significantly more elements because the alternative AD is larger. How-
ever, not all stakeholders will be interested in this, so the impact of the growth in
size is probably limited.
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4.5.4 Threats to validity

In this section we briefly discuss a number of threats to the validity of the empirical
study and discuss how we have tried to limit the impact of these threats.

Cases

The first threat is the kind of ADs used in the study. Each of the ADs in the study
is a cooperation between DistriNet and one or more industrial partners. They
are representative for the ADs in DistriNet and for typical ADs build following
a multi-model documentation approach by architects who are experienced in this
kind of approaches. A threat is that the results are generalized to other cases that
are different in nature, this should not be done without consideration.

Another threat is that one of the authors of the study was involved in the spec-
ifying the architecture for the AGV application. This is a threat as it could imply
a certain bias. We believe that the impact of this is limited as the architectural
description of this system was finished and available before the empirical study
started, so the empirical study itself did not influence the architecture of the AGV
system.

Thirdly, we had to prepare the original architectural description to allow a
broader use of compositions as described in section 4.5.1. The preparation only
involved extracting certain information in separate models, without altering the
meaning of the description in any way. To confirm this we involved some of the
original architects. This preliminary re-factoring to improve the use of composi-
tions could indicate a potential bottlenecks of the composition approach and needs
further investigation in the future.

Finally, only a limited number of cases is considered. Broader studies are re-
quired to confirm the findings.

Metrics

The first threat to validity is that the measurements are only based on the archi-
tectural description, not on the time or effort spend by software architects. The
problem with measuring the effort of architects is that the quality of the tools
to describe relations and compositions (needs a production ready tool!) and the
knowledge of the software architects on relations and compositions will have a
large influence on the results. As a consequence we used measurements based on
the ADs as an indicator of the possible effort spent by practicing architects. The
threat to validity is that measurements based on the AD will probably not corre-
spond one-to-one to the effort spent by a software architect, and thus the results
must not be interpreted in an absolute manner but be seen as an indicator.

The second threat to validity is that we defined our own metrics. The area on
multi-view architectural descriptions is still relatively young and measurements on
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an architectural description are uncommon. Consequently, no previous studies or
metrics existed that allowed to confirm or refute our hypotheses. E.g. we needed to
quantify repetition, change and the number of elements specified in an architectural
descriptions. As a result, the metrics could be biased to our approach, or not
provide practical information at all.
To provide some trust into the metrics, we preferred to keep them as simple as
possible so that the results speak for themselves. Each of the metrics is based on
the number of elements according to some property (repetition, changes, ...). For
example, to quantify changes, we calculated the number of elements to be changed
and the proportion of changes that was done in integrated models. The metrics to
analyse the change scenarios is based on an existing metric proposed by Molesini
et al. [MGCB08].

Finally, the empirical study and the metrics used are narrowly scoped to in-
vestigate the use of relations and compositions for certain change scenarios. The
broader influence of using relations and compositions needs further investigation.

4.6 Related work

Our composition approach builds upon experience with model composition. It
employs ideas from several other approaches to the domain of software architecture
and ADLs. The distinguishing aspects of our work are: the use of composition
to manage repetition, changes and inconsistencies in integrated models on the
architectural level; the focus on architectural models like C&C, infrastructure and
deployment; the explicit embedding of composition in an ADL.

Architectural. As far as the authors know, there are no ADLs that support
composition of architectural models. The tools associated with ADLs also offer
no alternative solution to handle the problems associated with integrated models.
Yet, some approaches use composition on the architectural level. We discuss several
examples.

Abi-Antoun et al. [AAAN+08] proposed an approach for differencing and merg-
ing version of an AD in ACME [GMW00]. Important difference with our work is
that the authors merge complete ADs, where we compose individual models, that
we explicitly capture the relations and compositions in the ADL and support in-
frastructure and deployment models.

Giese and Vilbig [GV06] formally define composition of component behavior,
and define formal properties of this composition. The focus on behavioral composi-
tion is complementary to our approach. A difference is in their approach relations
are not explicitly specified but matching is programmed in the composition algo-
rithm. And more specifically for integrated models, it remains unclear if and how
compositions specifications are embedded in an AD.

Moriconi and Qian [MQ94] did work on composition in the context of ADLs,
in particular for correct composition of partial descriptions (abstract and concrete
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descriptions). Yet, this only focusses on refinement of architecture and is not done
in the context of architectural models. This work is strongly related to our formal
underpinning.

Egyed et al. [Egy00, MGEB03] exploits redundancies between different types of
UML views, like class and interaction diagrams, to ensure consistency between the
views. The underlying strategy is that several heterogenous models are transformed
and integrated with each other to facilitate consistency checking, the examples
include UML models like class, interaction and state diagrams. In contrast, our
work is about composing several architectural models to support integrated models
(not heterogenous) with each other, and embedded this composition specification
in an ADL.

UML, MDD and AOM. The Unified Modeling Language (UML) 2.x itself
has no support for specifying compositions or integration between models. Rela-
tions between models are either implied by relations in the MOF model or by OCL
constraints.

There are, however, many extensions to UML that support model composi-
tion in varying ways. Most of these extension are considered as Model Driven
Development (MDD) or Aspect Oriented Modeling (AOM) approaches.

There are approach to compose class diagrams [RCE08], state dia-
gram [NSC+07, Nej08] and interaction diagrams [Nej08], or combinations of the
previous [BKB+08],[SNEC08]. Some approaches can be extended for any type of
UML model, for example [FBV06, KPP06], by defining relations and transforma-
tions on the UML meta-model level. Others provide support for differencing and
merging diagrams for version control [MGH05]. Yet others define a generic ap-
proach for differencing and merging control [MGH05], a reference process [JFB08],
a generic approach [FBFG08], a canonical scheme [BSF+06] and an algebraic view
on the semantics [HKR+07] for model composition.

Our work can be seen as a domain specific instance of these approaches. We also
specify relations before compositions, automate composition in tools and provide
a formal foundation. Specifically in the context of MDD our composition approach
could be seen as a transformation between architectural models. But we go further
by strongly embedding relations and compositions in an ADL, and by providing
support for typical architectural models like C&C, infrastructure and deployment
models.

Alternative tool support. We briefly discuss possible alternatives to com-
position using state-of-the-art UML design tools.

Basic support for copying, pasting or cloning parts helps for the initial speci-
fication of integrated models, since elements must not be specified from scratch.
But an architect still needs to manually integrate the models and copy/pasting
does not help for changes and inconsistencies.

Somewhat more advanced is support for element repositories. For example, in
IBM’s software architect the Project Explorer pane contains a list of all elements
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in a design project [IBM]. Each element can be used in several diagrams, e.g.
by dragging the element from the list onto a diagram. Other example tools with
similar support are Visio and MagicDraw.

Element repositories are a useful addition, but do not replace composition.
Dragging and dropping prevents re-specifying elements from scratch. Also, changes
to an element are synced to all diagrams through the repositories. But an architect
still has to select the appropriate element from the repository for the integrated
model. The selection must be reconsidered with each change, as a change might
add or remove an element from the integrated model and these changes are not
automatically synced. For example, links added between elements are not auto-
matically synchronized between the models. Also, there is no explicit specification
of which models are composed in an integrated model, so updates may be forgot-
ten. An interesting idea is to combine element repositories with composition. This
needs further investigation.

AO. Aside from aspect oriented modeling, there are other aspect oriented
(AO) composition approaches that are related. Most of the approaches do not
involve architectural models. Typically, the approaches focus on adding additional
behavior to the components or their interaction. Representative examples of AO-
ADLs are Aspectual ACME[GCB+06], DAOP-ADL [PFT05], PRISMA [PRJ+03]
and the work of Grundy et al. [Gru00], Navasa et al.[NPMH02] and Pessemier et
al.[PSD04]. This also includes empirical studies on the difference between solution
with and without aspects by Molesini et al. [MGCB08].

Within aspect-orientation, our research is most closely related to multi-
dimensional separation of concerns (MDSOC) as introduced by Tarr et
al. [TOHS99]. Models correspond to hyperslices, composition to hypermod-
ules and our relations somewhat correspond to the composition rules MD-
SOC. These principles are applied to concepts of requirements engineering (e.g.
[CRRW07, MRA05, Sil05]), design (e.g. [CB05, KK03] or other AOM approaches)
and architecture (e.g. [Kan03, BCA+06]). The main difference is the explicit place
of relations in the AD, our focus on embedding composition into the AD to replace
manually integrated models, and the focus on C&C, infrastructure and deployment
models.

4.7 Conclusion

This chapter investigates how automated composition of architectural models can
help preventing problems associated with repetition in integrated models. The
chapter includes an empirical study of the problem, an ADL based composition
approach with formal semantics, and an empirical evaluation. The chapter shows
that composition of architectural models can be a powerful mechanism for soft-
ware architects. An architect no longer specifies the integrated models directly,
but instead specifies a composition that results in the same integrated model.
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Composition relieves the architect from the cumbersome task of specifying and
maintaining repetition in integrated models. The cost is that the alternative AD
will be bigger in size.

The important lessons learned are:

• It is sometimes stated that composing heterogenous models is ‘the real chal-
lenge’ [NKF03]. From the empirical study in this chapter we learned that
integrated C&C models and deployment models make up a substantial part
of the AD. From our research it became clear that embedding this type of
composition in ADs is already non-trivial and solves a real problem.

• Composition can only be used in practice when supported by languages and
tools. The lack of standard languages and tools is a handicap for software
architects.

• In this chapter we add composition to a finished architectural document. But
composition also influences the way architects design systems. For example,
composition influences the way the AD is structured in models and views.
This needs further investigation.

Interesting tracks for future research are broadening the empirical study to
more ADs and more types of architectural models. Currently, we are looking to
relations between state-charts and C&C models and their influence on the com-
position of state-chart. Another possibility for the future is adding an automated
identification of relations, this would be a valuable addition to our approach.



Chapter 5

Traceable and semantic
preserving composition of
architectural models

Preamble

This chapter contains the formal foundation of the basic ADL, including rela-
tions, composition and the semantics of composition. The chapter also elaborates
on several semantic preserving properties of the composition function, including
traceability, consistency, and completeness. It completes chapter 4 that already
contains a few excerpts of the formal specification. The formal specification in this
chapter includes:

• A formal specification of the basic ADL (in section 5.1), including C&C
models, infrastructure models, deployment models and their respective well-
formedness rules.

• A formal specification of relations, how the relations are integrated in the
ADL and the well-formedness rules in section 5.2. This includes four basic
relations: unification, submodel, subelements and allocation.

• A formal specification of composition specifications, how composition is in-
tegrated in the ADL and the well-formedness rules in section 5.3.

• A formal specification of several semantic preserving properties of the com-
position function, including traceability, consistency, and completeness in
section 5.4.

107
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We purposefully repeated the excerpts of the formal model already shown in
the previous chapter to make this chapter self-contained and easier to understand.
A distributed video-on-demand system is used as an illustrative case.

5.1 A Basic ADL

The basic ADL uses views and models as proposed by ISO 42010. The AD has a
name and a set of views. Each of the views has a name and a set of models. In
this basic ADL, the set of models consists of C&C models, infrastructure models
and deployment models. The remainder of this section defines these models in
more details.

C&C model A C&C model consists of elements that have a runtime presence
like components, connectors and interfaces, and links that describe the pathways
of interactions. Components are the loci of computation in the architecture. A
component is defined by a set of interfaces and an optional substructure. Connec-
tors are the loci of communication in the architecture, specified in the same way
as components. Connectors can only be used between components, but it is not
mandatory to always define a connector between components. Interfaces are com-
ponents’ and connectors’ portals to other components or connectors. The direction
on an interfaces indicated the information flow, and can be in, out or inout. A link
defines the topology of the architecture by connecting interfaces. A substructure
defines the internal structures of either a component or a connector. A substruc-
ture consists of components, connectors and links. In the case of a substructure,
interface mappings are used to map an outer interfaces (on the enclosing element)
onto inner interfaces (on the internal element).
Names of elements are fully qualified. For example, an interface stream in compo-
nent User that is situated in model VOD has as name VOD.User.stream. When no
confusion is possible, only the last part of the name is used to refer to the element,
i.e. stream.

We use the architecture of a simplified Video on Demand (VOD) system as a
running example. A VOD system allow users to search and watch videos at their
demand. The extract used in this chapter includes pay-per-view support, where a
user pays for the videos she/he wants to see. The left hand side of Fig. 5.1 shows
the VOD C&C model, defining the basic service to search and watch videos. The
User component is responsible for interaction with the user. Streamer pushes
streams to users based on commands it receives from Query. Query handles
searches and requests from User, andDB manages the database of videos. Finally,
the connector SC links User with Streamer, and VQC links User with Query.

Infrastructure model The infrastructure model is used to document the
infrastructure available to the software system, before deciding on deployment
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Link

In, out, inout interfaces

Model

VOD

Streamer

DB

Query

User

InterfaceMapping

VQCSC

strV ideoOnDemand = 〈comps, cons, links〉
comps = {compUser, compStreamer, compQuery,
compDB} compUser = 〈{istream, ivod}, sub〉
istream = 〈in〉
ivod = 〈inout〉
compStreamer = 〈{ipush, icontrol, idb}, notspecified〉
ipush = 〈push, out〉
...
cons = {conSC , conV QC}
conSC = 〈{itoUser, itoStreamer}
itoUser = 〈tout〉
itoStreamer = 〈in〉
...
links = {l1, l2, ...}
l1 = 〈istream, itoUser〉
l2 = 〈itoStreamer, ipush〉

Figure 5.1: Example C&C model. Left: visual notation. Right: extract of formal
notation

(which happens in the deployment model). The model defines nodes and how they
are connected to each other through communication channels. Nodes represent
a computer system on which components can be deployed in the deployment
model, and can be annotated with several properties to describe its character-
istics. Example nodes for the TMS are embedded computer systems to control
monitoring or signalization devices, application servers and databases servers. A
communication channel represent the connections between the nodes. A commu-
nication channel exists of one or several communication Links that connect to the
nodes itself. Example communication channels are a local area network (LAN), a
wireless local area network (WLAN), a connection over the cell-phone network, etc.

Deployment model An deployment model is an extension of an infrastructural
model to allow the allocation of components and connectors to nodes. A deploy-
ment model can be considered as a combined model1, it combines both elements
of the infrastructure and C&C models.

5.1.1 Formalization

Objective: providing a rigorous description of the models (1) to avoid ambiguity
and inconsistency in descriptions of models; (2) to support the definition of
relations and composition.

1[CBB+03] states that a combined view is a view with a combination of styles. In the termi-
nology of this chapter this comes down to combining the types of several models.
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The basic ADL uses views and models as proposed by ISO 42010. The AD has
a name and a set of views. Each of the views has a name and a set of models. In
this basic ADL, the set of models consists of C&C models, infrastructure models
and deployment models. More formally:

AD = ID × P V IEW AD
V IEW = ID × P MODEL Architectural views

MODEL = CCMODEL ∪ INFRA ∪DEPLOY Architectural models
ID Set of names

The following sets define C&C models2:

DIR = {in, out, inout} Directions
INT ⊂ ID ×DIR Interfaces

CC ⊂ ID × P INT × SUB C&Cs
COMP ⊂ CC Components

CON ⊂ CC Connectors
LINK ⊂ INT × INT Links

IM ⊂ INT × INT Interfacemappings
SUB ⊂ P COMP × P CON × P LINK × P IM Substructures

none = 〈∅, ∅, ∅, ∅〉 ∈ SUB No substructure
CCMODEL ⊂ ID × P COMP × P CON × P LINK C&C models

Since several well-formedness rules apply (see below), we use the subset construct
to define several of the sets. We refer to an instance of an architectural element us-
ing its type name with its name as subscript, e.g. a component A is noted as compA.
Furthermore, we use an abbreviate notation to refer to the internals of an element.
For example, to refer to the interfaces of a component compA we use the notation
compA.ints. The following conventions on type names and internal parts are used:

iname = 〈dir〉 Interface
ccname = 〈ints, sub〉 CC

compname, conname = 〈ints, sub〉 Component, connector
li = 〈int1, int2〉 Link

sub = 〈comps, cons, links, ims〉 Substructure
imi = 〈inner, outer〉 Interfacemapping

ccmodelname = 〈comps, cons, links〉 Structural model

As an example, the left hand side of Fig. 5.1 shows an extract of the formalization of
the C&C model shown on the right hand side. The formalization specifies the VOD
model, the User and Streamer component with interfaces, the SC connector with
interfaces, and two links that connect the two components through the connector.

The formalization of infrastructure and deployment models is similar:

This also involves naming conventions:

2In this chapter, we do not explicitly consider the difference between an element and a refer-
ence to an element. The extended version of the formalism [Boua] explicitly considers references.
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NODE Set of Nodes
COMPATH ⊂ ID × P NODE Com. channels

INFRA ⊂ ID × P NODE × P COMPATH Infrastructure models

DNODE ⊂ NODE × P COMP × P CON × P LINK Deployment nodes
DCOMPATH ⊂ ID × P NODE × P LINK Com. channels

DEPLOY ⊂ ID × P DNODE × P DCOMPATH Deployment models

nodename Node
compathname = 〈nodes〉 Communication path

infraname = 〈nodes, paths〉 Infrastructure model
dnodename = 〈comps, cons, links〉 Node

dcompathname = 〈nodes, links〉 Communication path
deploymentname = 〈nodes, paths〉 Infrastructure model

We define several functions. For the sake of simplicity, we define a function with
the same name for several types (separated by a comma). This can be be translated
to several functions for each of the types. [Boua] provides the full specification of
these functions.

ccs : CCMODEL, SUB → P CC: returns all components and connectors in the given
C&C model or substructure; we use the abbreviate notation ccmodel.ccs and
sub.ccs.

allCC : CC, CCMODEL, PCC, PCCMODEL, DEPLOY, PDEPLOY → P CC: returns recur-
sively all components and connectors in the given element (i.e. all elements
in substructures are included).

ints : CC, CCMODEL, PCC, PCCMODEL, DEPLOY, PDEPLOY → P INT : returns all in-
terfaces that are in the given element (non recursively, so interfaces in sub-
structures are not included).

allInts : CC, CCMODEL, PCC, PCCMODEL, DEPLOY, PDEPLOY → P INT : returns re-
cursively all interfaces in the given element.

connected : INT × INT → Bool: checks if two given interfaces are connected either by
a link or by a link and several interface mappings.

5.1.2 Well-formedness rules

The following rules exclude invalid and redundant tuples from the definition of
C&C models:

∀iname1, iname2 ∈ INT : name1 = name2⇒ i1 = i2

∀cname1, cname2 ∈ CC : name1 = name2⇒ c1 = c2

. . .

(5.1)

∀im ∈ IM : im.outer 6= im.inner ∧ im.outer.dir = im.inner.dir

∀l ∈ LINK : (l.int1.dir = inout ∧ l.int2.dir = inout)∨
(l.int1.dir = in ∧ l.int2.dir = out) ∨ (l.int1.dir = out ∧ l.int2.dir = in)

(5.2)
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∀ccm ∈ CCMODEL : ∀l ∈ ccm.links :

{l.int1, l.int2} ⊆ (ints ccm.comp ∪ ints ccm.con)

∀sub ∈ SUB, ∀l ∈ sub.links :

{l.int1, l.int2} ⊆ (ints sub.comp ∪ ints sub.con)

(5.3)

∀sub ∈ SUB, ∀cc ∈ CC : cc.sub = sub⇒
(∀im ∈ sub.im : im.inner ∈ (allInts sub.comp ∪ allInts sub.con) ∧

im.outer ∈ cc.ints)

(5.4)

∀ccm ∈ CCMODEL, ∀con ∈ ccm.con, ∃l ∈ struct.links :

(l.int1 ∈ con.ints⇒ ∃comp ∈ ccm.comp : l.int2 ∈ comp.ints) ∧
(l.int2 ∈ con.ints⇒ ∃comp ∈ ccm.comp : l.int1 ∈ comp.ints)

(5.5)

Rule 5.1 ensures that each element with a specific name is unique. The rule is
only shown for interfaces and components. For connectors and C&C models, the
definition is similar. Rule 5.2 ensures that the directions of interfaces in interface
mappings and links are compatible. Rules 5.3 and 5.4 make sure that links and
interface mappings refer to interfaces of the correct C&C model or substructure.
This rule excludes links between interfaces in different models and links between
an interface in a substructure and an interface that is not in this substructure.
Rule 5.5 ensures that connectors can only be used between components. We only
show the rule for C&C models, the definition for substructures is similar.

The same uniqueness requirement as defined in rule 5.1 applies on all elements
in the infrastructure and deployment models having a name.

∀compath ∈ COMPATH : compath.nodes 6= ∅
∀dcompath ∈ COMPATH : dcompath.nodes 6= ∅

(5.6)

∀infra ∈ INFRA, ∀compath ∈ infra.paths :

compath.nodes ⊆ infra.nodes

∀deploy ∈ INFRA, ∀dcompath ∈ deploy.paths :

dcompath.nodes ⊆ deploy.nodes

(5.7)

∀dnode ∈ DNODE : ∀l ∈ dnode.links :

{l.int1, l.int2} ⊆ (ints dnode.comp ∪ ints dnode.con)
(5.8)

∀deploy ∈ DEPLOY, ∀dcompath ∈ DCOMPATH, ∀l ∈ dcompath.links,

∃dnode1, dnode2 ∈ deploy.nodes, ∃c1 ∈ dnode1.ccs, c2 ∈ dnode2.ccs :

dnode1, dnode2 ⊆ dcompath.nodes ∧ l.int1 ∈ c1.ints ∧ l.int2 ∈ c2.ints

(5.9)

Rule 5.6 states that each communication path should connect nodes. Rule 5.7
states that the nodes in a communication path must be in the nodes of the respec-
tive infrastructure or deployment model. Rule 5.8 states that the links in a dnode
must be to components who are also in this node. Rule 5.9 states the the links in
a dcompath must be between components of the nodes connected by this path.

5.2 Relations

Relations document dependencies between different structural models. Explicitly
specified relations allow an architect to see the implications of changing one model
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on another model. Relations form the basis for model composition what is subject
of the next section. In the previous chapters we introduced four types of relations:

• Unification: expresses that two elements (either components or connectors)
that appear in the two different C&C models are the same element. A unifi-
cation is always companioned with interface unifications that express which
interfaces are the same.

• Submodel: expresses that a C&C model describes the internal structure
of an architectural element of another C&C model. Interface mappings are
used to map internal elements on the enclosing element.

• Subelements: expresses that individual elements or groups of elements from
one C&C model are part of the substructure of an element of another C&C
model. Similar to submodel, the subelements relation uses interfaces map-
pings.

• Allocation: expresses that a set of component and connector is allocated
onto a specific node from an infrastructure model.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the relations. The left hand side shows the C&C model
Accounting. This model shows a connector that internally uses Facade to enforce
that users pay to view a video. The right hand side shows the VOD model (as in
Fig. 5.1). We visually illustrate the relations between elements with lines going
from the one structure to the other structure. In the example, the bold dotted lines
represent unifications, the light dotted lines unifications of interfaces. unifUser

expresses that Accounting.User and VOD.User are the same component. Even
more, one of the interfaces of User is the same as expressed by iuquery. unifV QC

expresses that Accounting.AccountingCon and VOD.VQC are the same connector,
with two interface unifications iuqueryUser and iuqueryServer.

5.2.1 Formalization

Objective: providing a rigorous description of the three relations (1) to avoid
ambiguity and inconsistency in documenting dependencies between C&C models;
and (2) to support the definition of composition.

The following sets define the relations:

IU ⊂ ID × INT × INT Interface unifications
UNIF ⊂ ID × CC × CC × ID × P IU Unification relations

SUBELEM ⊂ ID × CC × P CC × P IM Set of all subelement relations
SUBMODEL ⊂ ID × CC × CCMODEL× P IM Submodel relations

ALLOC ⊂ ID ×NODE × P CC Allocation relations
REL = UNIF ∪ SUBELEM ∪ SUBMODEL ∪ ALLOC The set of all relations
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unifuser = 〈compV ideoOnDemand.User, compAccounting.User, User, ius1〉
ius1 = {〈iV ideoOnDemand.User.query, iAccounting.User.query〉}

unifvqc = 〈conAccounting, conV QC , V QC, ius2〉
ius2 = {〈iAccounting.service, iV QC.query〉, 〈iAccounting.server, iAccounting.queryServer〉}

Figure 5.2: Example of unification relation. Top: two models with their relation.
Bottom: corresponding formal specification of the relations.

iu = 〈ui1, ui2, newName〉 Interface unification
unifname = 〈elem1, elem2, newName, ius〉 Unification

subelemname = 〈target, subelems, ims〉 Subelem
submodelname = 〈target, submodel, ims〉 Submodel

allocname = 〈node, ccs〉 Allocation

Fig. 5.2 contains a

formal description of the relations in our running example.

Well-formedness rules. The same uniqueness requirement as defined in rule 5.1
applies for the relations. Furthermore, the function allCC is also defined for rela-
tions.

∀unif ∈ UNIF, ∃s1, s2 ∈ CCMODEL :

(unif.elem1 ∈ s1.comps ∧ unif.elem2 ∈ s2.comps) ∨
(unif.elem1 ∈ s1.cons ∧ unif.elem2 ∈ s2.cons)

(5.10)

∀unif ∈ UNIF : (unif.elem1.sub = unif.elem2.sub)∨
unif.elem1.sub = none ∨ unif.elem2.sub = none

(5.11)

∀unif ∈ UNIF, ∀s1, s2 ∈ CCMODEL :

unif.elem1 ∈ s1.ccs ∧ unif.elem2 ∈ s2.ccs⇒ s1 6= s2
(5.12)

∀unif ∈ UNIF, ∀iu ∈ unif.ius :

(iu.ui1 ∈ unif.elem1.ints ∧ iu.ui2 ∈ unif.elem2.ints)
(5.13)

∀submodel ∈ SUBMODEL :

submodel.target /∈ (allCC submodel.submodel)
(5.14)

∀submodel ∈ SUBMODEL, ∀im ∈ submodel.ims,

∃cc ∈ submodel.submodel.ccs :

im.outer ∈ submodel.target.ints ∧ im.inner ∈ cc.ints

(5.15)
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Rule 5.10 ensures that unifications between a component and a connector are
not possible. Rule 5.12 ensures that two unified elements are always from a two
different C&C models. Rule 5.13 ensures that all interface unifications are between
the interfaces of the unified elements. Rule 5.11 ensures that the substructures
are compatible. Rule 5.14 ensures that the target element is not an element of
the submodel. Rule 5.15 ensures that interface mappings in relations are indeed
between the related elements. There are no specific well-formedness rules for the
internals of allocation links.

5.3 Composition

Composition defines the integration of several models based on the relations
defined between these models. We distinguish between the composition specifica-
tion and the composition operator. The composition specification selects models
and relations. The composition operator takes a specification and defines an
integrated model and a set of traces. The set of traces relate all elements in the
output model of a composition operator with the elements in the input models
selected by the composition specification.

Formalization.

Objective: providing a rigorous description of model composition and semantic
preserving properties of the composition (1) to provide guarantees to the stake-
holders that a composed model is a correct representation of the input models, (2)
to support various types of analysis, and (3) to pave the way to automate model
composition.

We start with a formal model of the composition specification:

COMPSPEC ⊂ ID × P MODEL× P REL Set of composition specs

specname = 〈inModel, inRels〉 Naming conventions

We use the terms ‘input models’ (inModel) and ‘input relations’ (inRels) to refer
to the models and relations selected in the composition specification. Fig. 5.3 shows
an example of a composition specification based on the models and unification
relations defined in Fig. 5.2. Several well-formedness rules apply:

∀spec ∈ COMPSPEC, ∀rel1, rel2 ∈ spec.inRels :

rel1, rel2 ∈ SUBMODEL ∪ UNIFICATION∧
rel1 6= rel2 ⇒ (allCC rel1 ∩ allCC rel2 = ∅)

(5.16)

∀spec ∈ COMPSPEC, ∀rel1, rel2 ∈ spec.inRels :

rel1, rel2 ∈ ALLOC∧
rel1 6= rel2 ⇒ (allCC rel1 ∩ allCC rel2 = ∅)

(5.17)
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∀spec ∈ COMPSPEC, ∀rel ∈ spec.inputRels :

allCC rel ⊆ allCC spec.inputModels ∧
allInts rel ⊆ allInts spec.inputModels

(5.18)

Currently, no overlap between relations is allowed because we want to prevent
interference between the relations. This could be relaxed in the future, but we
need to further investigate the interplay between the relations. Rule 5.16 ensures
that there is no overlap between two relations between C&C models. Rule 5.17
ensures there is no overlap between allocation relations. Rule 5.18 ensures that all
relations are within the scope of the input models.

Next, we define a composition operator. The composition operator takes a
composition specification and defines an integrated model and a set of traces.
This leads to a function with the following signature:

composition : COMPSPEC →MODEL× P TRACE

We use the term ‘output model’ (outModel) to refer to the model defined by the
composition; traces denotes the resulting set of traces. Note that the composition
function already implies that the output model is well-formed since it is an element
of MODEL for which the well-formedness rules apply. Each trace contains two
elements, an element in the output model and an element in the input model.
Traces allow us to keep an overview of the interconnections between the input
models and the output model. Traces are defined as follows:
TRACES = (MODEL×MODEL) ∪ (COMP × COMP ) ∪ (CON × CON) ∪

(INT × INT ) ∪ (NODE ×DNODE) ∪ (COMPATH ×DCOMPATH)

trace = 〈out, in〉

With this definition of composition, we can extend the basic ADL with
support for compositions.

AD′′ = ID × P V IEW ′ × P REL

V IEW ′ = ID × P MODEL′

MODEL′ = CCMODEL ∪ INFRA ∪DEPLOY ∪ COMPSPEC

The operational description of the composition operator is too complex to show in
this chapter; [Boua] provides all the details. Here, we briefly explain the three main
steps of model composition and illustrate the result using the running example.
In section 5.4, we define the semantics of the composition operator by formally
capturing information preserving properties.

The left hand side of Fig. 5.3 shows the two input models (Accounting and
VOD), the right hand side shows the resulting output model (AccountedVOD). The
thin gray lines from left to right represent the traces for components and connectors
(to simplify the figure, we left out the traces for interfaces). The main steps of
model composition are:
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specAccountedV OD = 〈AccountedV OD, {strV OD, strAccounting}, {unifuser, unifvqc}〉

Figure 5.3: Example of composition. Left: the two input models, related by two
unifications. Right: the output model. Gray lines from left to right show example
traces for the unified elements.

1. Apply the relations one by one. The order is not relevant since relations are
independent (implied by rule 5.16 and rule 5.17). Applying means: (i) use
the information in the relation to define an integrated architectural element
and add this element in the output model, and (ii) add traces between the
respective elements in the input models and the output model. For exam-
ple, applying the relation unifUser yields: (i) the User component with two
interfaces in the output model, and (ii) two traces for the User component
from the output model to two User components in the input models, and
a set of traces for the interfaces. Similarly, relation unifV QC adds the VQC
connector and its interfaces, and a set of traces for all elements. Notice that
the internal structure of Accounting.AccountingCon is preserved by the
unification.

2. For each component and connector that can not be found in the traces:
copy the element from the input models to the output model, and add the
respective traces for the element. For our running example, this step adds
the elements Accounting, Streamer, Query, DB, SC to the output model, and
traces for all the elements and their internals.

3. Link the components and connectors in the output model. Each link in the
input models is translated to a link in the output model using the traces.
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5.4 Semantic-preserving properties of the compo-
sition operator

The formal specification of model composition allows us to formally capture se-
mantic preservation properties of the composition operator. Semantic-preserving
properties provide guarantees to the stakeholders that the output model is a correct
representation of the composed models. We discuss four properties: traceability,
consistency, model completeness, and relational completeness. For each property
we give a brief introduction, we explain the objective of the formalization, and we
formally define the property. Proofs of the properties can be found in [Boua].

5.4.1 Traceability

Traceability has widely been recognized as an important aspect of software
development. IEEE [IEE90] defines traceability as “the degree to which a
relationship can be established between two or more products of the development
process, especially products having a predecessor-successor or master-subordinate
relationship; for example, the degree to which the requirements and design of a
given software component match.” The composition operator presented in this
chapter supports traceability between the input models and the output model of
a composition.

Formalization.

Objective: ensuring that all elements from the output model are traceable to
elements from the input models (1) to enable architects to trace back the origin
of each element of a composed model; (2) to provide the basis for describing and
proving the other semantic preserving properties, and (3) to pave the way for
automatic analysis, such as consistency checking and impact analysis.

The formal definition of traceability is captured as follows:
The formal definition of traceability is captured as follows:

∀modeli ∈ inModels : 〈outModel, modeli〉 ∈ traces (5.19)

∀cout ∈ allCC outModel, ∃model ∈ inModels, ∃cin ∈ allCC model :

〈cout, cin〉 ∈ traces
(5.20)

∀nodeout ∈ outModel.nodes, ∃model ∈ inModels, ∃nodein ∈ model.nodes :

〈nodeout, nodein〉 ∈ traces
(5.21)

∀compathout ∈ outModel.path, ∃model ∈ inModels, ∃compathin ∈ model.path :

〈compathout, compathin〉 ∈ traces
(5.22)

∀cout ∈ (allCC outModel), ∀iout ∈ cout.ints, ∃model ∈ inModels,

∃cin ∈ (allCC model), ∃iin ∈ cin.ints :

〈cout, cin〉 ∈ traces ∧ 〈iout, iin〉 ∈ traces

(5.23)
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∀iout1, iout2 ∈ (allInts outModel), ∀model ∈ inModels,

∃iin1, iin2 ∈ (allInts model) : (〈iout1, iin1〉 ∈ traces ∧
〈iout2, iin2〉 ∈ traces ∧ connected iout1 iout2)⇒ connected iin1 iin2

(5.24)

Rule 5.19 states that there is a trace between the integrated model and each
input model of a model composition. Rule 5.20 states that for each component
and connector in the integrated model, there exists a corresponding component or
connector in the input models, identifiable through traces. Rule 5.21 and rule 5.22
state the same for nodes and compaths respectively. Rule 5.23 states that for each
interface of each component and connector in the integrated model, there exists
an interface of the corresponding component or connector in the input models,
identifiable through traces. One could interpret traces as a ‘binary surjective re-
lation’ between the set of all elements with a name in the integrated model, and
the set of all elements with a name in the input models. Rule 5.24 states that each
connection in the integrated model can be traced back to a connection in the input
model. Two interfaces are connected if there is a link between the interfaces, or
between interface mappings of the interfaces (captured in the connected function
defined in section 5.1.1). Note that links are not directly traceable. Traces of links
are implied by the connections.

5.4.2 Model consistency

Consistency refers to the compatibility of the output model with the input models.
In particular, the output model of a model composition should not contradict the
input models. We define two consistency properties: (1) two separate components
of an input model cannot become a single component in the output model, and
(2) if an input model defines that an element is part of a substructure, it must be
part of the same substructure in the output model.

Formalization.

Objective: ensuring that the output model is consistent with the input models (1)
to make the guarantees of consistency of model composition explicit; (2) to enable
automation of consistency checks.

Model composition must preserve the distinction between elements defined in the
input models. For example, if an input model contains components A and B, it
is not allowed that the integrated model contains a single component that rep-
resents both A and B. This would imply that the composition does not respect
the distinction between components A and B in the input model. The same holds
for interfaces, nodes and communication paths. This is captured in the following
formal statements:

∀cout ∈ allCC outModel, ∀model1, model2 ∈ inModels,

∃c1 ∈ allCC model1, ∃c2 ∈ allCC model2 :

(〈cout, c1〉 ∈ traces ∧ 〈cout, c2〉 ∈ traces ∧ c1 6= c2)⇒ model1 6= model2

(5.25)
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∀nodeout ∈ outModel.nodes, ∀model1, model2 ∈ inModels,

∃node1 ∈ model1.nodes, ∃node2 ∈ model2.nodes :

(〈nodeout, node1〉 ∈ traces ∧ 〈nodeout, node2〉 ∈ traces ∧ node1 6= node2)

⇓
model1 6= model2

(5.26)

∀compathout ∈ outModel.path, ∀model1, model2 ∈ inModels,

∃compath1 ∈ model1.path, ∃compath2 ∈ model2.path :

(〈compathout, compath1〉 ∈ traces ∧
〈compathout, compath2〉 ∈ traces ∧ node1 6= node2)

⇓
model1 6= model2

(5.27)

∀cout ∈ allCC outModel, ∀iout ∈ cout.ints, ∃model1, model2 ∈ inModels,

∃c1 ∈ (allCC model1), ∃c2 ∈ (allCC model2),

∃i1 ∈ c1.ints, ∃i2 ∈ c2.ints : 〈cout, c1〉 ∈ traces ∧ 〈cout, c2〉 ∈ traces ∧
〈iout, i1〉 ∈ traces ∧ 〈iout, i2〉 ∈ traces ∧ i1 6= i2

⇓
model1 6= model2

(5.28)

Rule 5.25 states that for each component and connector in an integrated model, if
there are two corresponding components or connectors in the input models, these
components or connectors must be from different input models. Rule 5.26, rule 5.27
and rule 5.28 state the same for nodes, compaths and interfaces respectively.

Next to preservation of the differences between elements, substructures must
be preserved. This is captured in the following equations:

∀cin ∈ inModels.ccs, ∀cinsub ∈ cin.sub.css, @cout ∈ outModel.ccs :

〈cout, cinsub〉 ∈ traces
(5.29)

∀cin ∈ inModels.ccs, ∀cinsub ∈ cin.sub.css, ∃cout ∈ outModel.ccs,

∃coutsub ∈ cout.sub.ccs : 〈coutsub, cinsub〉 ∈ traces)⇒ 〈cout, cin〉 ∈ traces
(5.30)

Rule 5.29 states that if an element is part of a substructure in the input models,
there exists no corresponding element that is not part of a substructure in the
integrated model. Rule 5.30 states that if an element is part of a substructure of an
input element cin, and there exists a corresponding element part of a substructure
of output element cout, there must be a trace between cin and cout. This ensures
that the element is part of the same substructure in the integrated model.

5.4.3 Model completeness

Model completeness refers to the inclusion of all information of the input models
in the output model of a model composition.

Formalization.
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Objective: ensuring that the output model of a model composition covers all infor-
mation covered in the input models (1) to make the guarantees of semantic pre-
serving of input models explicit; (2) to enable automation of completeness checks.

Model completeness requires that for each element in the input models there must
be a corresponding element in the output model, identifiable through traces. To-
gether with the consistency property (section 5.4.2) this implies that the output
model covers all information of the input models. Model completeness is captured
in the following formal statements:

∀modelin ∈ inModels, ∀cin ∈ allCC modelin,

∃!cout ∈ allCC outModel : 〈cout, cin〉 ∈ traces
(5.31)

∀modelin ∈ inModels, ∀nodein ∈ modelin.nodes,

∃!nodeout ∈ outModel.node : 〈nodeout, nodein〉 ∈ traces
(5.32)

∀modelin ∈ inModels, ∀compathin ∈ modelin.path,

∃!compathout ∈ outModel.path : 〈compathout, compathin〉 ∈ traces
(5.33)

∀model ∈ inModels, ∀cin ∈ allCC model, ∀iin ∈ ccInts cin,

∃!cout ∈ allCC outModel, ∃!iout ∈ ccInts cout :

〈cout, cin〉 ∈ traces ∧ 〈iout, iin〉 ∈ traces

(5.34)

∀model ∈ inModels, ∀cin ∈ (allCC model), ∃!cout ∈ (allCC outModel) :

〈cout, cin〉 ∈ traces ∧ (cin.sub = notspecified ∨
(∀cinsub ∈ allCC cin, ∃!coutsub ∈ allCC cout :

〈coutsub, cinsub〉 ∈ traces))

(5.35)

∀model ∈ inModels, ∀iin1, iin2 ∈ (allInts model),

∃!iout1, iout2 ∈ (allInts outModel) :

〈iout1, iin1〉 ∈ traces ∧ 〈iout2, iin2〉 ∈ traces ∧ connected iin1 iin2

⇓
connected iout1 iout2

(5.36)

Rule 5.31 states that for each component and connector in the input models, there
exist a unique counterpart in the integrated model, identifiable through traces.
Rules 5.32 and 5.33 state the same for nodes and communication paths. Rule 5.34
states that for each interface of each component and connector in the input models,
there exists a corresponding interface in the uniquely corresponding component or
connector of the integrated model. Rule 5.35 states that for each component and
connector in the input models, the corresponding component or connectors in
the integrated model has a corresponding substructure. Rule 5.36 states that for
each connection between interfaces in the input models, there exists a connection
between the corresponding interfaces in the integrated model. Notice that the
completeness property implies that the set of traces can be interpreted as a total
surjective function between all elements in the input models with a name and all
elements in the integrated model with a name.
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5.4.4 Relational completeness

Relational completeness refers to the inclusion of all information of the relations
between the input models in the output model of a model composition.

Formalization.

Objective: ensuring that the output model of a model composition covers all infor-
mation covered in the relations between the input models (1) to make the guarantees
of semantic preserving of relations between input models explicit; (2) to enable au-
tomation of completeness checks.

The following equations formalize relational completeness. The equations have to
be considered in the context of the already defined properties:

∀unifi ∈ inRel ∩ UNIF, ∃!ccout ∈ (allCC outModel), ∃t1, t2 ∈ traces :“t1 = 〈ccout, unifi.elem1〉 ∧ t2 = 〈ccout, unifi.elem2〉 ∧
(@t3 ∈ trace : t3.out = ccout ∧ t3 6= t1 ∧ t3 6= t2)

”
∧0@∀iuj ∈ unifi.ius, ∃!iout ∈ ccout.ints, ∃t1, t2 ∈ traces :

t1 = 〈iout, iuj .ui1〉 ∧ t2 = 〈iout, iuj .ui2〉∧
(@t3 ∈ trace : t3.out = iout ∧ t3 6= t1 ∧ t3 6= t2)

1A∧
“∀iin ∈ (unifi.elem1.ints ∪ unifi.elem2.ints)/allInts unifi.ius,

∃ik ∈ ccout.ints : 〈ik, iin〉 ∈ traces

”
(5.37)

∀submodeli ∈ inRel ∩ SUBMODEL, ∃!ccout ∈ (allCC outModel) :

〈ccout, submodeli.target〉 ∈ traces∧
(∀cc ∈ submodeli.submodel.ccs,

∃!ccsubout ∈ ccout.sub : 〈ccsubout, cc〉 ∈ traces)

(5.38)

∀alloc ∈ inRel ∩ ALLOC, ∃!nodeout ∈ outModel.nodes :

〈nodeout, alloc.node〉 ∈ traces∧
(∀ccin ∈ alloc.ccs, ∃!ccout ∈ nodeout.ccs : 〈ccout, ccin〉 ∈ traces)

(5.39)

∀subelemi ∈ inRel ∩ SUBELEM, ∃!ccout ∈ (allCC outModel) :

〈ccout, subelemi.target〉 ∈ traces∧
(∀cc ∈ subelemi.subelems, ∃!ccsubout ∈ ccout.sub : 〈ccsubout, cc〉 ∈ traces)

(5.40)

∀model ∈ inModels, ∀ccin ∈ model.ccs/allCC inRel,

∃!ccout ∈ outModel.ccs, ∃tc1 ∈ traces :

tc1 = 〈ccout, ccin〉 ∧ (@tc2 ∈ traces : tc2.out = ccout ∧ tc2 6= tc1) ∧„
∀iin ∈ ccin.ints, ∃!iout ∈ ccout.ints, ti1 ∈ traces : ti1 = 〈iin, iout〉 ∧

(@ti2 ∈ traces : ti2.out = iout ∧ ti2 6= ti1)

« (5.41)

Rule 5.37 defines what information is preserved from a unification. The first part of
the rule (lines 2-3) captures information preservation with respect to components
and connectors. The second part (lines 4-6) captures information preservation of
unified interfaces. The last part (lines 7-8) captures information preservation for
non-unified interfaces. Rules 5.38 and 5.39 defines the semantics of submodel and
allocation respectively. Finally, rule 5.41 states that all components and connectors
(and their interfaces) that are not part of a relation in the input models must
be uniquely traceable to an element in one of the integrated models. This last
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rule partly overlaps with the definition of completeness, but with the additional
requirement that there is a unique trace.

5.5 Brief summary

In this chapter we have put forward a formally founded approach to manage and
exploit relations. We formalized architectural models, four common relations and
a composition operator for architectural models. We defined well-formedness rules
for models and relations, and we formally captured semantic preserving properties
of model composition, namely traceability, consistency and completeness.

Existing ADLs with a formal underpinning like Wright [AG97], pi-ADL [Oqu04]
or ACME [GMW00] already contain a formal description of C&C models. In this
context, the contribution of this chapter is the formal description of relations,
composition and the semantic properties of composition.

Note that architects using relations and composition will not directly work with
formal description. This formal underpinning only serves to make the description
unambiguous, to define well-formedness rules and semantic preservation properties.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Software architects handle complexity by dividing the AD in smaller and more
comprehensible pieces (architectural models). But having divided to conquer, we
must reunite to rule [Jac90]. A challenging problem in ADs is to handle relations
between and composition of architectural models. This is important to reduce the
effort of keeping the description consistent in the context of change. The advantages
of embedding compositions and relations in architectural description languages
(ADLs) remain rather unexploited.

Within the context of compositions and relations in ADs, we investigated two
problems.

• A lack of a common framework for comparing approaches for relations be-
tween models. This hampers the selection or development of appropriate
relations for a specific purpose and leads to ad-hoc use of relations (Problem
A).

• A lack of support for making and maintaining integrated models in ADs.
There are no concepts to explicitly deal with integrated models in the ADLs,
and there is no composition mechanism to support integrated models. With-
out such support, making and maintaing models, and keeping them consis-
tent in the context of change is a cumbersome task (Problem B).

This research fits in the broad context for of research for better ADLs for
software architects. In this chapter we summarize the contributions of our research,
discuss the key lessons learned, and put forward suggestions for future research.

125
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6.1 Summary of contributions

The contribution of this dissertation is twofold. The first contribution is the
creation of a framework to characterize and compare approaches to cope with
relations between architectural models. The second contribution is a composition
mechanism to support integrated C&C and deployment models in an ADL. We
explain the contributions in more details.

Contribution A: A framework to characterize and compare approaches
that use relations between architectural models [BWH+08]. This dis-
sertation contributes a framework that structures approaches for explicit relations
between models, providing a common ground for relations. The framework is based
on a thorough study of the literature and on our experience, and is engrafted on the
ISO 42010 conceptual model. The framework sheds light on the usage, scope and
underlying mechanism of the relations. Application of the framework is illustrated
with several representative approaches from the literature.

Architects can use the framework to compare approaches for relations. This
can help the selection or development of appropriate relations for a specific
purpose and prevent ad-hoc use of relations.

Contribution B: Support for first-class composition and relations for
C&C models, infrastructure models, and deployment models in archi-
tectural descriptions[BH08, BGH07, BH06, BWH06, BH05]. This dis-
sertation contributes a composition approach to support integrated models. The
approach is explicitly embedded into architectural descriptions. This includes:

• Relations are first-class in the AD, and supported by an ADL. We formally
specify three relations to document common overlap between C&C models:
unification, submodel, and subelement.

The result is that compositions can use the relations between the models as
a basis for integration. This helps to keep the compositions manageable.

Because relations are first-class, architects can reuse existing relations. The
same relations can potentially be reused in other contexts like consistency
checking.

• Compositions are first-class in the AD, and supported by an ADL. Both the
composition specification and the integrated model are explicitly embedded
in the AD. The resulting AD then exists of a set of views with several models,
a set of relations, and a set of compositions defining the integrated models.

Because a composition is part of the AD, an architect can immediately de-
termine which models and elements must be updated for each change. In
addition tools can use this information to automatically propagate changes
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through the description. This simplifies keeping the integrated models con-
sistent.

• We made a formal underpinning for both the ADL and the composition
mechanism. The formalization of the ADL includes C&C models, infrastruc-
ture models, deployment models and relations, and their respective well-
formedness rules. The formalization of composition includes a formal de-
scription of a composition specification, the composition function, and rules
that describe the semantics of composition. These semantic rules are used
to prove that the outcome of a composition is a consistent and complete
representation of the input models and their relations (model and relation
semantics are preserved).

The formal description of composition includes traceability. This greatly
helps for specifying the semantics and building tool support, but architects
can also use these trace relations to go back and forth between the integrated
model and the input models.

Formalization was necessary to prevents ambiguities and inconsistencies,
which are too often part of an informal and ad-hoc ADL.

As a validation, we extended an existing ADL (xADL [DvdHT05]) and its de-
velopment environment (ArchStudio [Arc]) with the concepts of relations and
compositions. The development environment supports automated composition.
We applied the relations and compositions in several case studies and investi-
gated the consequences of using the relations. The case studies are a simple video
on demand system, a traffic control system [HWHB08], a digital publishing sys-
tem [MJVL+07][VLGM+06][LdbK+], and an excerpt of an industrial transporta-
tion system for logistic services [WHSW08][BWSH06].

This dissertation shows that composition of architectural models is a powerful
mechanism for software architects. An architect no longer specifies the integrated
models directly, but instead specifies a composition that results in the same in-
tegrated model. Composition relieves the architect from the cumbersome task of
specifying and maintaining repetition in integrated models. With the flexibility of
relations and compositions, it becomes easier to maintain several alternative solu-
tions in the AD. More general, documenting relations and compositions gives rise
to architectural descriptions that are more expressive and less ambiguous. The cost
of specifying relations and compositions is outweighed by the gain for integrated
models, but an AD with relations and composition will always be bigger in size.

6.2 Lessons Learned

Important lessons learned during this dissertation are:
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• It is sometimes stated that composing heterogenous models is ‘the real chal-
lenge’ [NKF03]. The empirical study in this paper showed that integrated
C&C models and deployment models can play an important role in ADs.
From the research in this dissertation, it became clear that developing a
composition mechanism for these models is already non-trivial and solves
problems associated with the use of integrated models.

• Specifying relations is no silver bullet for consistency. Despite the added
value with respect to unambiguous descriptions and the use of relations for
composition, specifying detailed relations has a cost. Especially when there
is a set of models that are all strongly related to each other, describing
the relations between them can be become complex and cumbersome. Our
experience is that if we can prevent that the architect must describe relations
manually, it would be better. Techniques we could use in this context are
the automatic identification of relations using simple heuristics or encoding
relations into the definition of the ADL. We come back to this in future work.

• An important observation is that research on multiple views and ADLs are
not in harmony with each other. Research on views has mainly focused on
structuring of architectural documentation to communicate the architecture
to the stakeholders. Complementary to this, research on ADLs has mainly
focused on the language side, i.e. the best language to describe a particular
type of solution. Compared with views, ADLs are typically too specialized
(covering only one concern) or too general to be useful in practice. Yet, an
ADL could be seen as corresponding to a type of model (inside a view).
ADLs sometimes also have some basic support for structuring a concrete
description, but there is no ADL that supports a rich set of concepts to
structure the description using models and views together with a detailed
language for several types of models. The community would greatly benefit
from a language that combines the strong elements of both research tracks.
It would greatly improve the usability of ADLs, and provide an unambiguous
language to describe multi-model ADs.

This tension between ADLs and multi-model descriptions is precisely the
context in which this dissertation fits. We strive to improve support for mul-
tiple models in ADLs by adding first-class support for relations and compo-
sitions.

• The lack of standard ADLs and tools is a handicap for software architects.
Architects still struggle with finding the appropriate languages, notations
and tools to document software architectures. A new generation of ADLs is
needed that assist the software architect in his daily work. We come back to
this in the second part of the future work.

• The concept ‘relation’ in an AD is close to standardization in the upcoming
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revision of ISO 42010. The current working draft of this revision contains
concepts like ‘model correspondence’ and ‘model correspondence rule’. The
former is a relation on two or more architecture models, the later is a con-
straint on two or more architecture models enforced on a model correspon-
dence. At the writing of this dissertation, the new version of the standard is
still undergoing undergoing revisions.

• Architectural design is crucial for engineering multi-agent systems (MAS).
This dissertation started as a project to apply aspect-orientation while de-
veloping MAS. Early on, it became clear that aspect-oriented program-
ming and UML were not at the right level of abstraction to tackle this
problem [BH05, BWH06]. Software architecture, with its patterns, archi-
tectural views and models, provided a better fit for structuring MASs.
Experiences with documenting software architectures for MASs in Dis-
triNet [BWSH06, WBH08] were a motivation for developing the composi-
tion mechanism in this dissertation, although the end result is clearly more
generically applicable.

6.3 Future Work

We give a number of directions for future work.

6.3.1 Extending the framework

The framework to characterize relations provides an important step towards com-
paring approaches for relations with each other, but several challenges remain.

• One obvious direction for future work is adding additional criteria to the
framework like the way in which relations are formalized, binary versus n-
ary relations, symmetric/asymmetric nature of relations, etc.

• Another direction is to broaden and deepen the study of the literature to
ensure a more complete coverage of the framework, including a more de-
tailed study of what is happening in the context of model-based software
development and detailed design.

• Yet another direction for future work is to work out the details about how
such framework can be used by software architects, e.g. to select or develop
an approach that best fits the intended purpose.

• Finally, the framework to characterize relations relies on a common ground
for relations, and part of this is common concepts and terminology. The up-
coming revision of ISO 42010 provides an interesting opportunity to update
the framework using the updated concepts and terminology.
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6.3.2 Extending the composition mechanism

The composition mechanism presented in this dissertation can be extended in
several ways.

More types of models. A possible track for future work is to broaden the sup-
port for composition to more types of models. Currently, this dissertation fo-
cusses on C&C, infrastructure and deployment models. Other possible types
of models are models that show the modules, state charts, interaction models,
communicating processes, etc.

In the literature, there are a few existing approaches for composing be-
havioral models which can serve as an inspiration for extending our ap-
proach [GV06, NSC+07]. But it remains to be seen if integrating compo-
sition for behavioral models poses the same type of challenges as those for
more structural models like C&C and deployment models. Currently, we
have taken the first steps to support relations amongst state charts inspired
by Nejati et al. [NSC+07], and between state charts and C&C models in
the xADL tool. The first results look very promising, but further research
is required to understand the influence of these state chart relations on the
relations between C&C [Roo09].

Automatic identification of relations. Another possible track is the auto-
matic identification of relations.

Some of the relations used in this dissertation could be automatically deduced
using simple heuristics like names or similarity in structure. This technique
is known as ‘matching’ or ‘differencing’ and is used for version control of ADs
by Abi-Antoun et al. [AAAN+08] and part of several frameworks for compos-
ing design models [MGH05],[FBFG08][BSF+06]. Automatic identification of
relations would be a valuable addition to our approach as it would further
lighten the task of the software architect. First experiments in this direct
have already started in the context of the previously mentioned research on
state charts [Roo09].

A more drastic viewpoint on automatic identification is to move away from
relations that are explicitly specified by the software architect. Instead,
relations are encoded in the ADL, more specifically in the model types or
viewpoint languages. For example, we can specify in the model types that
each component instance needs to have a corresponding type definition
defined in another model type. In such approach, relations between the
models are automatically implied by the language definition and can easily
be deduced by tools.
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Improving the composition tool. Current tool support for composition illus-
trates the feasibility of our approach, but several challenges remain for mak-
ing the tools usable in practice.

The key challenge is a visual and intuitive interface for specifying relations
and compositions. This includes a visualization of traces and a high-level
overview of relations and compositions between the models. Visual tools
would greatly improve the practical usability of relations and compositions.
Note that different kinds of relations are best visualized in different ways
(e.g. tables, arrows connected elements or highlighting common elements).
So any future tool probably needs to support multiple kinds of visualization
of relations.

Other possibilities are automatic triggering of compositions when an input
model changes, automatic compatibility checks of relations between models,
experimenting with porting the composition mechanism to more types of
ADLs, etc.

Broadening the empirical studies. An interesting direction for future work is
performing broader empirical studies. Currently, three architectural descrip-
tions have been analyzed in details, all architected by people with a strong
background in ADs with multiple models. These are representative for a
particular class of ADs which we use frequently, but further investigation
is required in more ADs, and to see if this applies to a broader range of
descriptions.

Broader studies also include studies of the scalability of the approach, the
influence of rationale and textual explanations that accompany the models
on the composition mechanism, how the architects use these techniques in
practice, etc.

6.3.3 ADLs: beyond relations/compositions

The key challenge we see for the future is the development of better ADLs and
tools to support software architects in their day-to-day work. Rather than concen-
trating on making architectural designs and decisions, architects still struggle with
finding the appropriate languages or notations and adequate architectural tools.
Too many architects still use tools like Visio, Powerpoint or Word to describe their
architectures. With such tools it is difficult to analyze, modify, and maintain ADs.
This is recognized by several researchers in the community, like [RSS+04, SC06].

Yet, many challenges remain on the road to a drastically new generation of
ADLs that are more effective in practice. Two key challenges are:

Structuring: viewpoints, views, models. We already mentioned that ADLs
lack structuring facilities. Within the architectural community there is a
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standard to describes software architectures (ISO 42010) that offers concepts
to structure ADs in terms of viewpoints, views, models, etc. An interesting
idea is apply the structuring facilities of ISO 42010 on ADLs. This would
provides us with a basis framework or language that allows to construct (do-
main specific) ADLs with a selection of views and types of models needed
for this domain. This can significantly increase the level of comfort for man-
aging model-based architectural descriptions and make ADLs more useable
in practice.

Architectural semantics and implementation. Too often there is an am-
biguous interpretation of a concrete AD when the system is being built.
This is caused by a lack of a clear mapping between the ADL and the
technology (programming languages, frameworks, middleware, deployment
infrastructure, etc.) on which the system is eventually built. For example,
if an architect uses the concept of a ‘module’, he/she should know what it
means in the underlying technology because this determines how the concept
can be used. What you can do with a module differs if it represents for exam-
ple a package or a .Net assembly, and different interpretations are not always
interchangeable. The result is that mismatches and inconsistencies between
architecture and implementation are bound to surface. Our experience with
industrial partners is that the value of software architecture depends largely
on the conformance of the implementation with the architecture.

Research on architectural conformance is not new, but this still remains a
major issue in the light of ADLs and in connection with the previous chal-
lenge to support multiple models and views. An interesting track of research
is to clearly and unambiguously define the semantics of an ADL in terms
of possible underlying technologies. Specifying the semantics is more than
adding behavioral models, also structural models need clear semantics. Fol-
lowing the terminology from Harel and Rumpe [HR04], the semantic domain
of ADLs or model types is the underlying technology, the semantic mapping
defines the meaning of each concept from the ADL in terms of this underlying
technology.
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Appendix A

Nederlandse Samenvatting

Abstract

Software architectuur speelt een prominente rol in het ontwerpen van steeds com-
plexere gedistribueerde systemen. De manier waarop een architectuur is beschreven
is een belangrijk aspect van een software architectuur. De huidige state-of-the-art
schrijft voor om die beschrijving te structureren aan de hand van meerdere mod-
ellen die gegroepeerd zijn in views. Elk view beschrijft een reeks verwante van
concerns van de belanghebbenden van het systeem.

Het probleem dat het onderzoek van dit proefschrift motiveert, is dat archi-
tecten typisch moeite hebben de modellen in een architecturale beschrijving con-
sistent te houden met elkaar. Bij elke kleine verandering aan een model moet een
architect alle modellen herzien en mogelijk aanpassen. De typische hoge graad van
evolutie in software maakt dit tijdrovend en omslachtig. Dit probleem manifesteert
zich vooral bij modellen die hoofdzakelijk informatie van andere modellen bevatten
(de zogenaamde gëıntegreerde modellen). Het beschrijven van dit soort modellen
is noodzakelijk voor het verkrijgen van een overzicht, voor het begrijpen de in-
teracties, voor samenbrengen van verschillende functies, of voor de communicatie
met belanghebbenden.

De contributies van dit proefschrift zijn relaties en composities voor architec-
turale modellen, ingebed in een architecturale beschrijvingstaal. Er is bovendien
een formele beschrijving van de taal en de nodige tool ondersteuning. Het geheel
vormt een compositiemechanisme om consistentie te handhaven voor gëıntegreerde
modellen. De gëıntegreerde modellen moeten niet langer rechtstreeks onderhouden
worden door de architect. In plaats daarvan beschrijft de architect de relaties
en compositiespecificaties. Met behulp van die specificatie kan een gëıntegreerde
model automatisch afgeleid worden door een tool. Het voordeel is dat wijzigingen
in een model automatisch worden doorgegeven aan alle gëıntegreerde modellen.
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Het compositiemechanisme van dit proefschrift is formeel beschreven om ervoor te
zorgen dat de semantiek behouden blijft tijdens compositie. Het onderzoek naar
relaties omvat ook criteria voor het karakteriseren en vergelijken van relaties tussen
architecturale modellen.

Als validatie hebben we een empirisch onderzoek gedaan naar de gevolgen van
het gebruik van composities en relaties in verschillende toepassingen: een traf-
fic management systeem, een industrieel transportsysteem, en een digitaal publi-
catiesysteem. De empirische studie toont een vermindering tot 29% voor de initiële
specificatie en tot 52% vermindering van het aantal handmatige wijzigingen die
nodig zijn voor een aantal realistische veranderingen aan het systeem.

A.1 Introductie

Software architectuur speelt een prominente rol in het omgaan met de complexiteit
die gepaard gaat met het ontwerpen van complexe gedistribueerde systemen. De
manier waarop een architectuur wordt beschreven is een belangrijk aspect van het
ontwerp, en de huidige consensus is dat een architecturale beschrijving gestruc-
tureerd wordt aan de hand van meerdere modellen gegroepeerd in views.

Een uitdagend probleem daarbij is omgaan met relaties tussen modellen en
de compositie van modellen. Dit is nodig om het consistent aanpassen van een
architecturale beschrijving te vergemakkelijken. Relaties en de composities van
ontwerp-modellen werden reeds onderzocht in het verleden en hebben hun waarde
bewezen. De voordelen van relaties en compositie in een architecturale beschrijv-
ingstaal (ADLs) zijn echter nog steeds onbenut.

In deze context presenteert dit proefschrift twee belangrijke bijdragen. (A) Er
is al een decennium lang onderzoek rond relaties, maar het onderzoek is gefrag-
menteerd. In die context is de eerste bijdrage een referentiekader (framework) om
relaties tussen architecturale modellen te karakteriseren en te vergelijken.

(B) De tweede bijdrage is een compositiemechanism ter ondersteuning van
gëıntegreerde modellen in een architecturale beschrijvings taal (Architectural De-
scription Language, ADL). Belangrijke aspecten hierbij zijn rigoureuze relaties en
composities ondersteund door een ADL; een formele specificatie inclusief consis-
tentie regels (well-formedness rules); een bewijs dat de semantiek bewaard blijft
tijdens compositie; en toolondersteuning voor automatische compositie. Ter evalu-
atie hebben we de gevolgen van het gebruik van relaties en compositie onderzocht
met behulp van een empirisch studie in verschillende toepassingen: een verkeers
beheer systeem, een industrieel transportsysteem met automatisch gestuurde vo-
ertuigen, en een digitaal publicatiesysteem.
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A.2 Context

Aangezien de omvang en de complexiteit van software en systemen voortdurend
toeneemt, wordt er al jaren gebruik gemaakt van een beschrijving van de algemene
structuren van een systeem [SG96]. Dit is essentieel voor communiceren met de be-
langhebbenden, zoals ontwikkelaars, klanten, gebruikers, managers en beheerders.
Het dient er voor te zorgen dat het systeem voldoet aan de functionele vereisten
en vereiste kwaliteit eigenschappen zoals veiligheid, performantie, enz.

Dit is waar architectuur belangrijk wordt. De architectuur van een software
systeem definieert de essentiële structuren, die bestaan uit software-elementen,
de van buitenaf zichtbare eigenschappen van die elementen en de relaties tussen
de elementen [BCK03], en met de omgeving [ISO07]. Het ontwerpen van een ar-
chitectuur is een manier om beter om te gaan met de complexiteit van software
systemen.

Architectuur is een communicatie middel naar de belanghebbenden. Archi-
tectuur manifesteert de eerste reeks ontwerp beslissingen. Architectuur biedt de
nodige structuren om te voldoen aan de vereiste functionaliteit en kwaliteitsat-
tributen. Architectuur biedt een reeks abstracties die kunnen gebruikt worden in
andere systemen met vergelijkbare kwaliteitsattributen [BCK03].

A.2.1 Architecturale Beschrijvingen met Meerdere Mod-
ellen

Een essentiële vraag is hoe men het beschrijven van een architectuur kan verge-
makkelijken voor communicatie met belanghebbenden en hoe men kan omgaan
met complexiteit.

Er wordt veel onderzoek gedaan naar dit onderwerp, en de huidige consen-
sus is dat een architecturale beschrijving (AD) bestaat uit meerdere modellen,
gegroepeerd in views. Elke view toont een concern van het systeem met behulp
van meerdere modellen. Het gebruik van verschillende modellen en views laat toe
om de architectuur te splitsen in begrijpbare stukken, die ook gebruikt kunnen
worden voor communicatie met belanghebbenden.

In de literatuur zijn er verschillende bekende aanpakken rond modellen en
views, met inbegrip van Perry en Wolf [PW92], Finkelstein et al. [FKN+92] en
Kruchten [Kru95]. Meerdere views vormen de basis voor de bekende benaderin-
gen voor architecturale beschrijvingen die vaak worden toegepast in de praktijk,
zoals Reference Model of Open Distributed Processing [ISO96, Put00], Document-
ing Software Architectures [CBB+03], Software Systems Architecture [RW05]. Er
is zelfs een standaard voor ADs genaamd System and Software Engineering - Ar-
chitectural descriptions [ISO07]. Hoewel er aanzienlijke verschillen bestaan tussen
de verschillende aanpakken, is hun belangrijkste troef dat ze een flexibele manier
bieden voor het organiseren van complexe ADs.
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A.2.2 Architecturale Beschrijvingstaal

In algemene bewoordingen definieert een architecturale beschrijvings taal
(ADL) de concepten en semantiek waarin een architecturale beschrijving wordt
beschreven. In de architectuurgemeenschap heeft de term ADL echter een strik-
tere interpretatie. De term ADL wordt gewoonlijk gebruikt voor een taal met een
formele onderbouw en tools voor het documenteren of analyseren van een beschri-
jving.

Er is een breed scala van ADLs beschikbaar, van domeinspecifieke talen tot
algemene talen. Wij bieden een kort overzicht van ADLs vanuit een historisch
perspectief om de aard van ADLs vandaag te duiden.

De eerste generatie ADLs focust op één type model voor het documenteren
van één type concern [Med06]: sommige (bijv. Rapide [Luc96]) zijn gericht op
het modelleren van gebeurtenissen, anderen (bv. Wright [AG97]) zijn specifiek
ontwikkeld voor het detecteren van impasses (deadlocks), nog andere (bijvoor-
beeld MetaH [McD01]) zijn vooral bezig met schedulen van processen. Een tweede
generatie ADLs (bijv. ACME [GMW00] en xADL [DvdHT05]) biedt een bredere
ondersteuning door een taal voor te stellen voor meerdere concerns.

De afgelopen tien jaar was de focus van de architectuurgemeenschap meer
gericht op views en minder op de onderliggende ADLs. Toch werden nog een aan-
tal ADLs voorgesteld. Sommige van deze ADLs zijn specifiek voor een bepaald
probleemdomein. Representatieve voorbeelden zijn AADL [SAE] voor embed-
ded systemen voor luchtvaartelektronica en toepassingen in de autoindustrie,
π-ADL [Oqu04] voor formele modellering van dynamische software-architecturen,
formele analyse en verfijning van de modellen, en DAOP-ADL [PFT03] voor dy-
namische aspectcomponenten. Andere talen worden niet gepromoot als ADL, maar
worden wel als dusdanig gebruikt (bijvoorbeeld UML [OMGc], SysML [OMGb]).
De meningen over of bijvoorbeeld UML geschikt is voor het documenteren van ar-
chitecturen verschillen nogal. UML biedt vele concepten, maar geen specifieke ar-
chitecturale concepten voor het modelleren van connectoren, lagen, etc [MRRR02].
Desondanks blijft UML populair voor dit soort toepassingen.

Ondanks de hoeveelheid aan ADLs die vandaag beschikbaar zijn, gebruiken
architecten nog vaak een informele taal of notatie voor het documenteren van
een architectuur, of wordt er gebruik gemaakt van een losjes gëınterpreteerd
UML-notatie. Mogelijke redenen die door Riva et al. [RSS+04] naar voor wor-
den geschoven zijn dat ADLs slechts beperkte tot geen ondersteuning bieden voor
meerdere modellen, er beperkte tool ondersteuning is, er veronderstellingen zijn
die het gebruik ervan beperken en ADLs vaak te generieke zijn en essentiële domein
specifieke concepten missen die belangrijk zijn voor architecten. In deze verhan-
deling streven we ernaar om alle concepten van onze taal duidelijk te definiëren
omdat we geloven dat dit de beste manier is om van architecturaal design een
volwaardige ingenieurs discipline te maken.
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A.2.3 Relaties en Compositie

Een belangrijk aspect bij het gebruik van meerdere modellen is het terug samen-
brengen van de modellen. Dit omvat onder andere hoe de individuele modellen
gerelateerd zijn en hoe de informatie in de modellen kan worden gecomposeerd om
de architectuur te begrijpen als een geheel. We bespreken achtereenvolgens relaties
en compositie.

Relaties

De noodzaak om op een gepaste wijze om te gaan met relaties tussen de mod-
ellen is reeds bekend. De pioniers van multi-model aanpakken voor architectuur,
Finkelstein et al. [FKN+92], Perry et al. [PW92] en Kruchten [Kru95], wijzen er
reeds op dat modellen afhankelijk zijn van elkaar, want ze beschrijven hetzelfde
systeem. Bekende benaderingen voor het beschrijven van software-architecturen
zoals [CBB+03, RW05, ISO07] bevestigen dit. Niet documenteren van de relaties
leidt tot problemen in de beschrijving, inclusief ongedocumenteerde inconsisten-
ties en een gebrek aan inzicht over hoe het systeem in elkaar past. Nadenken over
relaties dwingt de architect na te denken, te beschrijven en redeneren over de
afhankelijkheden tussen de verschillende modellen [ISO07, CBB+03].

Uit een studie van de literatuur rond architectuur [BWH+08] blijkt ook dat
relaties gebruikt worden voor een groot scala van doeleinden. Sommige auteurs
richten zich op het automatisch controleren van de consistentie [NEFE03, BBD+00,
DQvS07, RP08], het afdwingen van design beperkingen [GMW00], het consistent
aanpassen van de architectuur met behulp van trace relaties [THA07] of gebruiken
relaties voor modeltransformatie [AK03, CS07, DQPvS03, OMG07] en composeren
van de informatie uit verschillende modellen.

Model Compositie: het Integreren van Informatie uit Verschillende
Modellen

Architecten worden regelmatig geconfronteerd met de compositie1 van informatie
uit verschillende modellen met elkaar [Nej08]. Dit kan nodig zijn voor het verkri-
jgen van een overzicht [NSC+07], voor het verwerven van inzicht in de interac-
ties [GV06], voor het samenbrengen van features [JWEG07], voor de communicatie
met belanghebbenden [CBB+03], voor het combineren van verschillende versies
van de architectuur [AAAN+08] of voor het uitvoeren van verschillende soorten
analyses zoals controle op consistentie [Egy00].

Dit proefschrift richt zich specifiek op de gëıntegreerde modellen. We gebruiken
de term gëıntegreerd model voor een architecturaal model in een architecturale
beschrijving die informatie uit andere architecturale modellen bundelt. Het concept
van een gëıntegreerd model wordt gëıllustreerd met een abstracte voorbeeld in

1Compositie is ook bekend onder de termen integratie, fusie of weven.
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Figure A.1: Een voorbeeld met verschillende abstracte modellen in een architec-
turale beschrijving. De compositie van modellen A, B en C leidt tot model I.

fig. A.1. De figuur toont vier architecturale modellen, elk bestaande uit meerdere
componenten. Modellen A en B beschrijven de relatie van component X met Y
en Z, Model C beschrijft de interne structuur van X. Model I is een gëıntegreerd
model, dat een gëıntegreerd overzicht biedt van alle drie de modellen A, B en C.

Een studie van ADs en onze ervaring met het ontwerpen van ADs toont
dat gëıntegreerde modellen vrij veel voorkomen in de praktijk. Architecten docu-
menteren aparte modellen, maar vaak ook een model dat een overzicht biedt (een
gëıntegreerd model) om te communiceren met belanghebbenden en om te laten
zien hoe delen van de architectuur in elkaar passen. Gëıntegreerde modellen zijn
een integraal onderdeel van een architecturale beschrijving.

A.3 Probleemstelling

Binnen de context van relaties en compositie van de architecturale modellen
onderzoeken we twee problemen.

Probleem A: Gebrek aan een referentiekader voor het vergelijken van
relaties. De versnippering van het onderzoek en het ontbreken van een gemeen-
schappelijke referentiekader voor relaties maakt het vergelijken van aanpakken
voor relaties moeilijk.

Een representatief voorbeeld van het gebrek aan gemeenschappelijk referen-
tiekader is de versnippering van terminologie in deze context. Een monster van
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termen uit het recente onderzoek op dit gebied illustreert dit punt: [NEFE03] ge-
bruikt constraints, rules, standard constraints, extensions constraints, integration
constraints en custom constraints; [GMW00] gebruikt design constraints, invari-
ants en heuristics; [MBC05] gebruikt rule, specializes rules, constraints en obli-
gations; [DSF07] gebruikt daarbij ook nog policy constraints; [BBD+00] gebruikt
viewpoint correspondences; [CBB+03] gebruikt relations en mapping ; [DQvS07]
gebruikt refinement en overlap relations, relationships en consistency rules die
toegepast worden op relations; [AK03] gebruikt relations en transformations voor
hetzelfde concept; [RP08] gebruikt boolean rule, general design rule, constraints
logic, dependency links, links, design rule en transformation rule; [CS07] gebruikt
links, relations, rules, correspondences en correspondence rules; [THA07] gebruikt
traceability links, dependency links, dependency relations, relations, trace relation;
enz.

Het ontbreken van een gemeenschappelijk referentiekader belemmert de
selectie en ontwikkeling van geschikte relaties voor een specifiek doel en leidt tot
add-hoc gebruik van relaties.

Probleem B: Gebrekkige ondersteuning voor gëıntegreerde modellen.
Er is een gebrek aan ondersteuning voor het specificeren en onderhouden van

gëıntegreerde modellen in ADs. Er ontbreken concepten in ADLs voor het expli-
ciet vastleggen van gëıntegreerde modellen en een compositiemechanisme die dat
ondersteund. Bestaande compositie aanpakken bieden bovendien vaak geen onder-
steuning voor typische architecturale modellen zoals C&C en deployment modellen.

Het gebrek aan ondersteuning heeft verschillende gevolgen. Voor elke kleine
wijziging aan een model moet een architect alle modellen herzien en eventueel
bijwerken. Omdat gëıntegreerde modellen informatie herhalen, is het moeilijk om
ze consistent te houden. Architecten moeten veel handmatige updates uitvoeren
in gëıntegreerde modellen, dat is een omslachtige, foutgevoelige en tijdrovende
activiteit.

Deze problemen hebben we ervaren tijdens het bestuderen en ontwerpen van
verschillende niet-triviale ADs. Als onderdeel van dit proefschrift hebben we een
empirische studie uitgevoerd in drie niet-triviale ADs. In deze ADs komen twee
types van gen̈tegreerde modellen voor: gëıntegreerde C&C-modellen en de deploy-
ment modellen. De studie bevestigde het belang van de gëıntegreerde modellen in
de case studies, en de gevolgen van een gebrek aan ondersteuning.

A.4 Samenvatting van de Bijdragen

De bijdrage van dit proefschrift is tweeledig. De eerste bijdrage is een referen-
tiekader voor het karakteriseren en vergelijken van aanpakken voor relaties tussen
modellen. De tweede bijdrage is een compositiemechanisme ter ondersteuning
van gëıntegreerde C&C en deployment modellen in een ADL. We gaan meer
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gedetailleerd in op de beide bijdragen in de volgende paragrafen.

Contributie A: Een referentiekader voor het karakteriseren en
vergelijken van aanpakken voor relaties tussen architecturale mod-
ellen [BWH+08].

De eerste bijdrage is een referentiekader dat een gemeenschappelijke basis biedt
voor relaties tussen modellen. Het referentiekader is gebaseerd op een grondige
studie van de literatuur en op onze ervaring, en is geënt op het ISO 42010 con-
ceptuele model voor ADs. Het referentiekader werpt licht op het gebruik, de reik-
wijdte en het onderliggende mechanisme van relaties. Toepassing van het kader
wordt gëıllustreerd met een aantal representatieve aanpakken uit de literatuur.

Architecten kunnen gebruik maken van het referentiekader om aanpakken voor
relaties met elkaar te vergelijken. Dit kan helpen bij de selectie of ontwikkeling
van gepaste relaties en helpt ad-hoc gebruik van relaties te voorkomen.

Contributie B: Een expliciet concept van compositie en relaties voor
C&C modellen, infrastructuur modellen, and deployment modellen in
een ADL[BH08, BGH07, BH06, BWH06, BH05]. De tweede contributie is
een compositie aanpak ter ondersteuning van gëıntegreerde modellen. De aanpak
is expliciet opgenomen in een ADL. Dit omvat:

• Relaties zijn expliciete concepten in het AD, en worden ondersteund door een
ADL. Er is een formele specificatie van drie relaties tussen C&C-modellen:
unification, submodel en subelement.

Het resultaat is dat composities de relaties tussen de modellen kunnen ge-
bruiken als basis voor integratie. Dit helpt om de composities beheersbaar
te houden. Aangezien relaties expliciet gedefinieerd zijn, kan een architect ze
bovendien hergebruiken voor andere composities of b.v. voor het controleren
van de consistentie.

• Er is een expliciet concept ter ondersteuning van composities in een AD,
ondersteund door een taal. Zowel de specificatie van compositie en de resul-
terende gëıntegreerde modellen zijn expliciet opgenomen in de architecturale
beschrijving. De architecturale beschrijving bestaat dan uit een geheel van
views met meerdere modellen, een aantal relaties tussen de modellen, en een
aantal composities die corresponderen met de gëıntegreerde modellen.

Omdat een compositie deel uit maakt van een architecturale beschrijving
kan een architect onmiddellijk bepalen welke modellen en elementen moet
worden bijgewerkt bij elke wijziging aan de architectuur. Tools kunnen deze
informatie gebruiken om wijzigingen automatisch te propageren doorheen
de beschrijving. Dit vereenvoudigt het consistent houden van gëıntegreerde
modellen.
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• Er is een formele beschrijving van de ADL, inclusief compositie. De formalis-
ering van de ADL omvat C&C-modellen, infrastructuur modellen, deploy-
ment modellen en relaties, en de respectievelijke consistentie regels. De for-
malisering van compositie bevat een formele beschrijving van een compositie-
specificatie, de compositie functie, en de regels die de semantiek van com-
positie bepalen. Deze semantische regels worden gebruikt om te bewijzen
dat de uitkomst van een compositie een consequente en volledige weergave
van de input-modellen en hun relaties is (model en relatie semantiek worden
behouden).

De formele beschrijving beschrijft ook dat compositie traceerbaar is. De
traceerbaarheid help voor het specificeren van de semantiek en bij de bouw
van tools. Maar architecten kunnen dit ook gebruiken om heen en weer te
gaan tussen het gëıntegreerde model en de input-modellen.

Formalisering is noodzakelijk om de onduidelijkheden en tegenstrijdigheden
te voorkomen die te vaak deel uit van een informele en ad-hoc ADL.

Als validate hebben we een bestaande ADL (xADL [DvdHT05] en ontwikke-
lingsomgeving (ArchStudio [Arc]) uitgebreid met de concepten van relaties en
composities. De ontwikkelingsomgeving ondersteunt geautomatiseerde compositie.
Daarbij passen we de relaties en composities toe in verschillende case studies en
onderzoeken de gevolgen van het gebruik van beide concepten. De case studies zijn
een eenvoudige video-on-demand systeem, een traffic controle systeem [HWHB08],
een digitaal publicatie systeem [MJVL+07][VLGM+06][LdbK+], en een industrieel
transportsysteem voor de logistieke diensten [WHSW08][BWSH06].

Dit proefschrift toont aan dat de compositie van de architecturale modellen een
krachtig mechanisme is voor software architecten. Een architect hoeft niet langer
rechtstreeks gëıntegreerde modellen te specificeren, maar kan in plaats daarvan
een compositie gebruiken die leidt tot hetzelfde gëıntegreerde model. Compositie
verlicht de taak van een architect om gëıntegreerde modellen te specificeren en
consistent te houden. Met de flexibiliteit van relaties en composities wordt het
gemakkelijker om meerdere alternatieve oplossingen in het architecturale beschri-
jving te specificeren. Meer algemeen geldt dat het documenteren van relaties en
composities aanleiding geeft tot architecturale beschrijvingen die expressiever en
minder dubbelzinnig zijn. De kosten van de specificatie van relaties en composi-
tie wordt goedgemaakt door de winst bij het consistent houden van gëıntegreerde
modellen, maar een architecturale beschrijving met relaties en samenstelling zal
altijd iets omvangrijker zijn.

A.5 Belangrijke Lessen

Belangrijke lessen geleerd tijdens dit proefschrift zijn:
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• Er wordt soms beweerd dat het samenstellen van heterogene modellen ‘de
echte uitdaging is’ [NKF03]. Het empirische onderzoek in deze paper toonde
aan dat gëıntegreerde C&C-modellen en deployment modellen een belangri-
jke rol kunnen spelen in ADs. Uit het onderzoek in dit proefschrift is duidelijk
dat de ontwikkeling van een mechanisme voor de compositie van deze mod-
ellen reeds niet-triviaal is en het gebruik van gëıntegreerde modellen kan
vergemakkelijken.

• Specificeren van relaties is geen wondermiddel. Ondanks de toegevoegde
waarde met betrekking tot eenduidige beschrijvingen en het gebruik van
de relaties voor compositie, heeft de specificatie van gedetailleerde relaties
een kostprijs. Vooral wanneer er sprake is van een reeks sterk gerelateerde
modellen kan de beschrijving van de relaties tussen de modellen ingewikkeld
en omslachtig worden. Onze ervaring is dat het in zo’n geval storend is om
al die relaties te beschrijven. Technieken die we kunnen gebruiken in dit
verband zijn de automatische identificatie van relaties aan de hand van een
eenvoudige heuristiek of het encoderen van relaties in een ADL. We verwijzen
hierbij naar een meer gedetailleerde bespreking in toekomstig werk.

• Een belangrijke opmerking is dat het onderzoek rond meerdere modellen
en ADLs niet in harmonie zijn met elkaar. Onderzoek op het gebied van
modellen is voornamelijk gericht op het structureren van de architecturale
documentatie voor het beheersen van de complexiteit en communicatie met
belanghebbenden. Onderzoek rond ADLs is voornamelijk gericht op de taal,
dat wil zeggen het ontwikkelen van de beste taal voor het beschrijven van een
bepaald type oplossing. In de context van multi-model beschrijvingen kan een
ADL worden gezien als het definiëren van één specifiek model type. ADLs
beschikken soms over beperkte ondersteuning voor het structureren van een
concrete beschrijving, maar er is geen ADL die een rijke set van concepten
voor het structureren van de beschrijving aanbiedt zoals typisch voorkomt in
multi-model beschrijvingen. De architecturale gemeenschap zou sterk kunnen
profiteren van een taal die een combinatie van de sterke elementen van beide
tracks biedt. Het zou de bruikbaarheid van ADLs sterk verbeteren, en een
meer rigoureuze taal aanbieden voor het beschrijven van meerdere modellen
in ADs.

Deze spanning tussen ADLs en multi-model beschrijvingen is precies de con-
text waarin dit proefschrift past. We streven naar een betere ondersteuning
te bieden voor meerdere modellen in ADLs door toevoeging van expliciete
ondersteuning voor relaties en composities.

• Het ontbreken van een standaard ADL en tools is een handicap voor software
architecten. Architecten worstelen nog steeds met het vinden van de juiste
talen, notaties en tools voor het documenteren van software-architecturen.
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Een nieuwe generatie van ADLs is nodig die de software-architect beter on-
dersteunt in zijn dagelijks werk. We verwijzen hierbij naar een meer gede-
tailleerde bespreking in toekomstig werk.

• Het begrip ‘relatie’ in een architecturale beschrijving wordt momenteel ges-
tandaardiseerd in de komende revisie van ISO 42010. Het huidige werkdocu-
ment bevat begrippen als ‘model correspondentie’ en ‘model correspondentie
regel’. De eerste is een relatie tussen twee of meer architectuurmodellen, de
tweede is een beperking tussen twee of meer architectuurmodellen toegepast
op een model correspondentie. De standaard is momenteel nog onder revisie.

• Ontwikkelen van multi-agent systemen (MAS) kan het best worden
aangepakt op het architecturale niveau. Dit proefschrift is begonnen als een
project om aspect-oriëntatie toe te passen tijdens het ontwikkelen van MAS.
Al snel werd duidelijk dat aspect-georiënteerd in code of UML niet het juiste
niveau van abstractie waren om dit probleem aan te pakken [BH05, BWH06].
Software-architectuur is beter geschikt voor het ondersteunen van MAS. Er-
varingen met het documenteren van software-architecturen voor multi-agent
systemen in DistriNet [BWSH06, WBH08] zijn een motivatie voor de on-
twikkeling van relaties en compositie, maar het eindresultaat is duidelijk
meer generiek van toepassing.

A.6 Conclusie

Software architecten beheersen de complexiteit door het architecturale beschrijving
in kleinere en meer begrijpelijke stukken te delen (architecturale modellen). Een
uitdagende probleem daarbij is om de relaties tussen en de compositie van de
architecturale modellen te ondersteunen. In het verleden is reeds onderzoek gedaan
in deze richting, maar relaties en compositie worden momenteel nog te weinig
ondersteund in architecturale beschrijvingstalen.

Deze verhandeling voegt expliciete concepten voor composities en relaties toe
aan een ADL. Dit is belangrijk om de inspanningen voor aanpassingen aan de
architectuur beperkt te houden, en om de architecturale beschrijving consistent
te houden. Dit past in de brede context van onderzoek naar betere ADLs die het
dagelijks werk van software architecten kunnen ondersteunen.
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